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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm, headquartered
in London. Collectively our team has decades of
experience in undertaking complex investigations and
intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over
the last three years, involving some 150 territories. Our
client base includes a broad range of leading
international financial institutions, law firms and
multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial crime,
integrity and reputational risks, which can arise from a lack
of knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions,
enabling our clients to make better informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with antibribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other
relevant financial crime legislation, such as sanctions
compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion or sanctions
risks. Our services support the on-boarding, periodic or
retrospective review of clients or third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide range
of complex disputes and other contentious matters,
including complex cross-border asset tracing claims,
litigation support, internal investigations, market
intelligence, supply chain analysis and country risk
assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a very
broad range of public and proprietary data sources, as well
as a longstanding network of reliable, informed local
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contacts, cultivated over decades, who support us regularly
in undertaking local enquiries on a confidential and discreet
basis. As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we
source information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means we
avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect larger
organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and respect
for time constraints. We offer robust, cost-effective
solutions, providing our clients with work of the highest
quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would
like to know more about Aperio’s services or discuss how
we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the June issue of the Financial Crime Digest, which provides concise analysis of the most significant financial crime
related developments from around the world. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please sign up here. We
are also currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial crime developments.
If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperio-intelligence.com
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ENFORCEMENT

Commerzbank London fined £37,805,400 by UK
Financial Conduct Authority over AML failings

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) announced on

high-risk clients, from a reliable and independent source

17 June that it has fined the London branch of Germany’s

and there was no comprehensive documented process or

Commerzbank AG £37,805,400 for failing to implement

criteria for terminating a relationship with an existing

adequate anti-money laundering (AML) systems and

client for financial crime risk

controls between 23 October 2012 and 29 September 2017.
There was a significant backlog of existing clients waiting
According to the FCA, Commerzbank London was aware of

to be onboarded due to the compliance team being

the serious weaknesses in its risk management systems,

significantly understaffed; by February 2017 the refreshed

which were identified during the FCA’s inspection visits in

KYC checks of 2,226 clients were overdue

2012, 2015 and 2017. Since March 2017, Commerzbank
London has undertaken a large-scale remediation exercise

In May 2016, an exceptions process was put in place to

related to its financial crime controls, which is now complete,

allow existing clients to engage in transactions with the

and has voluntarily implemented business restrictions on

bank despite not having been subject to timely refreshed

new high-risk customers.

KYC checks, which made the senior branch management
and compliance teams lose track of the process

The FCA notes that no evidence of financial crime
occasioned or facilitated by Commerzbank London’s failings

Commerzbank London’s automated tool for monitoring

was identified. The fine amount includes a 30 percent

money laundering risk on transactions for clients was not

discount under the FCA’s executive settlement procedures, as

fit for purpose and lacked essential information

a result of Commerzbank London agreeing to resolve the
matter. In the absence of cooperation with the authorities, the

Risk and issue owners were not clearly understood by

financial penalty would have amounted to £54 million.

different parts of the business

Failings included
Certain business areas did not always observe rules on
verifying the beneficial ownership of clients, including
3

FCA press release
FCA final notice
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Swedish and Estonian regulators fine SEB AB for
AML failures in the Baltics
customers and beneficial owners (BOs).

requirements and ensure that

In addition, the subsidiaries were not

suspicious transaction alarms are

granted enough resources to combat

adequately used by 30 June 2021. To

money laundering, although some of

avoid additional fines, the Estonian FSA

these customers were classified by the

has ordered SEB to implement a set of

banks themselves as high-risk, in

measures to improve transaction

particular in Estonia. In addition, SEB’s

monitoring in the next six months.

Estonian branch failed to collect

According to the FI, the investigation

information about resident customers

did not look into whether money

with non-resident BOs before 2016.

laundering had occurred in any of SEB’s
Baltic subsidiaries.

The Swedish financial supervisory
authority, Finansinspektionen (FI),
announced during a press conference
on 25 June that it has fined
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken (SEB)
AB SEK 1 billion (£86.4 million) for
deficiencies in its anti-money
laundering and countering the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
systems in its subsidiaries in Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania.
The FI’s investigation, which covered
the period between 2015 and 2019,
found that SEB AB failed to adequately
identify and manage its Baltic
subsidiaries’ AML work in connection
with the high-risk posed by non-resident

Concurrently, the Estonian financial
supervisory authority (FSA) fined SEB’s

The Bank of Estonia issued a press

Estonian branch SEB Bank AS €1

release stating that Estonian banks

million for AML/CFT shortcomings

should invest more in smart solutions

between 26 August 2017 and 27

to prevent money laundering. According

September 2019, regarding the

to the Bank of Estonia, the SEB Bank

inadequate collection and storage of

fine highlights the need for banks in

customer data, limitations in its

Estonia to develop their KYC systems

identification of BOs and business

and invest in more effectively tracking

relationships, and deficiencies in

down money laundering.

reporting suspicious transactions to the
financial intelligence unit (FIU).

Swedish FI press release

To improve its AML controls, the

Swedish FI notice

Swedish FI has asked SEB to redesign
its automated transaction monitoring

Swedish FI decision

system to identify deviations from
individual know-your-customer (KYC)

Archaeological trafficking gang dismantled
An archaeological trafficking gang was

illegally excavated from sites in

into the country, with a further five

broken up in an October 2019

Bulgaria. The operation was led by the

arrested in Bulgaria. The criminal

international police operation involving

Bulgarian Ministry of Internal Affairs,

network purportedly used Germany as

the UK and Bulgaria, according to a 25

with assistance from British and

their point of transit for moving the

June press release from Europol.

German authorities and Europol.

stolen artefacts to points of sale

Police recovered 4,600 archaeological

Three suspects were arrested in the UK

pieces dating back to the Roman

after having been caught attempting to

Empire and Bronze Age that had been

smuggle the ransacked cultural items

through legitimate art markets.
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Europol press release
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Novartis and Alcon subsidiary agree to pay over
$346 million to settle US bribery probes
business in China from 2013 to 2015, which reportedly used
forged contracts as part of local financing arrangements.
According to the plea agreement, Novartis Hellas allegedly
bribed employees of Greek state-owned and state-controlled
hospitals and clinics between 2012 and 2015 by sponsoring
their travel to international medical conferences and funding
an epidemiological study in 2009 and 2010 to increase sales
of Novartis’ eye drug Lucentis. In an attempt to hide the
bribery scheme, Novartis Hellas falsely recorded in its books,
records and accounts a series of improper payments it made
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 25 June
that Novartis Hellas S.A.C.I., a Novartis AG subsidiary, and
Alcon Pte Ltd, a current subsidiary of Alcon Inc and former
Novartis AG subsidiary, have agreed to pay an overall
criminal penalty of $233.9 million for violations of the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) in Greece and
Vietnam.

Novartis Hellas allegedly bribed
employees of Greek hospitals
and clinics by sponsoring travel
to medical conferences and
funding an epidemiological
study to increase sales of a
Novartis eye drug

to Greek healthcare providers.
In its separate deferred prosecution agreement (DPA), Alcon
Vietnam Pte Ltd admitted that between 2011 and 2014 it
made corrupt payments to Vietnam state hospitals and
clinics through a third-party distributor to increase the sales
of its eye surgery devices. The improper payments were
reportedly concealed in Novartis AG books by recording
partial reimbursements to the distributor company for up to
50 percent of the cost of the bribes and transmitting false
Sarbanes-Oxley sub-certification letters to the SEC.
Novartis AG announced on 25 June that the company has
already implemented appropriate remedial measures and
that through the DOJ and SEC agreements “all outstanding
FCPA investigations into Novartis are now closed”.
According to local media, the Greek government’s
spokesperson announced on 26 June that Greece might seek
financial compensation from Novartis AG in relation to the
revelations.

In addition, Novartis AG has entered into a separate
agreement with the US Securities and Exchange Commission

DOJ press release

(SEC), by which it has agreed to pay civil penalties of $112.8
million to settle charges that it violated the FCPA books and

SEC press release

records and internal accounting provisions in connection with
alleged acts of corruption by its subsidiaries in Greece, South
Korea and Vietnam. The SEC also found that Novartis lacked
sufficient internal accounting controls within its former Alcon

5
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UK FCA issues final notice against IT service
provider Redcentric for market abuse
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

the 12 months in question £43 million.

company employees for their role in the

(FCA) issued a final notice on 26 June

The FCA did not impose financial

market abuse. The three individuals are

against IT provider Redcentric plc for

penalties on the company because

all being charged with multiple counts

market abuse committed between

Redcentric agreed to compensate

of making false or misleading

November 2015 and November 2016.

wronged investors and because

statements, while two others are being

Redcentric has agreed to compensate

Redcentric’s current customers, which

charged with four counts of false

investors who may have been misled

includes the National Health Service

accounting.

by unaudited interim results that

(NHS), would be adversely impacted by

misstated the company’s debt and

market losses while taking part in the

overstated its asset position.

treatment of Covid-19.

According to the FCA, Redcentric’s

Separately, the FCA is initiating criminal

market inflation cost investors during

proceedings against three former

FCA press release
FCA final notice

Ukraine makes arrests over alleged attempt to
bribe officials to terminate embezzlement case
Investigators from the National

Bank. PJSC Real Bank was then

(STSU), an executive of a group of

Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine

allegedly controlled by a criminal

companies affiliated with Zlochevsky,

(NABU), with guidance from the

organisation involving officials in

and a former head of department at the

Specialised Anti-Corruption

former president Viktor Yanukovych’s

State Fiscal Service of Ukraine, a

Prosecutor’s Office (SAPO), detained

administration. The value of the

trustee for the minister of ecology. They

three individuals on 12 June who

embezzled funds was reportedly UAH

were detained under Article 208 of the

allegedly attempted to bribe a NABU

800 million (£24 million).

Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine.

unnamed individuals purportedly

The Ukrainian General Prosecutor

The first deputy head of the STSU

attempted to bribe the officials with $5

reportedly widened the investigation

allegedly acted as an intermediary,

million in exchange for the termination

into Zlochevsky to include suspected

receiving the funds from individuals

of a case involving the former minister

involvement in embezzlement in

close to Zlochevsky, and planned to

of ecology Mykola Zlochevsky, who is

November 2019, however the

keep the $1 million for himself. All three

suspected of embezzling state funds.

investigation is currently suspended as

detainees were given temporary

Zlochevsky, who reportedly resides in

custody or bail ranging from UAH 40.4

Zlochevsky was minister of ecology

Monaco, has not responded to

million to UAH 120 million.

from 2010 to 2012. He is currently the

summons for questioning.

official and the head of SAPO. The

owner of the natural gas company

Burisma Group denied any illegal action

Burisma Group, which he founded in

The authorities seized the $5 million,

2002. Zlochevsky is accused of using

and an additional $1 million found in

his ministerial position to embezzle

one of the detainees’ cars. The detained

stabilisation loan funds granted by the

individuals include the first deputy head

National Bank of Ukraine to PJSC Real

of the State Tax Service of Ukraine
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was taken on its behalf.
NABU press release
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Interim directors appointed at Belgazprombank
after employees charged with money laundering
The National Bank of the Republic of

The raid followed former

Gazprom alleged that NBRB had acted

Belarus (NBRB) announced on 15 June

Belgazprombank chairman Viktra

illegally by appointing an acting

that it has decided to put in place an

Babaryka’s announcement of his

chairman and an acting deputy

interim administration team to manage

intention to run for president on 12 May.

chairman of the management board at

Russian-owned Belgazprombank,

Babaryka claims that the actions by law

Belgazprombank. The two shareholders

following a raid by the State Control

enforcement target his campaign.

stated that they are pursuing legal

Committee (SCC) which resulted in 15

According to the Belarusian press

action to protect their interests.

directors and senior employees being

agency, incumbent President Aleksandr

detained on charges of money

Lukasehno denied that the arrests were

laundering and tax evasion.

part of an attack on his rival and stated
that the SCC had been investigating the

The NBB confirmed that it has

NBRB statement
Lukashenko statement

bank since 2016.

appointed former NBRB chairwoman

Gazprom statement

Nadezhda Yermakova as the interim

On 12 June, Belgazprombank’s

head of Belgazprombank.

shareholders Gazprombank and

EU Council designates 11 Venezuelan officials
The EU Council designated 11 senior

González, Elvis Eduardo Hidrobo

Guaidó and other elected members of

Venezuelan officials on 29 June for

Amoros, Juan José Mendoza Jover,

the Venezuelan representative body.

their roles in “undermining democracy

Jorge Elieser Marquez Monsalve, Farik

Luis Parra was named by the

and the rule of law”, bringing the total

Karin Mora Salcedo, Dinorah Yoselin

Venezuelan Supreme Court as Guaidó’s

number of Venezuelans on the EU’s

Bustamante Puerta, Luis Eduardo Parra

replacement as National Assembly

sanctions list to 36. Consequences of

Rivero, Franklyn Leonardo Duarte, and

President on 26 May, in a move the EU

EU designation include asset freezes

José Gregorio Noriega Figueroa.

Council said did not respect legal

and travel bans.

procedure or democratic principles.
The EU Council claims that the newly

The officials designated are José

designated officials were involved in the

Adelino Ornelas Ferreira, Gladys del

removal of parliamentary immunity

Valle Requena,Tania Valentina Diaz

from National Assembly President Juan

EU Council press release
EU designations

Aperio Analysis
These EU sanctions, which include a travel ban and asset freezes, have brought the number of Venezuelan officials under
European sanctions to a total of 36. While Maduro was initially furious at the measure, ordering the head of the European Union
mission in Caracas to leave the country, he reversed this decision a few days later. Venezuela and the EU, which has endorsed
Maduro’s opponent Juan Guaidó as Venezuela's interim president, have maintained tense relations in recent months due to what
is perceived by Maduro as the EU’s interventionist policy on Venezuelan internal affairs. However, on 2 July the Venezuelan
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Jorge Arreaza, and the EU's High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Josep
Borrell, agreed in a phone call to maintain a framework for diplomatic relations.
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US seeks $20 million in assets linked to Iran
sanctions violations through Korean bank
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

leaving South Korea, conspired with

million of the funds, transferred through

filed a forfeiture claim in the US

three Iranians to funnel approximately

IBK and laundered through shell

District Court for the District of Alaska

$1 billion through the Industrial Bank of

company accounts in the US, UAE, and

on 3 June related to assets allegedly

Korea (IBK).

South Korea, was used to attempt to

tied to money laundering and violations

purchase a Georgia hotel.

of US sanctions on Iran and the

IBK agreed to a $51 million settlement

International Emergency Economic

on 20 April in the US District Court for

Powers Act (IEEPA).

the Southern District of New York for
anti-money laundering (AML) failings

The DOJ alleges that US citizen

that allowed the $1 billion to be

Kenneth Zong, who was imprisoned for

transferred to Iranian entities in 2011.

DOJ forfeiture complaint
DOJ press statement
IBK settlement

two years in South Korea on related
charges and is currently restricted from

The forfeiture claim contends that $20

OFAC designates German, UAE and Iranian
entities for operating in Iran metals industry
Metil Steel, Sirjan Jahan Steel Complex,

three UAE entities and Tehran-based

Better Future General Trading Co LLC,

Metil Steel are all majority owned by the

Pacific Steel FZE, Tuka Metal Trading

Iranian steel provider. The additional

DMCC, Global Industrial and

three designations target companies

Engineering Supply Ltd, and Tara Steel

that each represent portions of the

Trading GMBH, respectively.

Iranian aluminum, steel, and iron
industry.

Mobarakeh Steel Company was

The US Department of the Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) added eight entities to its
sanctions list on 25 June pursuant to
Executive Order 13871. Five of those
designated are allegedly connected to
or controlled by Iran's Mobarakeh Steel
Company.
The three Iranian, three Emirati, one
Chinese and one German entities are
the Iran Central Iron Core Company,

8

designated by the US in October 2018

Lastly, Chinese Global Industrial and

pursuant to the counter-terrorism

Engineering Supply Ltd has been

sanctions regime for being a shell

designated for knowingly transferring

company of the Bonyad Taavon Basij

300 metric tons of graphite to the

Network, which is known for recruiting

Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines

child soldiers into paramilitary groups

(IRISL) pursuant to the Iran Freedom

associated with Iran’s Revolutionary

and Counter-Proliferation Act. The

Guard Corps.

listing of IRISL as an SDN also took
effect in June 2020.

According to OFAC, the eight newly
designated entities purportedly brought

Treasury Department press...

in tens of millions of dollars annually
through the overseas sale of

Secretary of State press ...

Mobarakeh products. The
German-based Tara Steel is a
subsidiary of Mobarakeh, while the

Updated SDN List
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United States sanctions on Iranian shipping
network come into effect
The US State Department announced

sanctions was postponed by six

related to Iran’s ballistics and military

on 8 June that sanctions against the

months to allow exporters of

activities and other

Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines

humanitarian goods to Iran to find

proliferation-sensitive materiel,

(IRISL) and its China-based subsidiary,

alternative shipping methods.

including Nuclear Suppliers Group

E-Sail Shipping Company Ltd (E-Sail),

controlled items. The press release

for their role in shipping restricted

IRISL and E-Sail have been designated

warns that any government, entity or

nuclear material to Iran, have come

since 5 November 2018 pursuant to EO

individual that continues to do business

into effect.

13599, blocking the property of the

with IRISL and/or E-Sail will be subject

government of Iran and Iranian financial

to US WMD sanctions.

The sanctions against the two entities

institutions, implemented through the

and their network of 121 ships were

Iranian Transactions and Sanctions

announced on 11 December, pursuant

Regulations (ITSR).

to Executive Order (EO) 13382 targeting

US State Department press...
US State Department press...

weapons of mass destruction (WMD)

The State Department notes that IRISL

proliferators. The application of the

has repeatedly transported items

OFAC identifying informat...

CEO of Iranian financial services company
pleads guilty to violating US sanctions
Seyed Sajjad Shahidian, the CEO of

computer software, software licences,

how to create accounts with a foreign

Payment24, an Iranian online financial

and computer servers from US

identity.

services company, pleaded guilty to

companies. In addition, he admitted to

conducting financial transactions and

making material misrepresentations

US prosecutors have dropped the

exports in violation of US sanctions on

and omissions to US-based businesses

remaining wire fraud, identity theft and

Iran, which includes the International

regarding the destination of the goods

conspiracy to commit money

Emergency Economic Powers Act

and the identity of his customers.

laundering charges against Shahidian,

(IEEPA), according to a press release

who is due to be sentenced on 15

issued by the US Department of

According to the plea agreement, the

Justice (DOJ) on 16 June.

Payment24 website provided a package
of services to assist Iranian clients with

Shahidian admitted to unlawfully

making online purchases from

operating his company to conduct

US-based businesses – a PayPal

prohibited financial transactions with

account, a fraudulent ID card, a remote

businesses based in the US, including

IP address from the UAE, and a Visa gift

the illegal purchase and export of

card – offering advice to customers on

9

October 2020.
DOJ press release
Criminal complaint
DOJ charges
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OFAC sanctions five Iranian tanker captains for
delivering gasoline to Venezuela
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Rahnavard, Reza Vaziri and Hamidreza Yahya Zadeh are

designated on 24 June five Iranian ship captains, pursuant

identified for having acted for or on behalf of NITC, pursuant

to Executive Order (EO) 13599 blocking property of the

to EO 13599.

government of Iran, for using US sanctioned Islamic
Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL) and National Iranian

US State Secretary Mike Pompeo said in a statement that:

Tanker Company (NITC) vessels to deliver Iranian gasoline

“Mariners who are considering work with Iran and Venezuela

to Venezuela.

should understand that aiding these oppressive regimes is
simply not worth the risk. Individuals and entities will face

The Iranian flagged tankers include IRISL-managed Clavel

consequences from the United States if they do business

and Petunia and NITC-managed ships Fortune, Forest and

with the Iranian regime, Maduro, or his cronies”.

Faxon, which reportedly delivered over 1.5 million barrels of
gasoline and gasoline components to Venezuela and are

OFAC press release

identified as blocked property on OFAC’s Specially
Designated National and Blocked Persons List (SDN List). Ali

OFAC identifying information

Danaei Kenarsari and Mohsen Gohardehi are designated for
having acted for or on behalf of IRISL, while Alireza

US State Department press release

US offers $5m reward for Venezuelan official
over sanctions-related money laundering
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced on 1 June a

obtain private flight services for the benefit of Nicolás

reward of up to $5 million for information about Venezuela’s

Maduro’s 2018 presidential campaign in violation of US

Superintendent of Cryptocurrency, Joselit de la Trinidad

sanctions.

Ramirez Camacho, indicted in March on charges of US
sanctions evasion and laundering illicit funds while holding

The US Department of Homeland Security’s Immigration and

public office in Venezuela.

Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency announced concurrently
that Ramirez Camacho has been added to the Most Wanted

Ramirez Camacho and the former Venezuelan vice-president

List “in an effort to end corruption and criminality tied to the

Tareck Zaidan El Aissami Maddah were indicted on 26 March

Maduro regime” in Venezuela.

in the US District Court for the Southern District of New York
for violations of the International Emergency Economic

US State Department press release

Powers Act (IEEPA) and the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin
Designation Act and laundering funds used in transactions

ICE press release

that violated US sanctions. The indictment alleges that from
February 2017 until March 2019, El Aissami Maddah and
Ramirez Camacho worked with US persons and entities to

10
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US lists military-owned Cuban sub-entities
The US Department of State announced the addition of

regime’s attempts to control the flow of hard currency that

Cuban financial institution, FINCIMEX, to the restricted

belongs to the Cuban people”.

entities list, in a 3 June press statement by Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo, who referred to FINCIMEX as a

Pompeo stated that the entities have all been added to the

“military-controlled financial institution”.

restricted list because they greatly benefit the Cuban
administration, which has purportedly used proceeds to fund

In total, the State Department announced the addition of

its “interference in Venezuela”. The Secretary of State also

seven sub-entities of the Cuban military to the Cuba

encourages any US citizens that travel to Cuba to avoid

Restricted List, pursuant to the Cuban Assets Control

spending money at businesses that are likely to be

Regulations, which includes three hotels, two scuba diving

government owned.

centers and a marine park, all described as military-owned.
US Secretary of State press release
FINCIMEX is the primary route through which the Cuban
diaspora sends remittances to relatives on the island, as it is

Updated restricted list

the only Cuban entity that represents Western Union.
According to the Department of State, the addition of

Federal Register entry

FINCIMEX to the Cuba Restricted List “will help address the

Aperio Analysis
The designation of FINCIMEX is considered a heavy blow to Cuban individuals who rely on remittances from their families in the
US. While no official figures exist, remittances are considered as the primary unofficial source of foreign currency for the country.
FINCIMEX, which is registered in Panama, is also the only financial institution in Cuba that processes Visa and Mastercard credit
card transactions on the communist island as well as a portion of the Airbnb payments to Cuban hosts. According to the official
US statements, this measure is supposed to restrict the funds the Cuban regime uses to “perpetuate its repression of the Cuban
people”, but this action is expected to cause grave harm to numerous Cubans already suffering from the strains of the country’s
economic crisis. In addition, since March 2020 the Covid-19 pandemic has paralysed nearly all the country’s tourism, which is
one of Cuba’s main sources of revenue.

US designates former Guatemalan president’s
chief of staff over corruption
The US State Department announced on 8 June that it has

democratic institutions. In addition to Alejos, the State

designated former Guatemalan official Gustavo Adolfo

Department has designated his spouse Beatriz Jansa

Alejos Cámbara, pursuant to the Department of State,

Bianchi, his two sons Jose Javier Alejos Jansa and Gustavo

Foreign Operations, and Related Programmes

Andres Alejos Jansa, and his daughter (who is a minor and

Appropriations Act 2020, due to his involvement in

as such is not named in the press release). Following their

significant corruption in his capacity as chief of staff to

designation, Alejos and his immediate family are no longer

former president Álvaro Colom.

eligible for entry into the US.

According to the State Department, Alejos was involved in
corrupt acts that undermined Guatemala’s rule of law and

11
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OFAC designates six Nigerian nationals for $6m
cyber fraud scheme

The US Treasury Department announced in a 16 June press

In parallel action, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

release that the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has

announced on the same day the unsealing of two indictments

designated six Nigerian nationals for operating an alleged

against the same individuals, who remain at large, charging

business email compromise (BEC) fraud scheme that

them with one or more counts each of conspiracy to commit

involved the individuals impersonating business executives

wire fraud and identity theft and access device fraud. Two of

and requesting wire transfers, which resulted in US

the individuals allegedly involved in the scheme, which the

companies and citizens losing over $6 million. The

FBI said partially targeted Nebraska individuals and business,

designated individuals also purportedly engaged in romance

have already been sentenced to 96 and 60 months for wire

scams, which saw them gain access to victims' bank details.

fraud and conspiracy to commit wire fraud, respectively.

OFAC’s designations, which the
FBI called an “extraordinary
step”, block all US property and
assets of the six individuals
According to the press release, the six Nigerians, designated
pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13694, as amended by EO
13757, targeting malicious cyber actors, “manipulated their
victims in order to gain access to usernames, passwords, and
bank accounts in furtherance of the scheme”. The individuals
added to OFAC’s SDN List and subject to asset freezes and
travel bans are: Richard Uzuh, Michael Olorunyomi, Alex
Ogunshakin, Felix Okpoh, Nnamdi Benson and Abiola Kayode.

12

OFAC’s designations, which the FBI called an “extraordinary
step”, block all US property and assets of the six individuals
still at large and ban anyone from engaging in financial
transactions with them. The Department of Justice press
release also thanked Nigeria’s Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission and Nigerian Police Force for their
assistance in the prosecution.
US Treasury press release
OFAC identifying information
US DOJ press release
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Mexican entities designated for oil trading
The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

OFAC also issued General License 37 “Authorizing the Wind

Control (OFAC) designated on 18 June three Mexican

Down of Transactions Involving Delos Voyager Shipping Ltd,

nationals, eight affiliated entities, and two vessels pursuant

Romina Maritime Co Inc, and Certain Vessels”, which has

to Executive Order (EO) 13850 for allegedly engaging in the

been issued to authorise until 21 July 2020 transactions

sale of over 30 million barrels of crude oil for the personal

necessary to the winding down of activities relating to the

gain of actors within the Venezuelan administration. Deputy

designated entities and vessels: Marshall Islands-owned

Secretary Justin Muzinich stated that Venezuelan President

Delos Voyager Shipping Ltd, its vessel Delos Voyager, and

Nicolás Maduro’s administration created a “secret network

Greek-owned Romina Maritime Co Inc, and its vessel

to evade sanctions, which Treasury has now exposed”.

Euroforce. OFAC also issued a new related FAQ.

It is alleged that the three Mexican nationals – Veronica

According to the OFAC statement, the Panamanian-flagged

Esparza Garcia, Olga Maria Zepeda Esparza, and Joaquin

Delos Voyager transferred 515,000 barrels of crude oil from

Leal Jimenez – through their equipment sales company Libre

Venezuela to Qingdao, China in February 2020 and another

Abordo S.A. de C.V. and Mexican-based Schlager Business

515,000 barrels to a second ship near Malaysia in May.

Group S. de R.L. de C.V., brokered the sale of crude oil for the

Liberian-flagged Euroforce, meanwhile, performed a

Maduro-controlled state oil company Petróleos de Venezuela

ship-to-ship transfer of 500,000 barrels of Venezuelan crude

S.A. (PDVSA).

oil in the South China Sea in May.

OFAC further alleges that one scheme involving Leal and

In addition to this OFAC announced the delisting of Afranav

previously designated Colombian businessman Alex Nain

Maritime Ltd, vessel Athens Voyager, Seacomber Ltd, and

Saab Moran masked itself as an exchange of crude oil for

vessel the Chios I, which were designated on 2 June pursuant

food that would be delivered to Venezuelans.

to EO 13850. The companies have been delisted following
commitments to enhance their risk-based sanctions

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said that the scheme

compliance programmes, and commitments to cease

“skimmed millions from funds that were claimed to have

operations in Venezuela as long as Maduro remains in power.

been for humanitarian aid”. By April, Libre Abordo and
Schlager Business Group allegedly accounted for over 40

US State Department press release

percent of PDVSA export revenue, mirroring largely the same
shipping routes as Rosneft Trading S.A., which was

US Treasury Department press release

designated in February.
OFAC designations

Luxembourg financial regulator fines Öhman
Bank for market abuse violations
The Luxembourg Financial Sector

preventing, detecting and reporting

committed to implement a remedial

Oversight Commission (CSSF)

abusive practices, suspicious orders or

programme regarding the violations

announced on 18 June that it has fined

transactions.

identified. The CSSF’s decision may be

Swedish privately-owned Öhman Bank

appealed before an administrative court

SA €41,050 for violations of the Market

The violations were detected following

Abuse Regulation and the regulatory

CSSF’s on-site inspection. During the

technical standards regarding

investigation, Öhman Bank reportedly

13

within three months of being issued.
CSSF notice
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California man pleads guilty to leading multimillion dollar “synthetic identity” fraud scheme
vacant burial plots in a Glendale cemetery. He and
co-defendant Vahan Aloyan, a liquor store manager, allegedly
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on alcohol using the
fraudulently obtained credit cards. A 2016 police raid on the
liquor store and Aloyan’s property yielded over 37,000 bottles
of alcohol at an approximate value of $300,00, as well as
$26,000 in cash and 37 watches.
Hmayakyan used false identities to extend his lines of credit
and take out card loans which were never paid back, as well
as using co-defendant Gayane Hakobyan’s real name on
A California man admitted to a US District Court judge that
he led a series of illicit credit card fraud schemes for nearly
a decade and could now face more than six decades in
prison, according to a 29 June Department of Justice (DOJ)
press release. Mikayel Hmayakyan pleaded guilty to bank
fraud and aggravated identity theft, admitting to running
multiple credit card scams in which he and other
conspirators used false or partially false identities otherwise
known as “synthetic identities” to receive credit cards,
charge hundreds of thousands of dollars to them, and sell
property purchased with the cards for a profit.
Among the items Hmayakyan admitted to flipping with credit

credit cards. The defendants are alleged to have often
utilised synthetic identities, in which some personal
information was correct, but other information was falsified
to extend lines of credit or make fake payments using empty
accounts or insufficient funds.
Hmayakyan is due to be sentenced on 16 November and
faces up to 62 years in prison, while Hakobyan is due to be
sentenced on 8 October and faces up to 30 years in prison.
Aloyan has not pleaded guilty and is expected to stand trial
on 6 October.
DOJ press release

card purchases and subsequent sales were Lexus cars and

Lithuanian central bank orders AB SEB bankas
to address customer due diligence deficiencies
The Board of the Central Bank of Lithuania issued a 17 June

The statement explains that the Bank of Lithuania will not

statement that an inspection of AB SEB bankas (SEB) has

impose any further penalties, noting that SEB has already

revealed some deficiencies in the field of customer business

implemented steps to correct the issues and that the

relationship monitoring. The board has given SEB until 31

monitoring shortcomings were not of extreme significance.

October to correct the issues identified.
Separate investigations by the financial authorities in Sweden
The inspection, completed between January and March 2020,

and Estonia have been carried out.

primarily involved money laundering and terrorist financing
risk management, customer due diligence procedures, and
transaction and business relationship monitoring compliance
throughout 2019.
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Hong Kong SFC fines brokerage firm over HK
$25m for AML/CFT failures
The Securities and Futures

2015, for example, Guotai Junan

Commission of Hong Kong (SFC)

purportedly processed HK$37.5 billion

announced on 22 June that it has fined

in payments by 15,584 separate

The SFC also noted, however, that

brokerage company Guotai Junan

third-party withdrawals and deposits

Guotai Junan has recently taken

Securities Hong Kong Limited HK$25.2

without implementing required

proactive steps to address money

million (£2.6 million) for multiple

safeguards to identify money

laundering and report incidents more

internal control failures and regulatory

laundering or terrorist financing.

rapidly. As part of the agreement, the

breaches in connection with

red flags.

brokerage firm has committed to

anti-money laundering, the

In some cases, the SFC claims, Guotai

submitting an independently reviewed

mishandling of third-party money

Junan did not properly document client

internal report to the SFC within 12

transfers and evidence of nearly 600

and third-party relationships or

months. SFC Executive Director of

wash trades.

identities, and fell short on

Enforcement Thomas Atkinson said

communication, guidance and

that the disciplinary action “should

The SFC claims that Guotai Junan

procedures for identifying suspicious

serve as a stark reminder to licensed

failed to adhere to the anti-money

transactions, monitoring client

corporations about the importance of

laundering regulations for seven years

activities, and making proper enquiries

having adequate and effective

after the implementation of Hong

into the nature of the transactions.

safeguards in place to mitigate the real

Kong's anti-money laundering and

Additionally, the brokerage firm

risk of becoming a conduit to facilitate

terrorist financing guidance in

purportedly did not perform due

illicit activities”.

September 2009. In one 12-month

diligence to identify the beneficial

period between March 2014 and March

ownership of client companies despite

SFC statement

Hungarian regulator fines six banks for systemic
AML/CFT deficiencies
The Hungarian National Bank (Magyar

Magyar Közösségi Bank Zrt, OTP Bank

The MNB has ordered the banks to

Nemzeti Bank, MNB) announced on 17

Nyrt, Sberbank Magyarország Zrt and

implement remedial measures and

June that it has fined six banks HUF

UniCredit Bank Hungary Zrt. The

report on the improvements within

124.2 million (£317,770) for

deficiencies identified include failures

30-135 days from the date of issuance

deficiencies in their anti-money

to report suspicious transactions and to

of its decision.

laundering and counter terrorist

establish customers’ source of funds

financing (AML/CFT) frameworks,

and a lack of adequate internal control

following a thematic inspection which

and IT systems, which resulted in

covered the period between 1 January

delays to the processing of screening

2018 and June 2020.

alerts. In addition, the filtering of
suspicious cash transactions was

The MNB’s inspection covered Erste

insufficient in some cases and there

Bank Hungary Zrt, Kereskedelmi és

was a lack of management approval for

Hitelbank (K&H) Bank Zrt, MagNet

significant transactions.
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Art dealer Inigo Philbrick arrested over alleged
fraud scheme in the US
knowingly misrepresented the ownership of certain artworks,
for example, by selling a total of more than 100 percent
ownership in an artwork to multiple individuals and entities
without their knowledge; and by selling artworks and/or using
artworks as collateral on loans without the knowledge of
co-owners, and without disclosing the ownership interests of
third parties to buyers and lenders.
Philbrick went into hiding in October 2019, after being sued
by German financial services company Fine Art Partners for
withholding $14 million in art in the ongoing civil case FAP
The US Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New
York announced on 12 June that former London and Miami
based art dealer Inigo Philbrick has been arrested. Philbrick,
a US citizen, is alleged to have defrauded investors and
lenders out of over $20 million in connection with works of
post-war and contemporary fine art.
Philbrick has been charged with one count of wire fraud and

GMBH & Co KG v. Inigo Philbrick et al, being heard in a Florida
Circuit Court. He was arrested in Vanuatu, where he was
taken into US custody.
Philbrick was expected to appear before a federal court in
Guam on 15 June 2020.
DOJ press release

one count of aggravated identify theft. He is alleged to have

Former UAW union president pleads guilty to
embezzlement, racketeering, and tax evasion
Gary Jones, the former president of the

Specifically, Jones admitted to

(IRS), which involved conspirators filing

US United Automobile, Aerospace, and

conspiring with at least six other senior

false tax returns.

Agricultural Workers of America union

UAW officials in a conspiracy to

(UAW), pleaded guilty on 3 June to

embezzle money from the UAW for their

As part of the plea deal, Jones agreed

conspiracy to embezzle over $1 million

personal benefit. Jones, the fourteenth

to forfeit a total of $119,000 in

of union dues, along with racketeering

individual to be convicted in the

UAW-connected funds and accounts as

and tax evasion, announced the

ongoing investigation into corruption at

well as golf clubs and $32,377 in cash

Department of Justice (DOJ).

the UAW, admitted to submitting

seized by the authorities during a 2019

fraudulent documents seeking

raid on his personal residence. Jones

It is alleged that, between 2010 and

reimbursements for union expenses

faces an advisory sentence of up to 57

September 2019, Jones aided interstate

which were used for personal spending.

months in prison.

regional director, board member, and

Jones also pleaded guilty to conspiring

DOJ statement

later as president of the union.

to impede the Internal Revenue Service

racketeering in his positions as a

16
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Danske Bank A/S faces criminal complaint in
Denmark over alleged market manipulation
Denmark’s Financial Supervisory

securities traded by the customers with

and relied on automated market

Authority (FSA) announced on 10 June

themselves on the market. The FSA

surveillance which did not cover all

that it has filed a criminal complaint

highlights that the opposite orders to

transactions.

against Danske Bank A/S for violating

each other could be done outside the

market manipulation regulations

market if they were necessary.

between 12 August 2016 and 22

Since the FSA’s inspection, Danske
Bank has reportedly taken measures to

February 2019, in connection with its

The FSA found that Danske Bank

prevent future wash trades. Chief

alleged trading in financial instruments

breached its obligation to “establish

Compliance Officer Philippe Vollot said

without any change in ownership of the

and maintain effective schemes,

that the bank did not have adequate

traded securities, a practice known as

systems and procedures to detect and

market monitoring in place and that

“wash trades”.

report trading orders and transactions

“the so-called opposite trades were due

with financial instruments”. Since 3 July

to insufficient procedures”. Vollot added

During its inspection of Danske Bank’s

2016 when the MAR took effect, the

that the bank has not seen “any

market monitoring function which was

bank has conducted market

indication of intentional wrongdoing or

completed in December 2019, the FSA

surveillance of received and forwarded

any harm to customers or market

found that the bank violated the Market

orders “only to a limited extent”. The

participants”.

Abuse Regulation (MAR) due to

inspection found that Danske Bank's

inadequate market monitoring and

automatic market surveillance did not

opposite trades, by sending “incorrect

cover all business units, marketplaces

and misleading” signals to the market

and financial instruments, did not carry

about the supply and demand for the

out manual checks on trading activities

Danish FSA press release
Danske Bank press release

Moldova requests extradition of former politician
from the US amid corruption accusations
The Moldovan government issued a

According to a 13 January State

before significant parliamentary

formal request to the United States

Department press release, Plahotniuc

elections in Moldova, according to a 22

seeking the extradition of former

was designated by Secretary of State

February 2019 article by Associated

Moldovan politician and media tycoon

Mike Pompeo for “corrupt acts that

Press. Following a constitutional crisis

Vladimir Plahotniuc on allegations of

undermined the rule of law and severely

in the wake of the February 2019

corruption, according to a 24 June

compromised the independence of

elections, a pro-Russian coalition was

press statement.

democratic institutions in Moldova”.

formed and Plahotniuc fled Moldova
shortly after in June 2019.

Plahotniuc, the former head of the

Plahotniuc recently filed an

pro-EU Democratic Party of Moldova, is

unsuccessful lawsuit against the US

purportedly in the US despite his

State Department and Secretary of

September 2019 political asylum

State claiming that the designation was

application rejection, 10 January visa

part of a Russian plot against him.

revocation and 13 January State

Russia did open a money laundering

Department designation.

probe against Plahotniuc only two days
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Italian national sentenced over attempt to evade
US trade sanctions
The US Attorney’s Office in the Southern District of Georgia

deep-water, Arctic offshore oil projects without a licence.

announced on 18 June that an Italian national, Gabriele
Villone, has been sentenced to 28 months in prison for

The indictment alleges that Nikitin, KSE and KSE employee

conspiring to evade the International Emergency Economic

Anton Cheremukhin hired Villone, Bruno Caparini and GVA

Powers Act (IEEPA) and the Export Control Reform Act of

International to obtain the turbine on their behalf. Villone,

2018 (ECRA), by conspiring with others to purchase an

Caparini and GVA then hired Dali Bagrou and his US-based

unlicensed power turbine from the US for a Russian

company World Mining and Oil Supply to obtain the Vectra

state-controlled business.

40G power turbine from an unidentified US-based
manufacturer and ship it overseas. The defendants also

According to the Justice Department, evidence established

purportedly submitted false documentation stating that the

that Russian national Oleg Vladislavovich Nikitin and his

turbine would be used by a US company in Atlanta.

energy company KS Engineering (KSE) contracted an
unnamed Russian government-controlled business to

Nikitin, Villone, and Bagrou were arrested in Georgia, while

purchase the power turbine from a US-based manufacturer

attempting to complete the illegal transaction and are

for approximately $17.3 million in order to use it on a Russian

awaiting trial. The investigation continues against

arctic deep-water drilling platform.

Cheremukhin and Caparini.

The US Department of Commerce prohibits the provision of

Department of Justice press release

goods to support exploration or production for Russian

Former interim Mexican governor pleads guilty
to money laundering in the US
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 17 June

bank fraud. In the 2013 indictment, prosecutors alleged that

that Mexico’s former Coahuila governor Jorge Juan

the two former officials sent more than $2 million each to a

Torres-López pleaded guilty to transnational money

JP Morgan Chase bank account in Brownsville and further to

laundering charges in connection with bribes received in

offshore accounts in Bermuda after misrepresenting the

return for road building contracts.

source of the funds.

According to the DOJ, Torres-López admitted to conducting

Torres was extradited to the US in October 2019 and is

financial transactions in the US to conceal the bribes he

currently awaiting sentencing, which is scheduled for 10

originally received in his capacity as interim Coahuila

September.

governor in 2011 in return for awarding road building
contracts in his state.

DOJ press release

Torres-López and former Coahuila secretary of finance

US Immigration and Customs Enforcement press ...

Hector Javier Villarreal Hernandez were charged in November
2013 with conspiring to launder monetary instruments and

18
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Deutsche Bank agrees to pay $10.25 million to
settle two US CFTC cases
The US Commodity Futures Trading

2016. According to the CFTC, the

in “numerous instances of spoofing”

Commission (CFTC) announced on 18

failures were caused by deficiencies in

relating to the Treasury and Eurodollar

June that Deutsche Bank has agreed to

the bank’s business continuity and

futures contracts on the Chicago

pay $10.25 million in two separate

disaster recovery plan, which stopped

Mercantile Exchange (CME) between

enforcement actions to resolve

swap data reporting functions for five

January and December 2013, when two

allegations that it violated swap data

consecutive days and generated

DBSI traders manually placed bids on

reporting rules and that two of its

additional reporting faults. The consent

the CME with the intention of cancelling

Tokyo-based traders engaged in

order imposes a civil monetary penalty

them before execution. The order

spoofing.

of $9 million, which includes a

imposes a civil monetary penalty of

significant reduction due to Deutsche

$1.25 million, which also includes a

In the first CFTC case, Deutsche Bank

Bank’s cooperation and acceptance of a

reduction in light of the DBSI’s

AG entered a consent order with the US

court-appointed monitor.

cooperation during the investigation.

District Court for the Southern District
of New York regarding numerous

In the second case, the CFTC issued an

breaches of swap data reporting rules

administrative order against Deutsche

following a systems outage in April

Bank Securities Inc (DBSI) for engaging

CFTC press release and or...

South Korean engineering company agrees to
pay $68.4m over procurement fraud scheme
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

subsequently funneled the money to a

Pursuant to the plea agreement, SK

announced on 10 June that South

contracting official with the Army Corps

must pay over $60.5 million in criminal

Korean Engineering firm SK

of Engineers, as well as submitted false

fines, over $2.6 million in restitution to

Engineering & Construction Co Ltd (SK)

documents to conceal the fraud.

the US Army, and serve three years of

has pleaded guilty and agreed to pay

probation during which it will not pursue

$68.4 million over its involvement in a

SK also admitted that its employees

federal government contracts. SK is

fraudulent scheme to obtain US Army

obstructed federal investigations into

also required to pay $5.2 million in civil

contracts by bribing officials.

the scheme by withholding requested

penalties to the US as part of a

documents and information, burning

separate False Claims Act settlement,

It is alleged that in 2008 SK won a

documents and trying to persuade an

which the DOJ said it credited against

major contract for land and

individual not to cooperate with US

the criminal fine.

infrastructure development, including

authorities.

water and sewage systems, at Camp

Department of Justice pre...

Humphreys, as the former remote

Two of the employees, Hyeong-won Lee

outpost was being transformed into the

and Dong-Guel Lee, were indicted in

US military’s flagship base in South

November 2018 on charges of

Korea. According to the plea document,

conspiracy, fraud against the US, money

SK paid about $2.6 million to a fake

laundering and obstruction of justice

construction company that

and are currently fugitives.
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World Bank debars Vietnam-based technology
management company for fraudulent practices
The World Bank announced the debarment of

the up-stream work for the Danang Sustainable City

Vietnam-based Sao Bac Dau Technologies Corporation

Development Project and the Hanoi Urban Transport

(SBD) on 24 June, prohibiting the company from

Development Project in Vietnam.

participating in World Bank-financed projects for seven
years, in connection with its involvement in fraudulent and

The action against SBD qualifies for cross-debarment by

collusive practices concerning two development projects.

other multilateral development banks.

SBD purportedly falsified documents in order to influence the

World Bank press release

tendering processes and failed to disclose its involvement in

World Bank settles with Egis India over fraud
The World Bank Group announced on 17 June that Egis India

while implementing contracts under the two projects and

Consulting Engineers Private Limited is being subject to a

inflated invoices for reimbursable expenses, acts that qualify

two-year conditional non-debarment in connection with

as “corrupt and fraudulent practices” according to the World

corrupt and fraudulent practices relating to the Second

Bank’s guidelines. Under the conditional non-debarment

Karnataka State Highway Improvement Project and the Uttar

rules, the company remains eligible to participate in other

Pradesh Core Road Network Development Project in India.

World Bank-financed projects if it observes the obligations
set out in the settlement agreement.

According to the settlement, Egis India made illegitimate
payments to influence the release of contractual payments

World Bank press release

African Development Bank debars Burmeister &
Wain for tender-related corrupt practices
The African Development Bank Group (AfDB) announced on

that Burmeister & Wain bribed members of the Mauritian

8 June the 21-month debarment of Burmeister & Wain

administration through third parties, in exchange for

Scandinavian Contractor for “engaging in sanctionable

providing access to confidential tender-related information

practices” relating to a power generation project.

and gained an “undue competitive advantage”.

In 2014 and 2015, Burmeister & Wain participated in tenders

The decision qualifies for cross-debarment by other

for the project to redevelop the Saint Louis power plant in

multilateral development banks.

Mauritius. Following an investigation, the AfDB states that “it
is more likely than not that the company engaged in
fraudulent and corrupt practices”. The evidence suggests

20
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SPECIAL FEATURE

A new wave of US sanctions against Syria - the
Caesar Act - comes into force

On 17 June 2020, the US Treasury

by engaging in reconstruction

institution of primary money laundering

Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

activities.”

concern”. If it is found to be so, further

Control (OFAC) imposed a new wave of

measures will be introduced.

sanctions on the Syrian regime of

A press statement by Secretary of State

Bashar Al-Assad, in an initial effort to

Mike Pompeo concluded that, “anyone

Syria was already subject to US and EU

implement the Caesar Syria Civilian

doing business with the Assad regime,

sanctions regimes, before the Caesar

Protection Act of 2019, referred to in

no matter where in the world they are, is

Act sanctions were imposed. The US

short as the Caesar Act, which was

potentially exposed to travel restrictions

has had sanctions regimes in place in

signed into US law by US President

and financial sanctions.” The sanctions

Syria for 40 years; US citizens were

Donald Trump in December 2019.

do not apply to activities related to

already barred from exporting to Syria,

humanitarian aid or those supporting

investing there or engaging in oil and

democratic institutions in Syria.

gas transactions. Meanwhile, EU

The Caesar Act sanctions target the
Syrian regime and those that aid it –

sanctions, which were most recently

whether directly or through aligned

Thirty-nine individual designations were

renewed towards the end of May,

Russian and Iranian elements.

made on 17 June, including for the first

include prohibition of arms imports,

Specifically, according to a fact sheet

time, British national Asma Al-Assad,

restrictions on activities with specific

published by the US State Department,

the wife of Bashar Al-Assad. For a full

parties, restrictions on financial

the sanctions target:

list of entities and individuals added to

transactions, prohibition of export of

the OFAC SDN list on 17 June, see here.

telecoms equipment and restrictions on

–“foreign persons who facilitate the

Further entities and individuals will be

equipment used for internal repression,

Assad regime’s acquisition of goods,

added to this list over the coming

among others.

services, or technologies that support

weeks and months, according to

the regime’s military activities as well

statements made by US officials.

as its aviation and oil and gas
production industries;” and
– “those profiting off the Syrian conflict
21

The Caesar Act is named after the
pseudonym of a Syrian defector who in

Separately, the Caesar Act instructs the

the early years of Syria’s civil war,

US Treasury to assess whether the

photographed and leaked 55,000

Central Bank of Syria is “a financial

images of murdered, tortured Syrians
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inside Syrian government prisons.

deteriorate and there is widespread

2000, a role he did not expect to fall to

According to Amnesty International,

concern regarding the impact this will

him until his older brother Basil’s death

nearly 30,000 people were killed in

have on the Syrian people. According to

in a car accident. Indeed, before his

Syrian prisons between 2011 and 2017.

the UN, more than 80 percent of the

brother’s death, Bashar worked as an

population already lives below the

eye doctor in London, where he met his

The US State Department sets out the

poverty line and the impoverished

British-Syrian wife Asma, who worked

Caesar Act’s aim as: “to promote

population will likely be pushed faster

for US investment bank JP Morgan.

accountability for the Assad regime’s

towards famine. Earlier this month, the

violence and destruction that has killed

Syrian pound plummeted to roughly a

The Syrian opposition gave everything

hundreds of thousands of civilians;

fifth of its value in June last year as

they had attempting to oust Assad,

subjected thousands of Syrians to

demand rose for increasingly scarce US

however, by the summer of 2018, it was

arbitrary detention, the majority of

dollars, resulting in soaring food and

clear that Russian involvement in the

whom remain missing, and many of

medicine prices. In opposition-held

war had turned the tide too far in the

whom are exposed to torture and

north-west Syria, some have dealt with

regime’s favour for the opposition to

sexual violence; and devastated the

this hyperinflation by adopting the

succeed, whilst Western governments

country’s civilian infrastructure.”

Turkish lira. In an effort to protect cash

supporting them were not prepared to

reserves, the government has

make the increases in commitment

Pompeo has stated the ultimate aim to

exacerbated the financial crisis by

needed to reverse the return of

be to force Assad into accepting UN

instructing banks to stop lending.

government control, and instead began

Security Council resolution 2254 from

Meanwhile, economic output has

to wind down support.

2015, which called for a ceasefire and

reportedly fallen by at least two thirds

political settlement in Syria.

since the war began. Sanctions on the

In some ways Syria is back where it

oil and gas industry will likely hinder the

started before the start of the civil war

regime’s ability to produce oil, thus

nine years ago. The underlying

The situation in Syria

further restricting supply to the Syrian

grievances that fuelled the uprising are

Almost half a million people have been

people, which already falls short of

even more pronounced today.

killed since the outbreak of the civil war

people’s needs. The collapse of the

Protesters in the south-east have been

and uprising against the Al-Assad

Lebanese economy has also

chanting the same anti-regime slogans

regime in 2011, and 11 million have

contributed to that of the Syrian

that rang out on the streets of Dara’a at

been displaced. Many Sunni refugees

economy. The two countries’

the start of the uprising and in Suwaida,

will struggle to return as Assad seeks to

economies are intertwined with

the Druze minority heartland which

prevent the recreation of a Sunni

extensive trade between the two, which

stayed out of the civil war, protests have

majority that almost led to the collapse

has now been forced underground.

broken out due to economic grievances.

of the Shia Alawite regime. Supported

The unrest has even spread to former

by Russia and Iran-backed militias,

Whilst Assad has tried, and will

loyalist elements, with members of the

since 2015 the regime has regained

continue to try, to use sanctions as a

Alawite sect protesting along the

control over the majority of the country,

scapegoat for the state of Syria’s

coastal region. However, despite

with the exception of an opposition

economy, the reality is that back in

continuing unrest and increasing

enclave in Idlib in the north-west of the

2011, the economic situation played a

sanctions, it looks unlikely that Assad

country - an ungovernable pocket

key role in fuelling the civil uprising that

will step down anytime soon – and it is

dominated by Salafist-jihadist rivalry

started in the southern province of

even more unlikely that Russia would

amongst ever-splintering groups as well

Dara’a and transformed into the

allow this given the costs Moscow has

as Turkey-backed opposition - and

ongoing civil war. The underling

incurred in protecting his position.

Kurdish-controlled territory in the

socio-economic issues of the

north-east.

disenfranchised impoverished Sunni

--

citizens of the province were ignited by
Even before the imposition of the

the torture and murder of 15 young

The full text and status of the Caesar

Caesar Act sanctions on the 17 June,

boys by state security elements over

Act is available here.

the impact on the frail economy was

anti-regime graffiti. The Alawite Assad

already visible, as the international

dynasty’s rule began in 1970 when

Written by Larissa Normanton, Senior

community made anticipatory

Bashar’s father Hafez seized power in a

Associate, Middle East & North Africa,

adjustments. The dire economic state

coup against the former military leader.

Aperio Intelligence

of the country will continue to

Bashar took over from his father in

larissa.normanton@aperio-intelligence.com
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

FATF issues first report on money laundering
and the illegal wildlife trade
The emerging role of online marketplaces and mobile and
social media-based payments to facilitate the movement
of the proceeds from wildlife offences is highlighted
To address issues such as the lack of a legislative basis
and resources to assess and combat the threat posed by
IWT funds, FATF recommends that jurisdictions should:
(1) improve coordination between the authorities
responsible for combatting IWT crimes and those
responsible for conducting financial investigations,
providing them with the necessary mandate and tools to
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published on 25
June its first global report on money laundering and the
illegal wildlife trade (IWT), which details the findings of
FATF’s study to determine what measures countries can take
to combat financial flows from illegal wildlife trafficking.
The report recommends that law enforcement and regulators
“follow the money” associated with IWT, which will enable
countries to identify the network of syndicate leaders and
financiers involved and to reduce the profitability of the
crime. In addition to this, by pursuing money laundering and
confiscation charges alongside wildlife offences, countries
can help shift the perception of IWT as a low-risk/high-reward
crime, as the penalties for money laundering are more severe
than for wildlife crimes. The report also observes that
syndicates involved in wildlife crime are often involved in
broader criminality; so through targeting IWT countries can
help combat associated crimes.

Key takeaways from the report
Wildlife traffickers are frequently misusing the legitimate
wildlife trade to move and hide illegal proceeds, often
relying on corruption, complex fraud and tax evasion

23

conduct these investigations; (2) prioritise countering the
IWT financial flows proportionate to risk; and (3)
cooperate with other jurisdictions, relevant international
organisations and the private sector
The report includes a list of proposed actions to
strengthen measures to tackle the financial flows
associated with IWT and a list of risk indicators relevant
for public authorities and the private sector
The report highlights that “wildlife traffickers often use
front companies that have connections to import-export
industries to help justify the movement of goods and
payments across borders (e.g., plastics, timber, frozen
foods, or artwork). Another common trend is the misuse
of front companies with connections to the legal wildlife
trade, e.g., taxidermists, farms, breeding facilities, pet
shops and zoos”
FATF press release
FATF report
Executive summary
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European Banking Authority’s annual report
outlines AML/CFT priorities for 2020
The European Banking Authority (EBA)

the theoretical knowledge of ML/TF

foster an effective risk-based approach

published on 11 June its annual report

risks into supervisory practice and

to AML/CFT, support the development

for 2019, which outlines its new

strategies as well deficiencies in

of a common understanding of ML/TF

anti-money laundering and counter

applying corrective measures and

risks in the EU and monitor the

terrorism financing (AML/CFT) powers

cooperating with international and

implementation of EU-wide standards

to ensure consistent and effective

national stakeholders. In addition, the

to identify CA vulnerabilities.

implementation of policies across the

report describes the work of the Joint

EU, and to assess convergence of

Committee on AML/CFT and highlights

The report expresses the EBA’s support

supervisory practices.

the need to set up general information

for the Commission’s review of the

and communication technology (ICT)

AML/CFT framework, given that the

The annual report presents the EBA’s

requirements to reduce the likelihood of

current minimum harmonisation

progress in implementing a

cyberattacks.

directive allows a large number of

multi-annual programme of reviews of

‘national discretions’.

competent authorities’ (CA) approaches

As of 1 January 2020, the EBA received

to the AML/CFT supervision of banks.

new powers to lead, coordinate and

This exercise helped the EBA identify

monitor the AML/CFT efforts of all EU

common challenges across the EU,

financial services providers and CAs.

which include the struggle to translate

Under the new powers, the EBA plans to

EBA press release
EBA report

Europol report on terrorism in the European
Union details financing trends
Europol published on 23 June a report

structures, trade transactions and

and sympathisers via bank accounts or

on terrorism in the EU, which notes a

remittances, while virtual currencies are

in cryptocurrency, in cash during

decrease in funding of terrorist groups

used to cover the expenses of

concerts, or more rarely through the

outside Europe in the context of

individuals or small cells present in the

production and distribution of

reduced opportunities for transferring

EU. Other terrorist groups such as

propaganda material. The report notes

funds to Islamic State (IS), despite

Hezbollah are allegedly trafficking

that terrorists and criminals serving

foreign terrorist fighters continuing to

diamonds and drugs and laundering

time together in EU prisons are

seek financial support in Europe to

money through selling second-hand

sometimes likely to facilitate the

cover their expenses and arrange their

cars. In addition to this, the proceeds

terrorist groups’ access to fake EU IDs

return home.

from illegal immigration are also

or money laundering networks after

thought to be being used to finance

their release.

According to Europol, funds are

terrorism outside the EU.

transferred to terrorists outside the EU

Europol press release

through cash, money services

Europol states that far-right extremist

businesses and the hawala banking

groups in the EU collect fees from

system, but also through corporate

members, donations from supporters

24
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EU considers introducing non-conviction based
confiscation in the fight against organised crime
recovery offices (AROs) and identifies a

proceedings or unexplained wealth

need for stronger provisions to enhance

procedures, in Italy and Germany

the identification, tracing, freezing and

seem to offer promising results

confiscation of illicit assets.
The EC will further explore the

Key points

possibilities to improve the tracing
and identification of illicit assets

There are three ongoing

through national AROs

infringement procedures against

The European Commission (EC) issued
on 2 June its latest report on asset
recovery, which concludes that the
introduction of common rules on
non-conviction based confiscation is
likely to increase the levels of freezing

Bulgaria, Luxembourg and Romania

Asset recovery procedures could be

for failing to communicate the

improved by extending the scope of

national implementing measures on

criminal offences covered by the

asset recovery

Directive; introducing more effective
rules on the management and

Following the transposition of the

disposal of frozen assets, the use of

Directive, more convergence can be

confiscated assets for social good

seen between member state’s

and the compensation of victims

of proceeds of crime in the EU.

non-conviction based confiscation

The report evaluates the

remain in the scope and design of

implementation of the EU Directive on
freezing and confiscation of the
proceeds of crime, provides an
overview of the work by national asset

regimes, but significant differences

EU Commission press relea...

these measures

EU Commission report

Non-conviction based confiscation

EU Commission annex to th...

regimes, relying on in rem

FCA consumer research report on cryptoassets
The UK’s Financial Conduct Agency

(75 percent) holding less than £1,000.

respondents in 2019 reporting to have

(FCA) published a research report on

More significantly, the report found that

never heard of cryptocurrencies versus

30 June entitled “Cryptoasset

most respondents described their

only 28 percent in 2020.

consumer research 2020”, with the

cyptoasset investments as a gamble,

stated aim of providing more

with only 11 percent reporting that they

The FCA report also demonstrates the

conclusive information on the UK

felt their investments were safe.

global nature of crypto investment,

cryptoassets market using a larger

finding that 95 percent of UK

sample size than its previous report

Between 2019 and 2020, the number of

cryptocurrency holders or former

published in March 2019.

individuals believed to own or

holders had purchased cryptocurrency

previously own cryptocurrency nearly

through services outside of the UK.

Key findings of the report include the

doubled from 1.5 million to 2.6 million.

estimate that 3.86 percent of the adult

Furthermore, awareness of

British population, or 1.9 million people,

cryptocurrencies increased

own cryptocurrency, with the majority

dramatically, with 58 percent of

25

FCA press release
FCA cyptoasset consumer r...
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EU Commission issues recommendations for
Capital Markets Union completion
The EU Commission (EC) published on

in the Covid-19 context to make further

light of the vulnerability to fraud and

10 June the final report of the

regulatory adjustments, mobilise new

abuse refund procedures

High-Level Forum (HLF) on the Capital

technologies and complete the CMU.

Markets Union (CMU), which reiterates
the importance of integrated
supervision of compliance with
anti-money laundering (AML) rules
across the EU and emphasises that
strengthening the framework against
money laundering and tax avoidance
would make the EU financial system
more resilient.
The EC's report includes 17
recommendations which should be
implemented urgently in order to
remove the biggest barriers to the
capital markets, facilitate cross-border
investment and reduce fraud and
cybercrime. According to the HLF, more
EU budgetary resources will be needed

Putting forward a new legislative

The measures to move the CMU
forward include
Amending the current legal
framework for crypto/digital assets
by the end of 2020 with a view to
adopting a new proposal by the end
of 2021, making use of third-party
providers (TTP) and setting out
rules regarding conflicts of interest,
AML and know-your-customer
(KYC) compliance
Introducing a standardised system
for relief at source of withholding

framework to strengthen the EU’s
digital operational resilience by the
end of 2020 to fill the gaps in the
management of operational risks
Strengthening the mandate of the
European Securities and Markets
Authority and the European
Insurance and Occupational
Pensions Authority to enhance
supervisory convergence
EU Commission press relea...
EU Commission report

tax (WHT) through a directive, in

Europol report on financial and economic crime
Europol published on 5 June a report

Key findings

on financial and economic crime in the

protective equipment (PPE) has
become visible

EU, which calls for closer cooperation

Increased digitisation and less

across jurisdictions to disrupt serious

direct interaction with customers

Online fraud, such as online

and organised crime groups, in

may lead to weakened know-

investment scams on Forex trading

response to illicit activities becoming

your-customer (KYC) checks

platforms, binary options and online

more complex and difficult to trace.

crowdfunding, are the most visible
Companies experiencing economic

criminal activities taking place

The paper predicts that financial crime

hardship especially in construction,

during the pandemic

levels will increase during the Covid-19

hospitality, travel, and tourism

pandemic, as fraudsters adapt to the

sectors are more vulnerable to

Between €40 and €60 billion is lost

new circumstances. The report

infiltration or takeover by criminals

annually to missing trader

complements the launch of Europol’s

or may be used to launder money

intra-community fraud schemes

European Financial and Economic
Crime Centre, which will take the lead

An increase in investment fraud

on a systematic multilateral approach

regarding offers to invest in hygiene

to combatting fraud, money laundering

and sanitary products such as

and corruption.

masks and other personal

26

Europol report
Europol press release
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UN ISIL and Al-Qaida sanctions report details
actions to disrupt terrorist financing
The UN published a joint report filed by

includes the findings of a questionnaire

collaborating with law enforcement

the Counter-Terrorism Committee

on how 112 individual nations handle

and financial intelligence entities

Executive Directorate and the

designations, which reveals that

Analytical Support and Sanctions

approaches to designations have not

A majority of respondents reported

Monitoring Team on 3 June on actions

been fully cohesive.

that the banking industry is the

taken to counter-terrorist financing
(CFT) pertaining to the Islamic State in

most common channel through

The report found

Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and Al-Qaida,

which terrorist financing takes place
in their country, followed closely by

pursuant to UN Security Council

Some member states do not define

cash smuggling, money service

resolution (UNSCR) 2462 (2019). The

“without delay” in reference to when

businesses, and informal remitters

report’s aim is to provide analysis of

to act on designations, while two

member states’ CFT activities as well

thirds of respondents define it as

The challenges facing states

as to highlight challenges faced in the

within 24 hours

include ensuring that CTF measures

attempt to halt the financing of ISIL

do not hinder humanitarian

and Al-Qaida and affiliated terrorist

Most states have not designated

activities; integrating financial

organisations.

entities or frozen their assets

intelligence into CTF systems; and

pursuant to UNSCR 1373 (2001)

ensuring legal frameworks keep up

The report notes that some CFT

with evolving financing methods

measures have not been tested or

Most states reported conducting

operationalised yet, 14 months after the

recent terrorist risk assessments,

resolution’s passage. The report

revised terrorist financing laws, and

UN report

Aperio Analysis
The UN report highlights that the use of cash and new payment technologies by terrorist groups and individuals, including from
within detention camps, poses a major challenge for law enforcement. This is not a new phenomenon - ISIL and Al-Qaida have
continually adapted to new environments and have used local and global networks to raise funds and exploit weaknesses in
financial supervision. In addition to raising taxes and exploiting resources and trade networks in territory under their control, they
have also benefited from wealthy individual benefactors and the access and knowledge provided by ‘foreign fighters’.

UN report on the situation in South Sudan
The UN Secretary-General published

The report demands that the South

its oversight functions and financial

on 15 June its latest report on South

Sudanese government fully implements

institutions’ reporting obligations in line

Sudan, pursuant to UN Security Council

the 2018 Revitalised Agreement and

with the 2012 AML/CFT regulations.

resolution 2514 (2020) extending the

prosecutes human rights offenders.

Following the adoption of resolution

mandate of the UN Mission in the

The Secretary-General welcomes

2514, UNMISS will assist the panel of

Republic of South Sudan (UNMISS)

UNMISS’s efforts to review the

experts in monitoring and implementing

until 2021, urging authorities to cease

Anti-Corruption Commission Act of

the arms embargo.

hostilities, fight corruption and

2009 and praises its support for the

prosecute human rights violations.

FIU’s campaign to raise awareness of

27
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UN report on Central African Republic calls for
sanctions on those impeding peace process
The UN Secretary-General published a

encourage them to immediately

UN Under-Secretary-General for Peace

report on the UN Multidimensional

translate it into a cessation of violence.

Operations Jean-Pierre Lacroix stated

Integrated Stabilisation Mission in the

The time has come for stakeholders to

during a Security Council briefing on the

Central African Republic (MINUSCA)

take a firm, unequivocal stance

situation in Central African Republic on

on 16 June following the extension of

regarding the application of sanctions

22 June, that the security situation is

the mission’s mandate until 15

under article 35 of the Agreement, as

volatile and the political situation in the

November 2020 through resolution

lasting peace requires justice for the

country remains fragile amidst the

2499 (2019), urging all parties to

victims of violence and accountability

ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. During the

adhere to a global ceasefire so efforts

for serious crimes,” reads the report.

briefing, some delegates called for the

can be focused on Covid-19.

imposition of sanctions on armed
“I welcome the robust response of

groups that continue to impede the

The report reiterates the call for

MINUSCA to protect civilians from

peace process.

sanctions under Article 35 of the

armed group violence, as well as the

Political Agreement for Peace and

continued support it provides to

Reconciliation in the Central African

national authorities pursuing

Republic to be used against those

accountability for serious crimes and

violating their commitments. “I

human rights abuses, including through

welcome the positive response of some

its urgent temporary measures.”

UN report
UN briefing
UN press release

armed groups to my call, and I

OECD Tax Transparency in Africa 2020 report
notes progress in information exchange
The Organisation for Economic

2019, citing the growing membership in

information availability, and effective

Cooperation and Development (OECD)

the Convention on Mutual

AEOI implementation. Victor Harison,

published on 25 June the Tax

Administrative Assistance in Tax

the AU’s Commissioner for Economic

Transparency in Africa 2020 report on

Matters as a primary reason for the

Affairs, said that resource mobilisation

progress in the fight against tax

increased cooperation. Furthermore,

on the continent was critical for

evasion and illicit financial flows in 32

automatic exchange of information

economic vitality, calling on all AU

African Union (AU) member states. The

(AEOI) has been implemented in Ghana,

members to “participate in the

OECD has identified progress in two

South Africa, the Seychelles, and

international tax cooperation by

key areas: raising political awareness

Mauritius, with Nigeria set to begin this

implementing fiscal transparency

and commitment and developing tax

year and Morocco in 2021.

strategies that fight against illicit

transparency capacities as well as

Furthermore, pre-AEOI voluntary

financial flows (IFFs), and mitigate tax

improved exchange of information.

disclosure programmes have recovered

evasion on the continent”.

$82 million in South Africa and $296
Among the main findings of the report

million in Nigeria.

OECD statement

tax agreements, representing a nearly

Challenges include demand for staff

Tax Transparency in Afric...

400 percent mark up from 2013 to

training, beneficial ownership

was an enormous increase in bilateral

28
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UN group of experts report on DRC details gold
smuggling networks

The UN published the final report by
the group of experts on the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) on 15 June
on the situation in the DRC, which
notes that the Congolese gold sector
remains vulnerable to unregulated
trading and exploitation by armed
groups and criminal networks. The
group found that volumes of smuggled
gold were significantly higher than

volumes of legally traded gold, and that

make it difficult for gold refineries to

Uganda, Burundi, Rwanda, and the

ascertain whether gold purchases are

United Arab Emirates were key

benefitting armed groups and criminal

destinations.

networks.

According to information from

The United Arab Emirates informed the

Congolese smugglers included in the

group in December 2019 about bilateral

report, Dubai customs authorities and

steps it had taken with the DRC to

buyers routinely fail to ask questions

combat the illicit gold trade, including

about the origins of gold. Customs

increased training for customs officers.

officers also allegedly accept official

The group urges all companies involved

Congolese sales receipts, which are not

in the mining, processing and purchase

valid export documents, as proof of

of gold and other Congolese mineral

origin for Congolese gold imports. The

products to audit their supply chains

group found that gold smuggling

and make their due diligence findings

undercuts and stifles legal trading and

public to comply with UN Security

traceability schemes.

Council resolution 1952 of 2010.

The report also raises concerns that the

UN report

environment of under-declaration,
untraceable sourcing and smuggling

UK FCA speech on response to Covid-19 and
expectations for wealth management industry
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

industry’s response must adapt to

abuse through adequate controls

(FCA) published the transcript of a

and focus on to the longer-term

and governance

speech on 4 June delivered by the

impact of the pandemic

Director of Supervision, Investment,

The FCA has identified several firms

Wholesale and Specialists, Megan

The FCA is working with the Bank of

that have tried to avoid their

Butler, which sheds light on the

England to review firms’

liabilities by closing down

regulator’s priorities and expectations

contingency plans, requiring firms

companies and setting up new ones

for the wealth management and advice

to focus on operational resilience as

– ‘phoenixing’, as well as others that

sector for 2020.

circumstances and guidance are

have set up new entities and

updated

applied for authorisation before
complaints and liabilities at their

Key takeaways include

29

Outcomes that the FCA continues

existing entities have crystallised –

In operational terms, the industry

to pursue in regards to the sector

known as ‘lifeboating’

has “responded well to the onset of

include the expectation that firms

the coronavirus crisis”, however the

prevent financial crime and market

FCA press release
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US publishes country reports on terrorism
The US Department of State published on 24 June its annual

The US designated and contributed to the designation of

country reports on terrorism for 2019, which includes

ISIS-Khorasan, the first ISIS affiliate ever listed by the UN,

developments and priorities in the fight against international

as well as Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps

terrorist groups, such as ISIS, Al-Qa’ida and Iranian proxies.

(IRGC), including its Qods Force, as a Foreign Terrorist
Organisation (FTO). In 2019, Argentina, Kosovo, Paraguay,

Condemning recent actions taken by the Maduro regime to

and the UK joined the US in designating the entirety of

decree a new, regime-aligned electoral commission, as well

Hezbollah as a terrorist organisation

as the mismanagement of Venezuela’s natural resources and
the violations of international export sanctions through

The report also discusses efforts to address the

multiple gasoline deliveries from Iran, Secretary of State Mike

repatriation of foreign terrorist fighters, particularly to

Pompeo reiterated the US government’s support for the

Western Europe. As of December 2019, the US repatriated

National Assembly, Interim President Juan Guaidó, and the

23 US citizens from Syria and Iraq

Venezuelan citizens “in their quest to restore democracy”.
China counterterrorism efforts continue to focus

Highlights from the report include

primarily on “extremists” whom Beijing ascribes to the
‘East Turkistan Islamic Movement’, despite a lack of

Terrorist attacks in Africa increased in frequency in 2019

evidence that a group by that name is still active. The

and continued to target civilians and members of the

Chinese government has detained more than one million

security forces. ISIS formally recognised a number of new

Uyghurs, ethnic Kazakhs, and other members of Muslim

branches and networks in Africa, and affiliated groups

minority groups in the Xianjiang Uyghur Autonomous

were active across the continent, including in the Sahel,

Region, using counterterrorism as a pretext

the Lake Chad region, and East Africa
US Department of State press release
Executive Order 13886 was issued, enabling the
Department of State and the Treasury to more effectively

Country reports on terrorism 2019

sanction the leaders of terrorist organisations and those
who participate in terrorist training

Country reports on terrorism 2019 – PDF

UK HMRC publishes results of consultation on
electronic sales suppression tax evasion
The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) published on 25

hospitality sector appear to be higher risk

June a summary of the feedback received to its consultation
on electronic sales suppression (ESS).

The government could consider a variety of options for
dealing with ESS, including mandatory HMRC-approved

Key findings

software and/or EPOS systems, cloud-based software to
prevent local alteration of data, and fiscal tills

Respondents said that they believe ESS is a “fairly

30

prevalent” form of tax evasion

HMRC overview

Small independent retailers, takeaways, and the

HMRC summary of responses
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Westpac publishes findings of its internal review
into AML/CTF compliance failings
The findings of an internal review by an

pertaining to the ongoing Australian

advisory panel commissioned by

Transaction Reports and Analysis

Australia's Westpac Banking Corp and

Centre (AUSTRAC) investigation.

published on 4 June has found that the
bank’s board was not fast enough in

AUSTRAC filed legal proceedings

addressing systemic money laundering

against Westpac in November 2019 and

risks and that its management staff

to date, the parties have been unable to

were not skilled or experienced enough

reach agreement on all the issues.

to address concerns. Westpac has

Westpac filed a defence on 15 May, in

acknowledged breaching AML/CTF

which it admitted to “a substantial

laws by failing to report nearly 20

majority” of the allegations.

million international funds transfers
between 2013 and 2019.

The panel’s executive summary notes
that “the major sins were of omission

In a statement accompanying the

and not of commission,” adding that it

panel’s findings, Westpac admitted that

found “no evidence that greed,

it failed to perform proper customer

self-interest, or renumeration incentives

due diligence on 12 customers revealed

played any obvious part” in the

to have engaged in child exploitation.

AML/CTF failings. Further, it found that

The bank has also set aside A$623

the board’s response to the allegations

million for potential settlement costs

was appropriate from 2017, “though

reaction times remained slow”.

The primary causes of the
compliance failings
Westpac employees did not
understand all aspects of AML/CTF
obligations
End-to-end accountabilities were
not clear to employees, which
included the three lines of defence
model for managing risk
Westpac lacked the necessary
expertise and resources in dealing
with AML/CTF issues
Westpac report

Ontario Securities Commission investigation
finds QuadrigaCX was a Ponzi scheme
The Ontario Securities Commission

Cotten opened accounts under aliases

increase when “platforms trading

(OSC) published on 11 June the

and credited himself with fictitious

securities and derivatives do not

findings of its investigation into

currency and cryptoasset balances,

register with regulators and do not

cryptoasset trading platform

which he traded with Quadriga clients.

disclose critical information about their

QuadrigaCX, which ceased trading in

He then engaged in a Ponzi scheme to

practices”. The Commission

2019 after 76,000 Canadian and

cover the losses by using new funds to

encourages platform operators to

foreign clients lost a combined C$169

pay old investors. In addition,

consult the staff notice to understand

million (£98 million) in assets. The

investigators determined that Cotten

whether they are subject to securities

OSC’s report concludes that the

misappropriated client assets to fund

legislation and urges them to

collapse of the platform was the result

his lavish lifestyle.

implement risk mitigation systems.

of former founder and CEO Gerald
Cotten’s fraudulent behaviour.

The OSC reminds investors that

OSC press release

cryptoasset trading platforms are
The OSC investigation found that
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subject to ‘unique’ fraud risks, which

OSC report
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UK should make better use of unexplained
wealth orders, states former SFO counsel
Alun Milford, former general counsel at

money laundering or other unlawful

existing problems in drafting and

the UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO),

behaviour. The court held that there are

operating legislation regarding foreign

stated during a RUSI webinar on 9 June

other lawful reasons, such as privacy,

jurisdictions and the NCA “failed to cut

that the National Crime Agency (NCA)

security or tax mitigation, that people

through legal challenges” in the Aliyev

should make better use of unexplained

decide to use these structures, and that

case. In Mather’s view, civil recovery

wealth orders (UWOs) and keep the

the NCA should have presented

powers are underused and the real

regime under rigorous review to ensure

additional evidence.

challenge is to increase enforcement of

that all statutory powers in the fight

existing non-conviction based forfeiture

against economic crime are fully

A disclosure order available under the

utilised.

Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) 2002

powers.

would have been better suited to the

The webinar was organised by RUSI’s

Milford added that, in its 8 April

NCA’s needs in this particular case, but

Centre for Financial Crime and Security

judgement regarding the NCA’s UWO in

new approaches to the resourcing of

Studies and focused on the successes

relation to properties ultimately

such proceedings is needed, Milford

and shortcomings in the deployment of

beneficially owned by the ex-wife and

added.

UWOs in the UK since 2018.

son of former Kazakh politician Rakhat
Aliyev, the High Court clarified that

Serle Court Barrister James Mather

complex offshore corporate structures

stated that the recent setback in the

are not necessarily a manifestation of

use of UWOs is illustrative of the

RUSI event page
High Court ruling (8 Apri...

UK Home Office needs to boost efforts against
immigration crime, states National Audit Office
The UK National Audit Office (NAO)

these groups is yet to be demonstrated.

there are currently 430,000 people

published on 17 June a report on the

In addition, the complex nature of

without leave to remain in the UK.

Home Office’s immigration

immigration crime presents the Home

Between November 2018 and October

enforcement, which assesses whether

Office with significant challenges in

2019, there were 46,900 attempts to

the department has successfully

reducing the size of the illegal

enter the UK by clandestine means and

delivered its objectives on preventing

population by completing voluntary and

the immigration enforcement

the abuse of immigration rules,

enforced return of immigration

directorate initiated 641 actions to

disrupting organised crime gangs

offenders.

disrupt serious and organised crime

linked to immigration crime, modern

gangs between April 2019 and February

slavery and human trafficking, and

The report states that the Home Office

2020. The number of disruptions

reducing the size of the illegal

could improve its understanding of the

against organised crime has reportedly

population.

full scale of the illegal population in the

increased for five consecutive years.

UK by looking at other departments’
The report finds that the Home Office

work and identifying new ways to

has increased efforts to disrupt

address some of the existing

organised criminality and prevent illegal

challenges. The report notes that,

entry to the UK, but its lasting impact on

according to the most recent estimates,
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NAO press release
NAO report
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Commissioner publishes lessons for businesses
from UK’s largest anti-slavery prosecution

The UK’s Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner (IASC)

on the supply chains of the retailer’s own brand products,

published on 17 June a review of the UK Police investigation

over which it has more control. In addition, the IASC

named ‘Operation Fort’, which involved a Polish organised

found an increase in transparency amongst the industry –

criminal group that infiltrated the supply chains of

for instance, through publishing details of suppliers and

supermarkets and DIY stores and trafficked an estimated

manufacturing sites, or launching maps of first tier

400 victims to the UK with the promise of employment. The

factories

review explains the criminals’ modus operandi and provides
examples of good practice for organisations to combat the

Appointing modern slavery working groups to monitor

risks of slavery and trafficking.

company performance, conducting full reviews of their
human rights strategy

On 5 July 2019, eight members of the Polish criminal group
were convicted of slavery, human trafficking and money

Using ethical trade platforms, risk specialists,

laundering offences, as part of the largest modern slavery

sustainability ratings organisations to identify countries,

network in UK. On arrival to the UK, victims were forced to live

sectors and locations of highest risk and to prioritise

in squalor and work long hours on farms, in factories and

ethical audits

waste recycling plants, as well as carry out building and
maintenance work on properties owned by the perpetrators,

Educating workers on their rights, issuing information to

in exchange for as little as £20 a week.

migrant workers in their own languages, promoting the
Modern Slavery Helpline or multi-language

The IASC sent letters to ten food retailers and five retailers of

whistleblowing hotlines, as well as providing

building-related products, as part of an inquiry into what

rehabilitation, through offering employment, practical help

measures businesses take to ensure the prevention of

or training to survivors of slavery

slavery and human trafficking in their organisation and supply
chains pursuant to the Modern Slavery Act 2015.

IASC press release

Good practices found among retailers

Review of Operation Fort

Embedding ethical requirements into commercial
contracts and pre-qualification questionnaires, focusing
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IASC Blog: Operation Fort one year on
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US issues annual human trafficking report
The US Department of State issued on

forced labour and increase the

money laundering (ML)

25 June its annual human trafficking

prosecution of perpetrators.

transactions, while the Iraqi Ministry

report, which notes that corruption by
public officials and members of the

of Interior added anti-money

Key developments

judiciary and the culture of impunity

laundering and counter terrorism
financing (AML/CFT) offices to the

remain obstacles to anti-human

Human traffickers are usually part

inter-ministerial counter-trafficking

trafficking efforts in many countries.

of organised crime syndicates in

committee

Malaysia and Japan, sometimes
The report highlights that significant

posing as immigration brokers,

Mexico reported the use of Bitcoin

progress has been achieved in

while Gambian transnational

for ML involving trafficking crimes

implementing the international legal

organised crime rings are reported

and more progress has been

framework against human trafficking

to profit from human trafficking in

achieved in the Philippines in the

and warns that the lack of access to

addition to smuggling counterfeit

analysis of suspicious money

critical services caused by the Covid-19

medication and illicit drugs

transfers, which helped identify 147

pandemic has resulted in increased

human trafficking suspects

numbers of people vulnerable to

Many North Korean refugees and

exploitation by traffickers.

asylum seekers living illegally in

Recruitment fraud by labour brokers

China are particularly vulnerable to

and agencies is widespread in

In his foreword to the report, US

trafficking and forced labour in

Armenia, Bangladesh, Malaysia,

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said

hotels, restaurants and remote

Mali and Uganda

that significant progress has been

cyber operations, likely with the

achieved in 23 countries, of which 13

knowledge of Chinese officials

US Department of State re...

Namibia, Singapore and Bolivia ranking

The Central African Republic has

US State Secretary openin...

first for progress. In addition, he urged

worked with stakeholders to

governments to end state-sponsored

develop indicators of suspicious

are from Sub-Saharan Africa, with

Malta records significant increase in STRs
Malta’s Financial Intelligence Analysis

amount of STRs filed by auditors,

register in line with the latest EU

Unit (FIAU) published on 15 June its

lawyers, accountants and supervisory

anti-money laundering (AML) directive.

annual report for 2019, which finds

authorities. Most of the reported

According to FIAU Director Kenneth

that a record 2,778 suspicious

predicate offences related to fraud and

Farrugia, the register will contain

transaction reports (STRs) were

the most common reason for suspicion

information about persons holding or

submitted in 2019, which is a 65

was the lack of adequate explanations

controlling payments or bank accounts

percent increase on the previous year.

about the nature of the transaction or a

and those making use of safe custody

mismatch between the transaction

services offered by Malta’s credit

activity and the profile of the customer.

institutions.

According to the report, the top
reporting sector was the remote
gaming industry, followed by the core

Looking ahead, the FIAU is planning to

and non-core domestic banks and

issue new restrictions on cash

international banks. In addition,

payments in 2020 and to establish and

significant increases were seen in the

manage a centralised bank account
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Malta FIAU press release
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DOJ Inspector General finds deficiencies in DEA
undercover money laundering operations
Key deficiencies include
The DEA’s policies and Department-approved
authorisations do not align with the requirements set by
the AG FBI Undercover Guidelines for cases operating
within its Border and Shelf AGEOs in terms of the
approval by the undercover review committee (DEA’s
SARC) of each individual investigation that establishes,
acquires, and utilises a business entity, or conducts
money laundering transactions involving an aggregate
amount exceeding $1 million
The US Department of Justice’s Office of the Inspector
General (OIG) published on 17 June the outcomes report
following an audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s
(DEA) Attorney General Exempt Operations (AGEOs),
particularly the agency’s income-generating, undercover
operations, which identifies “significant deficiencies” in the
DEA’s policies and practices and limitations regarding
undercover activities.
Among the audit's findings was evidence to show that the
DEA did not employ any special methods to deal with virtual
currency and the suggestion that there were instances when
the DEA did not aggressively pursue potential money

The DEA has not submitted annual reports covering the
results of AGEOs to Congress pursuant to Public Law
102-395 since at least 2006. Furthermore, the agency has
not reported any financial audit activity to Congress or the
Attorney General ever, even though Public Law 102-395
requires the DEA to conduct a detailed financial audit of
each undercover operation and submit the results to the
AG and Congress within 180 days of closing an operation
The Department’s Risk Mitigation Policy Memorandum
institutes specific safeguards over the use of project
generated income (PGI), requiring that the DEA expend

laundering investigations relating to AGEOs.

PGI only in the AGEOs and cases that generated that

Through AGEOs, the DEA targets and infiltrates drug

multiple instances – two cases involved operations that

trafficking and money laundering organisations (DTO/MLO),
conducting law enforcement operations that often conclude
with significant arrests, prosecutions, money and drug
seizures, and disruption of the organised crime

income. However, the DEA violated this requirement in
had been opened for 10 and 11 years with several lengthy
gaps in activity, wherein money laundering activities did
not occur yet the use of PGI continued

organisations.

For some AGEOs, the DEA set broad initial objectives that

The OIG audit included an examination of the DEA’s

oversee the true scope of activities, as well as changing

compliance with Public Law 102-395, Attorney General
Guidelines on the FBI’s Undercover Operations, and Baseline
Risk Assessment and Mitigation Policies for Law
Enforcement Operations in Criminal Matters. In addition, the
Department identified and reviewed the AGEOs active
between fiscal years 2015 and 2017, evaluating the approval
process, regulatory compliance and financial information.
The report includes 19 recommendations to the DOJ and the
DEA to improve the management and oversight of AGEOs, to
which both agencies have agreed and have begun corrective
measures.
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impaired the ability of DEA management and the DOJ to
the focus or nature of AGEOs without seeking the
appropriate approvals. In one particular 6-year operation,
the DEA generated over $1.7 million in PGI and laundered
almost $20 million on behalf of a DTO that was not an
initial target authorised by the DEA Administrator and the
Deputy Assistant Attorney General (DAAG)
OIG report
DOJ press release
Message from the Inspector General
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EU to issue new cyber resilience legislation in
autumn, states EU Commission VP Dombrovskis
percent during the lockdown, which accounted for more than
half of all attacks reported since February.
In order to better regulate cryptoassets and distributed ledger
technology, the EC will be piloting a new regulatory regime
which should ensure that the virtual assets industry remains
fit for purpose. For assets not yet covered by EU rules, the EC
will create a bespoke regime and passport for markets in
cryptoassets. In addition, EU officials are considering
imposing stricter regulatory rules for globally scalable
stablecoins, which are likely to raise extra challenges in terms
The European Commission’s (EC) Executive Vice-President
Valdis Dombrovskis stated during the Digital Finance
Outreach 2020 conference on 23 June that the EU is working
to develop new digital operational resilience standards to
better fight and recover from cybercrime.

of financial stability and monetary policy.
The EU's new Digital Finance Strategy is due to be issued in
September.
EC press release

Dombrovskis added that the EC will issue in the autumn new
legislation for all financial institutions on operational

Speech by EC VP

resilience standards. According to EU officials, cyber-attacks
on banks and financial institutions have increased by 38

UK NCA reports increase concerning suspected
fraudulent use of government priority schemes
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

expenditure. The UK financial

are sent to high-risk jurisdictions

published on 2 June its second May

intelligence unit (UKFIU) warns of fraud

although the overseas destination of

guidance note on suspicious activity

related to the supply of personal

funds could be a result of companies

reporting (SAR) in the context of the

protective equipment (PPE) both in the

diversifying their operating models.

Covid-19 pandemic, which flags up an

context of large-scale procurement

increase in cases of suspected fraud

contracts and online scams affecting

The report notes that the large number

involving government grant funds and

consumers. However, the report notes

of reports concerning cash deposits

a large number of reports related to

that SARs relating to Covid-19 fraud

into accounts of businesses that would

money laundering activities.

against individuals have decreased

be expected to have ceased operations

significantly since the start of the

during the coronavirus might be an

pandemic.

indication of pre-existing money

In cases of reported abuse of
government priority schemes, funds are

laundering that has become more

either withdrawn in cash or transferred

In the UKFIU’s view, involvement in PPE

to a third party, indicating possible mule

transfer contracts could represent a

activity, or in a small number of cases

cover-up for trade-based money

funds are used for personal

laundering, in particular where funds

36

visible during lockdown.
NCA guidance note, May 20...
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

German fintech Wirecard AG discloses potential
€1.9 billion fraud
Austrian national Markus Braun, the

The Monetary Authority of Singapore

previously been criticised by the media

former head of German payment

(MAS) announced on 24 June that it

for not taking action following last

services provider Wirecard AG, was

has received a licence application from

year’s reports on Wirecard’s accounting

arrested in Munich on 23 June on

Wirecard under the Payment Services

irregularities in Singapore, Dubai and

suspicion of accounting fraud and

Act and told media later on that

Ireland. According to the media, both

market manipulation, after the

Wirecard’s local entities should ensure

the German Minister of Finance Peter

company revealed on 18 June that €1.9

they keep customer funds from their

Altmaier and the Bundestag are looking

billion, nearly a quarter of its balance

domestic payments processing

into the details of the case.

sheet, remains unaccounted for in its

business in the country’s banks while

2019 financial results.

their licence application is pending,

Wirecard announced on 25 June that it

according to Bloomberg. On 30 June,

has filed for insolvency due to

Wirecard cited a series of audits carried

MAS reassured investors that Wirecard

over-indebtedness. On 26 June, the

out by Ernst & Young Germany, which

entities in Singapore have complied

UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

found that the false balance sheet

with its instructions to hold customers’

ordered Wirecard’s UK arm not to

information was provided by the trustee

funds in separate accounts and

dispose of any assets or funds, freeze

and the trustee’s account holding banks

pledged to take firm action if its

customer accounts and halt all

“to deceive the auditor and create a

ongoing investigation carried out jointly

regulated activities. On 29 June, the

wrong perception of the existence of

with the police finds evidence of

FCA allowed Wirecard to resume

such cash balances”. On 22 June,

serious anti-money laundering (AML)

issuing e-money and providing payment

Wirecard announced that there is “a

deficiencies.

services, while restrictions continue to

prevailing likelihood that the bank trust
account balances in the amount of €1.9
billion do not exist”.
Other Wirecard documents reportedly
refer to the missing money being
transferred through two Philippine
banks, the Institutes Banco de Oro
(BDO Unibank) and the Bank of the
Philippine Islands (BPI). Philippines
central bank Governor Benjamin Diokno
stated on 21 June that their preliminary
inquiries show that the two banks had
no business relationship with Wirecard.
On 24 June, the Philippine Justice
Secretary Menardo Guverra announced
that former Wirecard chief operating
officer Jan Marsalek may be in the
country and added that law
enforcement will investigate individuals
and entities that may be involved in the
Wirecard fraud.
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be in place regarding Wirecard’s ability

Other Wirecard
documents
reportedly refer to
the missing money
being transferred
through two
Philippine banks
European Commission Executive
Vice-President Valdis Dombrovskis told
the Financial Times on 26 June that the
Commission intends to ask the
European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) to open an
investigation into the German Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority’s
(BaFin) handling of the case. BaFin has

to transfer its own assets and where it
can place customer funds.
The European Parliament (EP) think
tank issued a briefing on 29 June on
Wirecard AG’s insolvency procedure,
reporting that in the normal course of
business Wirecard AG has drawn upon
credit from financial institutions,
including Commerzbank, LBBW, and
ING and suggesting that the lack of
action by BaFin might trigger additional
debate about supervisory structures.
Wirecard press release (1...
Wirecard press release (2...
Wirecard press release (2...
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Brazil probes alleged Electrobras Electronuclear
fraud scheme as part of Operation Car Wash
Brazil’s Federal Public Ministry (MPF)

being investigated over allegations of

to be awarded an ‘exclusive’ BRL 265

announced on 25 June that it has

diverting public resources by means of

million (£39 million) contract without a

launched a joint investigation with the

fictitious subcontracting to service

bidding procedure.

federal police into possible fraud by at

companies and offshore companies,

the Eletronuclear subsidiary of

which in turn distributed the amounts

On 25 June, Electrobras issued a press

Centrais Eletricas Brasileiras SA

as bribes to secure new fraudulent

statement, announcing that it has

(Electrobras), as part of a new phase of

contracts.

become aware of the latest police

Operation Car Wash (Lava Jato).

inquiry into fraud and corruption
On 30 June, MPF announced that

According to the press release, the

businessman Humberto Carrilho was

police have executed 12 arrest warrants

indicted for corruption and money

and 18 search and seizure warrants in

laundering in a separate Java Lato

Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and the

development. According to prosecutors,

Federal District. A former federal

Carrilho allegedly paid BRL 1.7 million

deputy, a former minister, businessmen

(£254,000) in bribes to former

and former Electrobras executives are

Petrobras director Paulo Roberto Costa

allegations concerning its subsidiary.
Brazilian Public Ministry...
Brazilian federal police ...
Electrobras notice

French Anti-Corruption Agency issues guidance
on preventing corruption in public procurement
The French Anti-Corruption Agency

line with the provisions of the Sapin II

the planning, awarding and execution

(AFA) and the Economy Ministry’s State

law of December 2016.

stages of government contracts and a

Purchasing Department published on

methodology for third party

29 June joint guidance on preventing

In addition, the guide includes a

assessments. The document states

and detecting the risk of fraud and

comprehensive overview of corruption

that 16 percent of French public

corruption in public procurement.

offences and whistleblowing policies,

procurement staff and 25 percent of

detailed advice on reporting suspected

procurement directors have

The guide provides details on legal

corruption offences to the AFA and a

experienced attempted fraud or

obligations by public purchasing

summary of international

corruption during their career.

stakeholders, including government

recommendations for preventing

agencies, local authorities and

corruption in public procurement.

AFA press release

internal anti-corruption compliance

The guidance sets out the necessary

AFA guide on anti-corrupt...

programmes and codes of conduct, in

steps for mapping corruption risks in

state-owned companies, to adopt
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EU Council calls for improvements in financial
investigations to better fight organised crime
trafficking, organised property crime, environmental crime,
migrant smuggling and trafficking in cultural goods.

Other key priorities
The adoption of a comprehensive action plan on financial
investigations by the European Commission (EC)
The granting of additional powers to EU asset recovery
offices (AROs) to prevent the dissipation of assets during
financial investigations
The EU Council adopted on 17 June conclusions on
enhancing financial investigations to fight serious and
organised crime, which call for more progress on the
management of seized assets in the EU and in securing
better coordination between the financial intelligence units

EC to evaluate the need for an enhanced legal framework
on establishing public-private partnerships to combat
organised crime

(FIUs) in cross-border investigations.

Using the newly created European Financial and

The Council urges member states to promote joint

among law enforcement authorities in the fight against

investigation teams (JITs) in order to expose money
laundering and terrorism financing (ML/TF) risks, to engage
in discussions about limiting the use of cash in the EU and to
consider better rules to oversee virtual and fiat currencies.
The conclusions demand that financial investigations are

Economic Crime Centre (EFECC) to support cooperation
fraud, ML/TF, corruption and counterfeiting
EU Council press release
EU Council conclusions on enhancing financial...

part of all organised crime inquiries on drugs and human

EBA adds AML Directive to its Q&A tools
The European Banking Authority (EBA) announced on 17

published on its website while the answers are being drafted.

June that it has expanded the scope of its Questions and

The objective of the Q&A tool is to support the consistent and

Answers (Q&A) process and tool to enable stakeholders to

effective application of the EU regulatory framework for the

submit questions related to the EU’s Anti-Money Laundering

banking sector, the Single Rulebook.

Directive (MLD) which falls within the EBA’s remit.
The process is based on the EBA’s interaction with the
In accordance with EBA’s founding regulation, stakeholders

European Commission to ensure responses are fully

can submit questions on the implementation of relevant

consistent with EU legislative texts.

legislative provisions mentioned in the regulation, as well as
associated delegated and implementing acts, guidelines and

EBA press release

recommendations adopted under the legislative acts.
EBA list of Q&As
All questions submitted to the EBA, once reviewed, will be
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DOJ updates guidance on evaluating corporate
compliance programmes
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) issued on 1 June

programme is well designed, (2) whether it is adequately

revised guidance for prosecutors on the evaluation of

resourced and empowered to function effectively and (3)

corporate compliance programmes, to assist them in

whether the company has an effective investigations

deciding when to bring criminal charges against a company

structure that is able to identify suspicions of misconduct or

and on penalty amounts and reporting obligations.

criminal behaviour.

The DOJ guidance, which was first published on 30 April

The guidance instructs prosecutors to make “a reasonable,

2019, aims to help prosecutors determine the extent to which

individualized determination in each case that considers

a corporation’s compliance programme was effective when

various factors including, but not limited to, the company’s

the offence was committed and at the time of a charging

size, industry, geographic footprint, regulatory landscape, and

decision or resolution.

other factors, both internal and external to the company’s
operations” that impacts its compliance programme.

According to the DOJ, the three fundamental aspects to
consider are (1) whether the corporation’s compliance

DOJ revised guidance

EU audit of AML action in the banking sector
Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets
Union, the European Central Bank (ECB) and the European
Banking Authority (EBA).

The audit will examine
How the EC assesses the transposition of EU anti-money
laundering and countering the financing of terrorism
(AML/CFT) legislation into member state law
Whether known AML/CFT risks to the internal market are
The European Court of Auditors (ECA) announced on 11
June that it has launched an audit of the effectiveness of the
EU’s efforts to fight money laundering in the banking sector,
to address ongoing shortcomings in the enforcement of
legislation and EU-wide coordination.
The ECA notes that despite extensive international
cooperation and increasingly sophisticated EU legislation,
money laundering remains a “significant issue”. The ECA
audit is earmarked as a high-priority task in its 2020 work
programme and is expected to be completed in the first half
of 2021. The fieldwork will include assessments of the
European Commission’s (EC) Directorate-General for
40

assessed and communicated to banks and national
authorities involved in fighting money laundering
Whether the available AML information for supervisory
activities is shared among the key stakeholders at EU and
national level
How effective and timely EU action is to remedy breaches
of AML law at national level
European Court of Auditors press release
European Court of Auditors AML audit preview
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FATF virtual plenary calls for close monitoring of
virtual assets and stablecoins
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

stablecoins, including anonymous

Recommendation 1 and its

announced on 30 June that its 24 June

peer-to-peer transactions via unhosted

Interpretive Note to strengthen

virtual plenary addressed a series of

wallets, need careful monitoring. In the

measures to prevent proliferation

strategic initiatives under the Chinese

final statement of his presidency,

financing of weapons of mass

presidency, including the money

outgoing FATF President Xiangmin Liu

destruction

laundering and terrorist financing

said that the report on stablecoins,

(ML/TF) risks raised by virtual assets

which will be released to the public in

FATF updated its statement in

and virtual asset service providers

July, calls on all jurisdictions to

relation to Iceland and Mongolia,

(VASPs) and the FATF report for the

implement the revised FATF standards

with the remaining jurisdictions

G20 on stablecoins.

as a matter of priority, in order to

under “Increased Monitoring” being

mitigate the risks.

granted a four-month extension

FATF’s 12-month review of the
implementation of its revised standards

amid the Covid-19 outbreak

Other key outcomes

on virtual asset/VASPs found that both

An endorsement of the priorities list

the public and private sector have made

An agreement over the key

under the in-coming German

progress on the implementation of the

elements of the FATF Global

presidency of the FATF, the first

‘travel rule’ for VASPs but it underlined

Network assessment process, with

two-year presidency, which starts

the need for additional guidance on

the strategic review expected to be

on 1 July

virtual assets. A second annual review

finalised in 2021

is scheduled for June 2021 and a list of

The release of the first report on

red flag indicators and case studies will

A discussion on promoting more

money laundering and the illegal

be released by October 2021.

effective supervision at national

wildlife trade

level, which will contribute to the
In addition, the plenary approved the

release of a new FATF guidance

FATF report to the G20 on stablecoins,

FATF plenary outcomes

paper on risk-based supervision, is

which confirms that the FATF standards

likely to be completed by June 2021

FATF guidance on virtual ...

and that no further amendments to the

The launch of a public consultation

Outgoing FATF President X...

standards are necessary at this point.

on modifications to

clearly apply to these cryptocurrencies

FATF notes that the ML/TF risks of

UK JMLSG amendments to AML/CFT guidance
The UK’s Joint Money Laundering

response to the February 2020

JMLSG has submitted the revised

Steering Group (JMLSG) published

consultation, which put forward

guidance to the UK Treasury for

proposed amendments to its

proposed amendments to the guidance.

ministerial approval.

anti-money laundering and counter

The revisions to the guidance relate to

terrorist financing (AML/CFT) guidance

changes brought in by the Money

on 1 June.

Laundering and Terrorist Financing
(Amendment) Regulations 2019, which

The revised guidance takes into
account comments received in
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came into force on 10 January 2020.

JMLSG statement
JMLSG revised guidance (J...
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FATF updates relating to ‘greylist’ of jurisdictions
with strategic AML/CFT deficiencies
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

“substantially completed its action

ML activity; and (3) preventing

published on 30 June updates to its list

plan” of reforms such as: (1)

sanctions evasion and monitoring

of nations subject to increased

ensuring access to beneficial

FIs and DNFBPs. FATF states that

monitoring due to strategic

ownership information and the

an on-site assessment is due to

deficiencies in countering money

implementation of terrorist

verify the reforms

laundering and terrorist financing

financing sanctions requirements

(AML/CFT), also referred to as the

among financial institutions (FI) and

The remaining jurisdictions

‘greylist’, following its 24 June plenary.

designated non-financial

identified during the February

businesses and professions

plenary are still under scrutiny until

In April, FATF decided to pause the

(DNFBPs) through effective

the four-month extension expires in

review process for monitored

supervision; and (2) introducing an

October 2020 – namely Albania, the

jurisdictions in light of the Covid-19

automated system for STR filing.

Bahamas, Barbados, Botswana,

crisis, extending the deadlines by four

FATF states that an on-site

Cambodia, Ghana, Jamaica,

months. Mongolia and Iceland

assessment is due to verify that the

Mauritius, Myanmar, Nicaragua,

requested that they stick to the original

reforms meet the expectations

Pakistan, Panama, Syria, Uganda,

schedule, therefore the countries

Yemen, and Zimbabwe

reported back on the progress made

FATF has made the initial

since the February 2020 plenary.

determination that Mongolia has

FATF plenary press releas...

"substantially completed its action

Key points

plan" by: (1) improving sectoral

FATF plenary outcomes

ML/TF risk understanding by
FATF has made the initial

DNFBP supervisors; (2) increasing

determination that Iceland has

the number of investigations and

FATF extension of deadlin...

prosecutions of different types of

EP resolution calls for better alignment between
EU prudential and AML supervision
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

terrorism (AML/CFT) framework, but

assessments on the ML/TF risks raised

on 19 June a resolution on the Banking

states that more coordination between

by cryptoassets and the use of new

Union annual report for 2019, which

competent authorities and financial

technologies by financial institutions. It

remarks that more efforts are needed

institutions is required. In the EP’s view,

also notes that sustainability ratings

to strengthen the EU’s financial sector,

the Single Supervisory Mechanism

based on environmental, social and

to increase transparency standards in

(SSM) plays a role in fighting money

governance (ESG) criteria should

banking supervision and align

laundering and terrorist financing and

become an important complement to

prudential and AML supervision.

welcomes the setting up of a dedicated

credit risk assessments.

AML unit within the ECB in 2019.
The EP welcomes ongoing attempts to

EP resolution on the Bank...

strengthen the anti-money laundering

The resolution invites the EU

and countering the financing of

Commission to carry out impact
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US FinCEN issues due diligence guidance for
hemp-related businesses
The US Treasury’s Financial Crimes

statement on providing financial

launder money derived from other

Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issued

services to customers engaged in

criminal activity or derived from

on 29 June new Bank Secrecy

hemp-related businesses, published on

prohibited marijuana-related activity

Act/Anti-Money Laundering

3 December 2019, financial institutions

(BSA/AML) guidance for banks and

are required to follow standard

An attempt to conceal or disguise

other financial institutions providing

suspicious activity report (SAR) rules.

involvement in marijuana-related

services to hemp-related businesses.
The guidance provides details on the
type of information and documentation
financial institutions can collect from
hemp-related businesses to comply
with BSA regulatory requirements,
which might include valid licences and
licence renewals, crop inspection or
testing reports. As noted in the

business activity

Hemp-related suspicious
activity could include
Hemp production in a state or
jurisdiction where the activity
remains illegal
A customer using a state-licensed

The customer is unable or unwilling
to provide sufficient information to
demonstrate that it is duly licensed
and/or it continues to operate after
a licence revocation
FinCEN guidance

hemp business as a pretext to

EU Council conclusions on countering terrorism,
includes counter terrorist financing measures
The Council of the EU adopted

Key points

and arms trafficking

conclusions on 16 June on actions to
counter and prevent terrorism and

The Council welcomes the adoption

To prevent terrorists from

violent extremism. The conclusions

of UN Security Council resolution

generating funds from ransacking

include a call to “cut off sources of

2462 to combat terrorism financing,

archeological sites, the EU should

terrorism financing”, the need for

referring to it as a “major step”

plan how to better assist affected

“robust and effective” sanctions

towards the establishment of an

countries utilising FATF and Interpol

regimes, and a need to adapt to

international framework

to prevent such activities

terrorism financing, reaffirming

Nations should reinforce their

The Council also recognises the

support for efforts by the Financial

capacity to seize terrorists’ assets

importance of an effective response

developments in money laundering and

Action Task Force (FATF).

to the threat stemming from
The Council notes particular

linkages between organised crime

The conclusions call for a

challenges in the prevention of

and terrorism

strengthening of external counter

terrorist financing such as the

terrorism efforts and cooperation in

exploitation of formal and informal

affected areas such as the Western

money or value transfers, new

Balkans, Sahel, the Horn of Africa,

forms of payments like e-money

North Africa, and the Middle East.

involving cryptocurrency or
blockchain technologies, and drugs
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French Justice Ministry issues guidance on
prosecuting foreign bribery
Financial Intelligence Unit (Tracfin), tax authorities, the court
of auditors, employers’ organisations, whistleblowers and
anti-corruption associations.
The Justice Ministry requires the PNF to design an
anti-corruption strategy based on a rigorous methodology, to
address the most recent international corruption risks which
involve sophisticated corporate structures e.g. trusts,
nominees, shell companies, and the use of tax havens and
overseas bank accounts. The PNF’s strategy is expected to
identify the suspicious financial flows, the natural persons
The French Justice Ministry issued on 2 June new guidance
for prosecutors on the fight against international corruption,
which outlines the key principles of judicial action
throughout the criminal inquiry and investigation stages and
in enforcing effective and proportionate penalties.
The guidance reiterates the essential role that the National
Financial Prosecutor (PNF) plays in analysing suspicions of
corruption and calls for stronger cross-government
communication on indicators of illicit behaviour. The PNF is
instructed to build better links with all entities that report

involved in corruption schemes and the goods or assets
located in France.
The guidance sets out the alternative mechanisms to resolve
a criminal case, namely a deferred prosecution agreement
(convention judiciaire d'intérêt public – CJIP) for companies
and recognition of guilt for individuals, and includes an annex
detailing the types of penalties for acts of foreign bribery and
trading in influence.
French Ministry of Justice guidance

cases of corruption, such as independent regulators, the

UK OFSI updates guidance on Russia financial
and investment sanctions after EU exit
The UK Treasury’s Office of Financial Sanctions

territory of the UK and to conduct by UK persons, both

Implementation (OFSI) published on 16 June updated

nationals and corporate entities, outside the UK. It details

guidance on the financial and investment restrictions in

prohibitions regarding different types of transferable

Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, which are

securities or money market instruments, loan and credit

expected to enter into force at 11pm on 31 December 2020.

arrangements, investments in relation to Crimea and the
related exceptions. The guidance includes a list of frequently

The regulations impose financial, trade, transport and

asked questions (FAQs) for UK persons.

immigration sanctions on Russia in relation to undermining
or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and

OFSI Russia guidance

independence of Ukraine.
UK government general guidance on financial s...
The guidance clarifies that the regulations apply to the entire
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Lookers plc reveals £19 million accounting hole
following fraud inquiry
The remaining £15 million was
reportedly linked to the “incorrect or
inconsistent” application of policies,
procedures and accounting standards.
The company has already started
implementing remedial measures to
address the identified deficiencies,
strengthen its financial controls and
improve some “behavioural and cultural
aspects”. After consultation with the
Financial Conduct Authority, the
company announced on 8 June that
trading in its shares will be suspended
UK car dealership Lookers plc

Lookers added that £4 million of the

announced on 29 June that it will make

total amount was related to previously

a £19 million non-cash adjustment to

reported issues regarding one of its

its 2019 books, after a Grant Thornton

operating divisions, including “certain

UK LLP investigation into potential

misrepresented and overstated debtor

fraud revealed that the company

balances in respect of supplier bonuses

overstated its profits for several years.

receivable together with a number of

as of 1 July if its 2019 results are not
published by 30 June.
Lookers plc press release
Lookers plc press release...

fraudulent expense claims”.

Europol launches new European Financial and
Economic Crime Centre
Europol announced on 5 June that it

order to facilitate the recovery of the

The centre will initially collect and

has launched a new European Financial

proceeds of crime in the European

analyse information on cases

and Economic Crime Centre (EFECC) to

Union and beyond.

investigated by member states

enhance its operational support to EU
member states and bodies in fighting
financial and economic crime and to
promote the systematic use of
financial investigations.
The EFECC is expected to hire 65
international experts and analysts and
“will serve as a platform and toolbox for
financial investigators across Europe” in
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concerning fraud against public and

The centre “will
serve as a platform
and toolbox for
financial
investigators across
Europe”

private finances, money laundering,
asset recovery, corruption, product and
currency counterfeiting.
Europol press release
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UK’s FRC closes Tesco fraud investigation
without taking further disciplinary action
the overstatement of its profits, published in August 2014.
In 2018, the investigation into Tesco’s accountants was
paused pending an SFO trial involving three senior Tesco
employees, Carl Rogberg, John Scouler and Christopher
Bush, on charges of fraud and false accounting relating to the
overstatement. All three defendants were acquitted in
January 2019.
The FRC launched its investigation into the allegations in
December 2014, scrutinising Tesco’s former chief financial
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council (FRC) announced on 8
June that it has closed its investigation into several
accountants that were working at Tesco plc when the £250
million profit overstatement occurred at the retailer, without
taking any further disciplinary action.
In September 2014, Tesco revealed that between February
and September 2014 it had overinflated its profits by
approximately £250 million. Tesco agreed a £129 million
deferred prosecution agreement (DPA) with the UK’s Serious
Fraud Office (SFO) to avoid prosecution in April 2017. The
three-year term of the DPA came to an end on 10 April 2020.
In 2017, the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
announced that Tesco had agreed to pay £85 million in

officer Laurie McIlwee, as well as former auditor
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC), which had audited
Tesco since 1983. These investigations were closed in 2016
and 2017 respectively, whilst the wider investigation into
multiple accountants working with Tesco continued.
The FRC stated in its most recent announcement that it
“decided to discontinue” the investigation “without service of
a formal complaint”.
FRC press release
Closure of CFO investigation (31 August 2016)
Closure of PwC investigation (5 June 2017)

compensation to investors for committing market abuse in
relation to a false or misleading trading update concerning

UK SFO closes De La Rue investigation
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO) announced on 16 June

De La Rue stated in a press release that it was “pleased” the

the closure of its investigation into UK-based banknote

investigation was now closed and that the SFO would not be

printer De La Rue plc due to insufficient evidence to support

taking any further action on the matter.

a realistic prospect of conviction, as defined by the Code for
Crown Prosecutors.

SFO statement

The SFO opened its investigation into De La Rue and

SFO case information

associated persons in July 2019 over suspected corruption in
South Sudan. De La Rue’s regional manufacturing facility has
designed and printed all new currency in South Sudan since
the country’s 2011 secession from the north.
46

De La Rue plc statement
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UK Financial Conduct Authority publishes latest
primary market bulletin on insider trading
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

the MAR stipulations, also notes that

Minimise the number of those

(FCA) published a new edition of its

insider information should be precise,

individuals with access to insider

primary market bulletin on 9 June,

further noting that precision does not

information and educate all those

which sets out best practices in

have to be exact, but simply clear the

who do possess it on proper

relation to identifying, controlling, and

threshold of existing or likely to happen.

handling and disclosure

disclosing insider information. The

Furthermore, entities must take into

new guidelines follow comment

account whether the information sheds

Set up an insider list of those

submissions from relevant entities that

substantial new light when combined

permitted to access information

were sought in a November 2019 FCA

with other information, how a potential

bulletin. The bulletin notes that FCA

investor might act if presented with the

The FCA has provided additional

guidelines for best practice in handling

information, and whether the

guidance involving international

insider information should be read

information pertains to financial

market disclosure and methods of

alongside the Market Abuse Regulation

instruments covered by the MAR.

publication

Other considerations on
information handling and
disclosure

In response to requests, the FCA

(MAR) of 2016.
When determining what company
information should be considered
insider information, the FCA bulletin
recommends ruling out any information
which has already been made public,
can be easily discerned through public
information, or is available through
media publications, even those behind

Companies should classify
information and set up electronic
and physical controls to regulate
access and availability

has provided additional contact
information, offering consultation
when entities are uncertain about
insider information classification or
disclosure
FCA Primary Market Bullet...

a paywall. The bulletin, in concert with

UK re-considering Huawei’s role in national 5G
In a 2 June House of Commons

The Select Committee heard from US

the government decision to allow

Defence Select Committee evidence

Senator Tom Cotton of Arkansas, who

Huawei a share of the 5G market.

gathering session related to the

warned that Huawei’s involvement in UK

Committee’s inquiry into the security of

infrastructure could put US forces in the

The UK’s reconsideration follows a 15

5G, members of parliament heard from

UK at risk to Chinese military

May announcement by the US

US officials and industry experts, on

exploitation or attack. Huawei UK Chief

Commerce Department restricting

the UK government’s decision to allow

Victor Zhang responded to the

Huawei’s ability to use

Chinese ICT provider Huawei to

comments by claiming the US warnings

American-manufactured or patented

continue to operate as part of its 5G

stem from a market threat rather than

semiconductors in production.

network and assess approaches to 5G

legitimate security concerns.

and cybersecurity from across the Five
Eyes alliance.

House of Commons Defence ...
The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) is also reportedly re-evaluating
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UK SFO adopts measures to improve culture
and case management
The review of the SFO’s case
progression, the findings of which were
published on 8 October 2019, found
individual case managers had
inconsistent and personal approaches
to conducting operational procedures.
In addition, the SFO was criticised for
the length of time taken to investigate
cases and make a charging decision, as
well as for its low conviction rates – 60
percent between 2015 and 2018, and
53 percent in 2019. The report made
seven key recommendations.
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

staff engagement in order to “address

responded on 2 June to two reports

some entrenched cultural issues” within

prepared by the HM Crown Prosecution

the organisation. This report was

Inspectorate (HMCPSI) that were

particularly critical, underlining that a

published in 2019 relating to its

“culture of delivery” in many cases led

leadership and case progression,

to “tolerance of neglectful approaches

which has resulted in the adoption of

to management or, in some cases, of

measures based on the findings of

unacceptable behaviour”.

both reviews to improve the culture
and case management at the SFO.

In response to the HMCPSI’s leadership
review, the SFO states that it fully

The review of case
progression found
individual case
managers had
inconsistent
approaches to
conducting
operational
procedures
The review of the SFO’s leadership, the
findings of which were published on 22
July 2019, was aimed at assessing

48

accepts the findings and has
introduced a three-year culture change
programme and a new people strategy.
The strategy has four objectives: (1)
implement effective organisational
development to deliver the SFO’s vision,
ensuring staff feel valued and
supported by having adequate
resources and information available; (2)
create a balanced, effective workforce
by recruiting and retaining the right
people, at the right grades and
disciplines to deliver high quality
outputs; (3) improve and maintain
learning and development opportunities
to enhance staff careers; and (4)
support improvements in staff
wellbeing and aim to become an
employer of choice.

The SFO’s response deals directly with
the HMCPSI’s seven recommendations
and explains the instances in which it
only partly accepts a recommendation.
The key changes include: (1) the SFO
aims to recruit permanent paralegals to
reduce the number of temporary
document reviewers; (2) new guidance
on engaging independent Counsel has
been drafted and a new process has
been put in place to monitor the
ongoing performance; (3) a monthly
bulletin on innovative ways of working
and best practice guidelines drawn
from case learning has been created
and the SFO has introduced new
training programmes on leading
complex investigations; and (4) the
SFO’s business plan includes a new set
of key performance indicators designed
to measure case progression.
SFO press release
SFO response to HMCPSI Ca...
SFO response to HMCPSI Le...
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European Parliament asks that no EU funding
given to countries abusing human rights
commitment to fighting corruption”. In addition, the
Parliament stresses the need to provide sufficient funding
and staff to various EU agencies in charge of fighting money
laundering and terrorism financing, human trafficking and
organised crime, and requests that adequate budget support
is given to the newly created European Public Prosecutor’s
Office (EPPO).
New types of criminal activities such as cybercrime require a
stronger and more coordinated response from the EU and an
intensified exchange between competent authorities, the
The European Parliament adopted on 19 June a resolution
on the general guidelines for the European Commission’s
2021 budget, which asks that no funding be provided to
parties subject to EU sanctions, including contractors or
subcontractors, participants in workshops and recipients of
financial support to third parties.

resolution states.
In addition, the EU Parliament expects that a strong EU
mechanism on democracy, rule of law and fundamental
rights will be in place by 2021 and underlines that the
2021-2027 financial framework should include a
conditionality clause for the protection of the rule of law.

The EU Parliament urges the Commission to “strictly refrain”
from providing financial assistance to countries that “grossly

European Parliament resolution

fail to meet international standards in the field of human
rights and democracy, or which fail to demonstrate their

UN rights experts call for sanctions against
Philippines officials for human rights abuse
The UN Office of the High

a report on 4 June on the human rights

Furthermore, the statement calls on the

Commissioner for Human Rights

situation in the Philippines, which was

government of the Philippines to

(OHCHR) announced on 25 June, the

mandated pursuant to resolution 41/2,

“demonstrate real and credible progress

joint call on the Human Rights Council

which details “the staggering cost of

toward accountability by engaging with

from human rights experts for an

the relentless and systematic assault

the OHCHR and developing an action

independent investigation into human

on the most basic rights of Filipinos at

plan towards the implementation of the

rights violations in the Philippines,

the hands of the Government”.

OHCHR Report recommendations”.

which includes a request for UN
member states to initiate sanctions

UN rights experts urge the Human

and criminal prosecution against

Rights Council to renew the

Philippine officials who have

international investigation into the

“committed, incited or failed to prevent

human rights situation in the

human rights abuses”.

Philippines and strengthen the OHCHR
mandate to continue its monitoring of

The UN Human Rights Office published
49

the violations.

UN Office of the High Com...
UN press release (4 June)
UN report on the human ri...
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OFAC issues FAQs on Iran sanctions targeting
additional sectors of the economy
The US Department of the Treasury’s

Definitions of each sector and

medicines, or products used for

Office of Foreign Assets Control

activities within them which may be

sanitation, hygiene, medical care,

(OFCA) published on 5 June new

sanctionable, as well as definitions

medical and manufacturing safety

frequently asked questions (FAQ)

of sanctionable goods and services

solely for use in Iran are not

relating to Executive Order (EO) 13902

used in connection with each sector

considered to be operating for the

of 10 January 2020, which imposes

purposes of EO 13902

targeted sanctions on those operating

That goods or services that ensure

in additional sectors of the Iranian

the protection of life and prevention

economy, such as construction,

of injuries are excluded from

mining, manufacturing, and textiles.

sanctions

OFAC resource center

The four FAQs provide

That people or entities in Iran

Executive Order (EO) 1390...

OFAC FAQs

manufacturing medical devices,

Venezuela’s UN representative condemns Bank
of England’s retention of Venezuelan gold
Samuel Moncada, Venezuela’s

people, which amounts to a crime

of Nicolás Maduro which Moncada

permanent representative to the UN,

against humanity, as per the provisions

represents, but rather opposition leader

sent a letter to the UN Security Council

of the Rome Statute of the International

Juan Guaidó.

dated 8 June, denouncing what he

Criminal Court”, states the letter.

called the “greatest robbery in the

Moncado’s letter also accuses the UK

history” of Venezuela, in reference to

The BCV has been attempting to

of running a “Venezuela Reconstruction

the Bank of England’s (BOE) “illegal

retrieve the gold since 2018, according

Unit” in tandem with Guaidó’s

decision to refuse to comply with the

to a 20 May Financial Times article, and

opposition government, which

instructions” of the Central Bank of

the country has recently filed suit

Moncado alleges is in place to shape

Venezuela (BCV) in relation to its gold

against the BOE in London’s High Court

“proposals for the promotion of British

reserves, estimated to be worth $1

in a further attempt to gain access to

business after a planned coup”. The

billion.

its $1 billion in bullion.

letter further alleges that the UK is a

The letter accuses the UK government

Moncada stated that the BOE “is not an

implement a naval blockade, accusing

of deliberately depriving 30 million

independent public organisation but,

British warships of patrolling near the

Venezuelans of basic goods and

instead, the executing arm of the

Venezuelan coast, and claims that the

services, through its seizure of

colonial policy of looting and pillage of

UK was involved in the May 2020 failed

Venezuela’s gold reserves, which are

the British government”. The UK

coup attempt.

deemed essential to combatting the

government, along with more than 50

Covid-19 pandemic. “The British

other nations, including the US, Japan,

authorities, we insist, are perpetrating

Germany, and France, does not

an act of extermination against our

recognise the Venezuelan government

part of an international conspiracy to
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US BIS renews Mahan Airways temporary denial
order for 180 days
The US Commerce Department’s

renewed on 2 December 2019. The TDO

procurement agents, front companies,

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

prohibits the entities from participating

and intermediaries” and continues to

renewed on 4 June a temporary denial

in any transaction involving an

operate several aircrafts on

order (TDO) regarding the export

EAR-regulated commodity, software or

international flights to Thailand, the

privileges of Iran’s Mahan Airways and

technology exported from the US or in

UAE and China, in violation of the TDO.

11 related entities and individuals,

any other activity subject to the EAR.

pursuant to Export Administration

However, the order does not prohibit

In addition, its Saudi Arabia associates

Regulations (EAR).

any export, reexport, or other

Ali Abdullah Alhay and Issam

transaction subject to the EAR where

Shammout were charged in December

The TDO was originally signed on 17

the only items involved are

2019 with conspiracy to acquire

March 2018 to deny Mahan Airways

foreign-produced direct products of

US-origin aircraft and parts to supply

and other entities, such as Iraq’s Al

US-origin technology.

Mahan Air in violation of the US

Naser Airlines and United Arab Emirates

sanctions on Iran.

(UAE)-based Bahar Safwa General

According to BIS’s TDO renewal

Trading, export privileges for a period of

request, Mahan Airways continues to

180 days “to prevent an imminent

violate the EAR, “both directly and

violation” of the EAR and was last

through its widespread network of

BIS notice
DOJ press release (17 Dec...

Sudan representative urges UN Security Council
to begin lifting sanctions
Sudan’s representative to the UN urged

The 1591 Committee, which was

in Libya, which is an important source

the UN Security Council on 9 June to

established in 2005 to oversee the UN

of financing.

ease sanctions imposed on Sudan over

sanctions regime on Sudan, noted in its

the conflict in Darfur, citing the impact

latest 90-day report that peace talks

Sudan’s UN representative added that

of the Covid-19 pandemic on displaced

between the new government and the

the ongoing sanctions regime sends a

persons.

Sudanese Revolutionary Front have

“discouraging signal” to Sudan and its

continued, and that clashes between

government, calling on the Security

government forces and the Sudanese

Council to establish clear benchmarks

Liberation Army have died down due to

for lifting the sanctions, as it said it

a reciprocal ceasefire.

would when it adopted resolution 2508

Sudan’s UN
representative said
that the sanctions
regime sends a
“discouraging
signal” to Sudan and
its government
51

(2020) extending the mandate of the
However, the Chair of the Security

panel of experts.

Council cited the panel of experts as
reporting that supporters of Musa Hilal
Abdalla Alnsiem, a sanctioned
individual, have been mobilising in
support and that almost all Darfuri
armed groups still maintain a presence

UN Security Council press...
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South Sudan responds to UN panel of experts
report, calls for sanctions review
The UN Security Council published on

country’s ability to protect its territory

National Pre-Transitional Committee

3 June a letter from the South

and population from external armed

manages its funds transparently.

Sudanese government in response to

groups. The letter states that the

According to the minister, mining

the final report of the UN panel of

government is not able to assume

licences are awarded through a

experts of 28 April, asking for a

responsibility for the inspection of

transparent procurement process, while

sanctions review and additional

cargo entering South Sudan through

artisanal gold mining remains

support to surpass current challenges

Sudanese and Kenyan ports and cannot

unregulated due to miners’ reticence to

and the causes of corruption.

provide detail on the enforcement of

share data with the government.

the arms embargo by its neighbours.
South Sudan’s Foreign Minister Beatrice

South Sudan letter

Khamisa Wani-Noah denies the

The letter rejects the panel of expert’s

allegations concerning violations of the

allegations concerning the

arms embargo and states that the

misappropriation of public funds from

current sanctions undermine the

the sale of oil and mentions that the

UN report on South Sudan ...

Somalia Sanctions Committee warns UN over
possible illicit smuggling by Al-Shabaab
The chair of the Somalia Sanctions

The Somalia Sanctions Committee,

Service further recommended a

Committee warned the UN Security

officially known as the Security Council

coordinated approach to controlling the

Council on 9 June that if Somalian

Committee pursuant to resolution 751

supply of improvised explosive device

militant group Al-Shabaab begins to

concerning Somalia, was established in

components to Somalia through

run out of chemicals used for

1992 and oversees the UN targeted

regional bodies and governments.

homemade explosives, they may look

sanctions regime against Somalia.

to acquire explosive materials through
illicit smuggling.

The Committee
approved an
exemption request
to the arms
embargo

The Committee approved an exemption
The Committee updated the Security

request to the arms embargo pursuant

Council on developments from 28

to paragraph 10 of resolution 2498

February to 9 June, which included a

(2019), which allows the government of

briefing from the UN Mine Action

Somalia to receive arms and military

Service. The Mine Action Service noted

equipment if it is intended solely for the

that Al-Shabaab has shifted to using

security of the Somali people.

homemade explosives since 2018 due
to the clearing of unexploded war
remnants across Somalia, which has
reduced Al-Shabaab’s ability to access
military explosives. The UN Mine Action
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EU Parliament adopts resolution on reopening
the investigation against Czech prime minister
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

and to ensure effective checks of

sole shareholder of two trust funds that

on 19 June a resolution on the

beneficial owners under anti-money

own all shares in agrochemical

reopening the investigation against

laundering (AML) legislation. In this

corporation Agrofert group, at a time

Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš,

context, the EP expresses its concerns

when he was also holding the position

which calls on the European

at the inadequate implementation of

of prime minister. The Commission’s

Commission and the Council to

the EU’s AML directives and reminds

audit is still ongoing. In response to the

establish common standards on

member states about their obligations

EP vote, Babiš stated that the resolution

conflicts of interest, set up a control

to transpose all AML measures,

is intended “to influence the outcome of

mechanism on all forms of conflict of

including those on beneficial ownership

the audit process within the EU” and

interest in the EU and to ensure final

transparency.

criticised the EU’s interference in the

beneficiaries of all EU funds are
identified.

country’s internal affairs.
In January 2019, the European
Commission launched an investigation

The resolution urges the Czech

into whether Babiš abused EU funding

Financial Analytical Unit to take

rules by allegedly fraudulently

stronger action in the fight against

benefitting from €75 million in EU

financial crime, fraud and corruption

subsidies per annum in his role as the

EU Parliament resolution
Results of the vote
EU Parliament press relea...

UN human rights experts call on international
community to oppose Israeli annexation plan
The United Nations Office of the High

annexation, which was originally

behind the annexation plan. Defence

Commissioner for Human Rights

presented in January 2020 by US

Minister Benny Gantz and Foreign

(OCHCHR) announced on 16 June that

President Donald Trump as part of his

Minister Gabi Ashkenazi have stressed

nearly 50 independent human rights

Trump Peace Plan, would extend Israeli

the need for Israel to come to an

experts are calling for the international

sovereignty to almost 30 percent of the

understanding with Arab countries that

community to oppose Israel’s plan,

West Bank, covering most of the Jordan

have ties with Israel, especially Egypt

which could begin as early as 1 July

Valley and more than 230 illegal Israeli

and Jordan, prior to executing any

2020, to annex significant parts of the

settlements. The international

annexation plans. Netanyahu has

occupied Palestinian West Bank.

community has prohibited annexation

reportedly pushed for the annexation to

precisely because it incites war,

take place as soon as July in an

According to the official statement, the

economic devastation, political

attempt to benefit from Trump’s

agreement by the new coalition

instability, systematic human rights

support. The presumptive Democratic

Government of Israel to annex

abuses and widespread human

nominee, Joe Biden, has publicly

significant parts of the occupied

suffering.

expressed opposition to annexation.

Palestinian West Bank would violate a
key principle of international law and

Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin

must be meaningfully opposed by the

Netanyahu and his Likud party are

international community. The

considered to be the driving force
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US ends defense exports to Hong Kong after
China adopts national security law
The US Department of State announced on 29 June that it

status” explaining that the preferential treatment afforded to

has suspended exports of US-origin defense equipment to

Hong Kong, including the availability of export license

Hong Kong under the International Traffic in Arms

exceptions, has been suspended. Ross also confirmed that

Regulations and Export Administration Regulations (EAR)

further actions to eliminate differential treatment between

following China’s adoption of the Hong Kong national

China and Hong Kong are also being considered.

security law. US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo also stated
that the US will take steps toward imposing the same

On 30 June, the standing committee of China's National

restrictions on US defense and dual-use technologies to

People’s Congress unanimously approved the national

Hong Kong as it does for China.

security law for Hong Kong officially entitled 'The Law of the
People's Republic of China on the Maintenance of National

According to Pompeo, the US “can no longer distinguish

Security in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region'. On

between the export of controlled items to Hong Kong or to

the same day President Xi Jinping signed a presidential order

mainland China and can no longer risk these items falling

enacting the law.

into the hands of the People’s Liberation Army, whose primary
purpose is to uphold the dictatorship of the CCP by any

US Secretary of State press statement

means necessary.”
US Secretary of Commerce press statement
In parallel, the US Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross issued
a statement on the revocation of Hong Kong’s “special

BIS suspension of license exceptions for Hong...

EU Parliament passes resolution seeking to
challenge China over Hong Kong legislation
The European Parliament passed a

to address the deteriorating situation in

Chinese officials responsible for

resolution on 19 June that would seek

Hong Kong. The resolution claims that

devising and implementing policies that

to bring China before the International

China’s national security law

violate human rights”.

Criminal Court (ICC) in the Hague if it

constitutes a violation of both the 1984

moves forward with the

Sino-British Joint Resolution and the

Regarding other forms of economic

implementation of national security

1990 Hong Kong Basic Law.

leverage, the resolution calls on the EU

legislation pertaining to Hong Kong.

to consider means of avoiding
Noting in the text that the EU is China’s

dependency on China, including

The resolution, which passed by a vote

largest export destination, the

“Member State decisions on developing

of 565-34 with 62 abstentions,

resolution also states that “the EU

their 5G networks”.

condemns the growing Chinese assault

should use its economic leverage to

on Hong Kong’s autonomy and

challenge China’s crackdown on human

democratic institutions, calls for the

rights by economic means” and calls on

release of political prisoners, and seeks

the European Council to “adopt targeted

the appointment of a UN special envoy

sanctions and assets freezes against
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E3 express reservations over lifting of Iran arms
embargo following IAEA resolution
The E3 foreign ministers of France,

The E3 statement followed the

refusal to grant agency observers

Germany, and the UK issued a

adoption of a resolution by the

access to two locations in the past four

statement on 19 June in which the

International Atomic Energy Agency

months and its failure to respond to

three nations expressed deep

(IAEA) Board of Governors on the same

questions.

reservations about the planned lifting

day, demanding immediate Iranian

of the UN conventional arms embargo

cooperation with its investigations. In a

on Iran pursuant to resolution 2231,

15 June address to the IAEA Board of

while committing to pursuing

Governors, Director General Rafael

diplomatic solutions to concerns over

Mariano Grossi, called on Iran to

Iran’s nuclear capabilities.

increase its cooperation with the

E3 statement
IAEA resolution adopted b...
IAEA Director General sta...

agency, noting with concern Iran’s

EU preparing reinforced mechanism to counter
US Nord Stream 2 sanctions

The European Commission is preparing
the ground for the adoption of a
“reinforced sanctions mechanism”
which will improve the resilience of
Europe faced with the effects of the

extraterritorial application of sanctions

states Borrell. “They are unacceptable

imposed by third countries, the EU’s

and contrary to international law, and

High Representative for Foreign Affairs

the Union firmly opposes them.

Josep Borrell stated on 25 June, in

Furthermore, the damage inflicted on

response to a parliamentary question

the economic interests of the EU by the

from French MEP Emmanuel Maurel.

American sanctions weakens

Borrell’s comments respond to a direct

transatlantic unity and the position of

question concerning the US

firmness vis-à-vis Russia's actions

administration’s extraterritorial

compromising and threatening

sanctions against EU companies

territorial integrity, sovereignty and

working on the Nord Stream 2 project

independence of Ukraine since 2014.”

and how the EU intends to act.
Response to parliamentary...
“The EU position on US sanctions
against European companies which

Parliamentary question

carry out legitimate and legal activities
under European law is unequivocal,”

Aperio Analysis
It has been speculated that the EU might add the pipeline project to its blocking statute which provides EU companies - at least
in theory - with legal protection against extraterritorial sanctions. The situation remains highly uncertain as Germany is keen to
see the project succeed and has full support from the European Commission. It is the first time that US sanctions directly
threaten EU companies in a matter on which both sides are in broad agreement elsewhere - to continue sanctions pressure on
Russia in connection with a lack of progress in Ukraine.
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EC issues opinion on the application of the EU’s
Russia-related financial sanctions
The European Commission (EC) issued

Key points

an opinion on 19 June on the

funds will not be made available to

application of financial measures, in

NCAs are responsible for

particular asset freezes, included in

determining whether the designated

the EU’s Russia sanctions framework,

person has control over an entity

in response to requests from several
national competent authorities (NCAs).

reasonably determined that the
the designated person
Making payments from frozen bank
accounts of the entity is prohibited,

If control over an entity is

but payments from its non-frozen

established, its assets must be

accounts are allowed

The EC provides clarification on the

frozen, even if the entity as such is

measures included in Council

not listed

Regulation 269/2014 regarding actions

Providing services to entities
controlled by listed persons can

undermining or threatening the

The controlled entity may obtain the

amount to making economic

territorial integrity, sovereignty and

lifting of the freeze on some or all of

resources indirectly available; it is

independence of Ukraine, which

its assets at a national level by

for the NCA to assess whether this

imposes asset freezes on all funds and

demonstrating that safeguards are

is allowed or not

economic resources belonging to

in place to ensure the designated

persons listed in Annex I.

person does not control it

EC press release

EU operators are prohibited from

Similarly, EU actors cannot make

EC opinion on the applica...

making funds or economic resources

funds available to entities controlled

available, directly or indirectly, to

by listed persons, except for

designated persons.

specific derogations in the

Council Regulation 269/20...

sanctions regime or unless it is

EU Council releases outcomes of its 2019 policy
cycle against organised crime
The Council of the European Union

Europol for additional inquiries. Among

immigration into the EU, organised theft

published on 5 June an update on the

other achievements, EMPACT helped

and burglary, human trafficking, excise

operational results of the 2019 EU

prevent excise fraud of €370 million

and missing trader intra community

policy cycle to fight organised crime

and VAT fraud of €8.7 million, seized

fraud, firearms trafficking,

(EMPACT), which included the arrest of

€6.9 million in cash related to money

environmental crime, criminal finances

8,000 organised criminals, the

laundering criminal finances and

and document fraud.

identification of more than 3,300

dismantled cryptocurrency laundering

money mules and the seizure of €72

service Bestmixer and two dark web

million worth of criminal assets.

platforms.

Council of the EU informa...
EU policy cycle implement...

In addition, EMPACT carried out seven

The EU policy cycle was adopted as a

money laundering (ML) operations in

four-year plan in 2017 and includes 10

partnership with Europol and sent 29

priorities, namely tackling cybercrime,

ML related intelligence contributions to

drug trafficking, the facilitation of illegal
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Moneyval urges states to remain committed to
tackling Covid-19 related financial crime
The President of the Council of Europe’s Committee of

trends, including: (1) abusing and targeting recipients of state

Experts on the Evaluation of Anti-Money Laundering

assistance funds; (2) abusing procurement contracts for

Measures and the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval),

medical supplies and laundering embezzled funds; (3)

Elżbieta Frankow-Jaśkiewicz, stated during a

engaging in money laundering schemes under fictitious

videoconference on 17 June on the protection of human

international contracts for the shipment of expensive medical

rights and public health in the context of the Covid-19

equipment; and (4) the financing of bioterrorism.

pandemic, that states must remain committed to tackling
economic crime and resist straying away from their

To tackle these threats, Frankow-Jaśkiewicz announced the

commitments in order to increase financial revenue in the

launch of Moneyval’s research programme aimed at guiding

aftermath of the first wave of Covid-19.

law enforcement, which focuses on Covid-19 risk factors and
typologies. In addition, Moneyval has begun implementing a

Moneyval has launched a
research programme that
focuses on Covid-19 risk factors
and typologies
Summing up the Covid-19 related financial crime threats,
Frankow-Jaśkiewicz highlighted a number of emerging

new set of requirements for countries on the prevention of
money laundering and terrorism financing through virtual
assets and virtual asset service providers.
Council of Europe press release
Recording of videoconference
Greek Chairmanship press release

European Parliament announces setting up of
permanent subcommittee to focus on tax crimes
The European Parliament announced on 19 June that MEPs

new subcommittee is the first permanent body on tax

have voted in favour of establishing a permanent Economic

matters. The European Commission welcomed the

and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee on tax matters to focus

announcement.

on the fight against tax fraud, tax evasion and tax avoidance,
as well as on the pursuit of financial transparency for tax

European Parliament press release

purposes.
Committee competences
The European Parliament has created special and inquiry
committees to fight against these issues - TAXE in 2015,
TAX2 in 2016, TAX3 in 2018, and PANA in 2017, however the
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OECD reports that multilateral exchange of tax
information amounted to €10 trillion in 2019
The Organisation for Economic

information and the wider scope of tax

much needed revenue, especially

Co-operation and Development (OECD)

information exchanged in line with rules

critical now in light of the current

announced on 30 June that tax

from the OECD/the Global Forum on

COVID-19 crisis, while moving closer to

authorities in 97 countries

Transparency and Exchange of

a world where there is nowhere left to

automatically exchanged information

Information for Tax Purposes. In 2018,

hide”.

regarding 84 million financial accounts

96 jurisdictions automatically

worth a total of €10 trillion, following

exchanged information regarding 47

The Common Reporting Standard

the implementation of its transparency

million accounts covering €4.9 trillion.

requires jurisdictions to obtain

standards in the fight against offshore
tax evasion.

information from financial institutions
The OECD's Secretary-General Angel

and automatically exchange it with

Gurría said that the OECD multilateral

other jurisdictions annually.

According to the OECD, the significant

exchange of information empowers

increase in the exchange of financial

“tax administrations to ensure that

information was caused by a rise in the

offshore accounts are being properly

number of jurisdictions receiving

declared. Countries are going to raise

OECD press release
OECD Common Reporting Sta...

EU Council extends civilian missions in Libya,
Rafah and Palestinian territories
The EU Council decided on 30 June to

activities due to Covid-19 related delays

Authority’s border capacity and with

extend the mandates of its Common

in their work plans. A potential strategic

establishing effective and sustainable

Security and Defence Policy (CSDP)

review of the missions will be carried

policing and wider criminal justice

civilian missions to Libya, Rafah

out when circumstances allow.

arrangements.

Territories until 30 June 2021, to

EUBAM Libya was formed in 2013 to

UBAM Rafah was launched in

provide support in the fight against

support the country’s transition to a

November 2005 following the Israeli

organised crime, criminal justice

democratic state and since January

disengagement from Gaza to provide a

arrangements and smuggling.

2019 has aided authorities in tackling

third-party presence in the region.

Crossing Point and the Palestinian

organised criminal networks involved in
The European Border Assistance

smuggling of migrants, human

Missions (EUBAMs) to Libya and Rafah

trafficking and terrorism.

and the European Police Mission for the

European Border Assistanc...

Palestinian Territories (EUPOL COPPS)

EUPOL COPPS is tasked with

will be allowed to continue their

strengthening the Palestinian
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HKMA circular following AML/CFT reviews of
remote customer on-boarding
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) published on 3

Risk assessments should be carried out prior to the

June a circular setting out feedback and best practices in

launch of an on-boarding initiative

relation to its anti-money laundering and counter financing
of terrorism (AML/CFT) thematic reviews of remote

The design and implementation of AML/CFT control

customer on-boarding and other types of engagement with

measures should be made in accordance with a

authorised institutions, tech firms and virtual banks.

risk-based approach, for example by initially targeting
lower-risk customers or limiting the scope of the service

The ability of the technology to
meet AML/CFT requirements
should be monitored and
managed on an ongoing basis
Institutions considering introducing remote on-boarding or
enhancing current systems should take into consideration
both the current key observations and all relevant guidance,
including the HKMA’s AML/CFT guideline.

Key recommendations
Conduct regular reviews of risk mitigating measures

The ability of the technology to meet AML/CFT
requirements should be monitored and managed on an
ongoing basis to cover any new and emerging risks or
changes to existing control processes
The monitoring process should consider vulnerabilities
associated with the product and delivery channel; some
institutions established internal working groups with
members from compliance and anti-fraud teams to
exchange information, conduct trend analysis and joint
investigations or adopt a common alert system
HKMA circular
HKMA key observations and good practices

based on emerging threats and vulnerabilities related to
AML/CFT and the reliability of tech solutions

US Department of Justice drops charges
against former owner of Pilatus Bank
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 5 June

and November 2013. Sadr, the former owner of Pilatus Bank

that it has withdrawn the charges against Iranian banker Ali

in Malta, whose licence was revoked by the European

Sadr Hashemi Nejad despite his conviction on 16 March on

Banking Authority in 2018, was repeatedly accused of

five counts of bank fraud, money laundering and breaching

corruption by murdered Maltese journalist Daphne Caruana

US sanctions against Iran, following the government’s

Galizia. In response to the US prosecutors’ decision, the

determination that “it would not be in the interests of justice

Daphne Caruana Galizia Foundation publicly asked the

to further prosecute this case”.

Maltese government on 5 June to request Sadr’s extradition
to face money laundering charges in the country.

According to the DOJ, Sadr was convicted for orchestrating a
scheme to evade US sanctions on Iran by illicitly sending

US Southern District Court of New York

more than $115 million from a Venezuelan construction
project through the US financial system between April 2011
59
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Kyrgyzstan's prime minister Abylgaziev resigns
over corruption allegations
Kyrgyz Prime Minister Muhammadkaly Abylgaziev

The State Committee for National Security opened an

announced his resignation on 15 June over accusations

investigation into the sale of radio frequencies in April and

against him concerning the alleged corrupt sale and

arrested the former director of the state telecommunications

re-registration of radio frequencies.

agency, Natalya Chernogubova.

MP Janar Akayev has accused Abylgaziev’s government of

Abylgaziev was appointed in 2018. He had previously taken

selling telecommunications frequencies at below-market

leave of two weeks on 27 May to avoid hindering the criminal

prices. Akayev used the example of an alleged auction in

investigation. His resignation statement claims that the

2020 of a 200 Mhz radio frequency for KGS 700 (£7)

accusations against him are baseless and that the

compared to the 2015 sale of a 15 Mhz radio frequency for

investigation has undermined trust in the government.

KGS 1.5 billion (£15 million) under the previous government.
Kyrgyzstan government press release

St Peter’s Basilica offices raided by Vatican
police over corruption allegations
The Holy See Press Office announced on 30 June that

awarding public contracts on 1 June, the Holy See announced

Vatican prosecutors raided the offices of the Fabbrica di San

the appointment of Archbishop Mario Giordana as Fabbrica

Pietro, the department in charge of operating and

di San Pietro as Extraordinary Commissioner “to update the

maintaining St Peter’s Basilica, and seized documents and

Statutes, clarify the administration and reorganise the

equipment, following a report by the General Auditor.

administrative and technical offices”.

According to Wall Street Journal, the raid was part of a probe

Vatican press release

into corruption in public procurement. Following the adoption
of new rules on transparency and the prevention of fraud in

Wall Street Journal article

Gibraltar counter-proliferation financing guide
Gibraltar’s FIU and the Gibraltar Financial Services

compared to terrorism financing, as well as an overview of

Commission jointly released guidance notes on

the international and domestic obligations, penalties, how to

counter-proliferation financing on 24 June, applicable to

undertake risk assessments and detect potential red flags

banks, distributed ledger technology providers, the

and the reporting process.

insurance sector, and trust and company service providers.
Gibraltar guidance notes
The guidance provides an overview of proliferation financing,
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LEGISLATION

US designates 39 Syrian regime sponsors and
implements first sanctions under the Caesar Act
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Fatemiyoun Division, for funding the regime’s atrocities

announced on 17 June the designation of 24 entities and
individuals providing active support to Syrian President

Maher al-Assad and his Fourth Division of the Syrian Arab

Bashar al-Assad’s corrupt regime, of which nine have been

Army, as well as its leaders Ghassan Ali Bilal and

made pursuant to the Caesar Syria Civilian Protection Act

Sameral-Dana

(Caesar Act), signed into law on 20 December 2019.
Syrian regime allies Bushra al-Assad, Manal al-Assad,
Concurrently, the US State Department designated 15

Ahmad Sabir Hamsho, Amr Hamsho, Ali Hamsho, Rania

persons pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13894 focused on

al-Dabbas, and Sumaia Hamcho

those obstructing or disrupting a Syrian ceasefire, EO 13573
and EO 13582. According to the White House, the

Governor of Damascus Adel Anwar al-Olabi, for his role in

designations include “regime-loyalists, Syrian financiers

overseeing Damascus Cham Holding Company and the

supporting corrupt reconstruction efforts, and individuals

Marota City, involved in land seizures from displaced

actively involved in the ceasefire disruption in northern Syria”,

Syrians

some of which are based in the UAE and Lebanon.
Damascus Cham for Management LLC, the executive
The US Caesar Act targets foreign persons that are deemed

management entity of Damascus Cham Holding

to have facilitated the Assad regime’s acquisition of goods,

Company

services or technologies in support of the regime’s military,
aviation and oil and gas industries and mandates sanctions

Joint ventures Mirza Company and Bunyan Damascus

on those profiting from the Syrian conflict by engaging in

Private Joint Stock Company, their private sector

reconstruction activities.

investors Apex Development and Projects LLC (Apex) and
Tamayoz LLC and their shareholders

The State Department anticipates that the first round of
sanctions announced on 17 June will be followed by

Rawafed Damascus Private Joint Stock Company and its

additional measures against enablers of the Assad regime.

four founding companies

State Secretary Mike Pompeo noted that the designations
reinforce EU restrictive measures against Syria from January

Nader Kalai and Khaled Al-Zubaidi and their company

2019 and February 2020.

Zubaidi and Qalei LLC, involved in Syrian luxury tourism

Those designated include
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and his wife Asma

US Treasury Department press release
US State Secretary press statement

al-Assad pursuant to EO 13894
US State Department briefing on Syria Caesar ...
Businessman Mohammed Hamsho and Iranian militia
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US publishes Syria-related Sanctions Regulations
The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

actions threatening the peace and/or stability in Syria. OFAC

Control (OFAC) published the Syria-related Sanctions

intends to supplement the regulations with a comprehensive

Regulations on 4 June to implement Executive Order (EO)

set of guidance and licensing information in the future.

13894 of 14 October 2019 on “Blocking Property and
Suspending Entry of Certain Persons Contributing to the

OFAC resource center

Situation in Syria”.
Federal Register entry
The regulations took effect on 5 June upon publication in the
Federal Register. EO 13894 authorises asset freezing and

Executive Order 13894

travel bans on those deemed responsible for or complicit in

US imposes visa restrictions on Chinese officials
responsible for undermining Hong Kong
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced on 26 June

announcements by Beijing about its intention to “supervise”

that the US will implement visa restrictions on current and

Hong Kong’s governance.

former Chinese government officials deemed responsible or
complicit in undermining Hong Kong’s autonomy or

The Department of State issued a statement on 29 June

restricting human rights in contravention of the 1984

following threats by the Chinese government to retaliate by

Sino-British Joint Declaration. Family members of those

restricting visas for US officials.

designated may also be subject to restrictions.
US State Department press release
The US restrictions come in response to China’s actions to
impose a national security law on Hong Kong that threatens

US State Department press statement

to undermine Hong Kong’s autonomy, as well as

US Senate passes Hong Kong autonomy bill
The US Senate approved on 25 June the Hong Kong

autonomy as well as on financial institutions that knowingly

Autonomy Act, which would impose sanctions on individuals

conduct significant transactions with designated individuals

and entities that materially contribute to China's failure to

and entities.

preserve Hong Kong's autonomy.
The US Congress has since passed the Act on 2 July.
The bill aims to defend Hong Kong against Beijing’s National
Security Law by imposing mandatory sanctions on
individuals and entities who undermine Hong Kong's
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Pope Francis reforms Holy See procurement
laws to combat corruption and fraud
Pope Francis adopted on 1 June new rules on boosting

for charges of corruption, fraud, terrorist offences, money

transparency and competition in awarding public contracts

laundering, terrorist financing or human trafficking

to external entities, in an effort to tackle corruption,
conflicts of interest and procurement fraud.The new

A list of persons prohibited from taking part in the

framework applies to the Roman Curia departments, all Holy

awarding procedure includes relatives up to the fourth

See institutions, the Governorate of the Vatican City State as

degree of an economic operator who has submitted an

well as other entities.

offer for a public contract in the previous five years

Key provisions

Other grounds for exclusion include possible distortion of
competition and the involvement of a supplier in money

The Economic Secretariat, after consulting the Office of

laundering or terrorist financing activities

the Auditor General, can adopt specific guidelines to
combat fraud, corruption and conflicts of interest

Pope Francis Apostolic Letter

An economic operator is excluded from public

Rules on public contracts

procurement procedures if it was determined that the
operator, its representative or a member of the board of

Jurisdictional protection regarding public co...

directors or shareholders is facing criminal proceedings

Aperio Analysis
With the promulgation of such laws, the Holy Father has provided fresh impetus to his campaign against corruption within the
institutions of the Holy See. One ought to consider a direct consequence of the appointment of Archbishop Mario Giordana as
“Extraordinary Commissioner” for the Fabric of Saint Peter, on 29 June. This institution is responsible for the conservation and
maintenance of Saint Peter's Basilica, and is subject to an ongoing probe on suspicion of financial irregularities relating to the
restoration of the Basilica’s cupola. Should Pope Francis leverage these reforms, it is possible that the Fabric of Saint Peter will
prove the first of a number of Vatican institutions to be targeted as a consequence of these laws.

EU regulation amending the list of high-risk
jurisdictions published in the official journal
EU Commission Delegated Regulation 2020/855 was

Bosnia-Herzegovina, Ethiopia, Guyana, Lao People’s

published in the Official Journal on 19 June amending

Democratic Republic, Sri Lanka, and Tunisia

Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/1675 which supplements
the Fourth AML Directive by identifying high-risk third

Adds the following countries to the high-risk list: the

countries with strategic AML/CFT deficiencies.

Bahamas, Barbados, Botswana, Cambodia, Ghana,
Jamaica, Mauritius, Mongolia, Myanmar/Burma,

The Delegated Regulation
Removes the following countries from the high-risk list:
63

Nicaragua, Panama, and Zimbabwe
Commission Delegated Regulation
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UK FCA’s policy statement on extending Senior
Managers Regime to benchmark administrators
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

administrators, due to its similarities

as well as appointed representatives

(FCA) published on 2 June policy

with the Benchmark Regulation (BMR)

and their principals. Third country

statement (PS) 20/5, which sets out its

requirements. However, the FCA

benchmark administrators and their

final rules and guidance regarding the

expects all benchmark administrator

UK-based legal representatives as well

extension of the Senior Managers

employees that undertake both

as exempt persons, such as the

Regime (SMR) to benchmark

regulated and unregulated financial

operators of a Recognised Investment

administrators to reduce harm to

services activities to apply the FCA’s

Exchange, will not be required to

consumers, identify misconduct at all

Individual Conduct Rules, which should

implement the regime.

levels and strengthen market integrity.

be tailored to the business model, in an
effort to deliver market integrity and

After analysing feedback to

FCA notice

consumer protection objectives.

consultation paper 19/31 of 29

FCA policy statement 20/5

November 2019 on how to apply SMR

On 7 December, the SMR will come into

to benchmark administrators, the FCA

force for benchmark administrators

concludes that the certification regime

authorised in the UK that do not

will not apply to benchmark

undertake any other regulated activities,

FCA consultation paper 19...

EU Council postpones certain tax rules in light of
Covid-19 related disruption
The Council of the European Union

information on financial accounts of

sales from third countries with a value

agreed on 24 June on the

which the beneficiaries are tax

below €150, reducing the costs of

postponement of certain rules on

residents in another member state; and

complying with VAT requirements for

cross-border information reporting and

(2) reportable cross-border tax planning

business-to-consumer transactions. In

exchanges, amending the Directive on

arrangements.

addition, it ensures a fairer distribution

administrative cooperation in the area

of tax revenues amongst member

of taxation (DAC), in light of the

Furthermore, a preliminary agreement

states, by requiring the VAT to be paid

disruption caused by the Covid-19

on postponing by six months the

in the member state of the consumer.

pandemic on the activities of financial

application of the VAT regime

institutions, tax advisers and tax

applicable to online companies has

authorities.

been reached between member states’
ambassadors to the EU – setting the

The amendment provides an extension

deadline for applications of 1 July 2021,

to the time limits of up to six months

instead of 1 January 2021. The regime

for the filing and exchange of: (1)

establishes a new portal for distance
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EU Council press release
Text of the amendment
VAT e-commerce rules (Dec...
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EU Council renews sanctions over Russia’s
illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol
The EU Council decided on 18 June to

of Ukraine. In July and December 2014,

Sevastopol. The conclusions mention

renew the sanctions in response to the

additional restrictions were imposed on

that the Council remains committed to

illegal annexation of Crimea and

trade and investment in the region and

fully implementing its non-recognition

Sevastopol by the Russian Federation

in relation to the export of certain

policy and continues to condemn

until 23 June 2021.

goods and technologies to be used in

Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea

Crimea’s transport,

and Sevastopol.

The sanctions framework was first

telecommunications, energy, oil and

adopted on 23 June 2014, when the

gas, and tourism sectors.

EU Council press release

originating from Crimea or the city of

The sanctions regime is part of a wider

EU Council decision

Sevastopol, with the exception of items

EU non-recognition policy concerning

having been cleared by the government

the illegal annexation of Crimea and

Council prohibited the import of goods

EU renews sectoral sanctions on Russia
The Council of the European Union

the Minsk agreements, which aim to

The measures, which target the

announced on 29 June the renewal of

bring peace to eastern Ukraine after

financial, energy and defence sectors,

the EU’s economic sanctions targeting

Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014.

were introduced in 2014 in response to

specific sectors of the Russian

The EU Council stated that given that

Russia’s actions against Ukraine.

economy for six months, until 31

full implementation of the Minsk

January 2021.

agreements has not yet been achieved,

EU Council press release

EU leaders have taken the political
The decision follows the latest

decision to roll over the economic

assessment of the implementation of

sanctions against Russia.

UN extends authorisation for inspecting vessels
suspected of violating Libya arms embargo
The UN Security Council adopted on 5

The measures were first agreed in

UN Secretary General report back on its

June resolution 2526 extending for one

resolution 2292 of 14 June 2016 and

implementation in the next eleven

year the authorisation for member

were last renewed in June 2019. The

months.

states and their regional organisations

resolution also allows member states

to inspect ships off the coast of Libya

to seize and dispose of arms and

that they have reasonable grounds to

ammunition found during vessel

believe are violating the UN arms

inspections in support of the arms

embargo on Libya.

embargo on Libya and requests that the
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UN Security Council press...
UN Security Council resol...
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UN renews DRC sanctions for one year
The UN Security Council adopted on 25

Congolese territory. In addition, the

experts noted that serious violations of

June resolution 2528 (2020) renewing

resolution renewed a series of

human rights and international

the sanctions regime on the

transport, travel and finance measures

humanitarian law remain widespread in

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)

set out in resolution 2293 (2016) and

Congo and that the gold sector

for one year until July 2021 and

reaffirmed the list of exceptions to the

continues to be vulnerable to

extending for 13 months the mandate

sanctions regime.

exploitation by organised criminal

of the group of experts assisting the
sanctions committee.

networks.
The resolution requests that the group
of experts provide a midterm report by

UN Security Council press...

The DRC sanctions regime is aimed at

30 December and a final report no later

preventing the direct supply, sale or

than 15 June 2021.

UNSC resolution 2528 (202...

and assistance to all non-governmental

In its final report on the situation in

UN resolution 2528 (2020)...

entities and individuals operating on the

DRC, released on 2 June, the group of

transfer of arms and related material

BIS new rule allows US companies to work with
Huawei on international standards development
The US Commerce Department’s

develop standards when Huawei was a

The Commerce Department added that

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

participating entity.

it will continue to work with

published on 15 June a new rule to
clarify that US companies are allowed
to work with industry bodies on the
development of international standards
in the telecommunications sector,
when Huawei is also a participant.

stakeholders and take necessary

The new rule came
into force on 18
June

actions to uphold US national security
and foreign policy, while maintaining US
leadership and innovation.
The new rule came into force on
publication in the Federal Register on

Under the new rule, US companies are

BIS’s new rule seeks to “ensure

allowed to share technology usually

Huawei’s placement on the Entity List in

subject to the Export Administration

May 2019 does not prevent American

Regulations (EAR) without a licence in

companies from contributing to

order to develop international standards

important standards-development

with industry bodies, which includes

activities, given that the inclusion of

Huawei as a participant. Huawei and its

Huawei on the Entity List has inhibited

affiliates were added to BIS’s Entity List

US sales of goods and technology to

in May 2019, which meant that US

Huawei over national security

companies were not allowed to help

concerns”.
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18 June.
BIS press release
Federal Register entry
Huawei entity list rule (...
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US authorises sanctions against ICC officials
US President Donald Trump issued on

prosecute any US personnel without

In a statement released by the ICC’s

11 June Executive Order 13928

the consent of the US

Assembly of State Parties (ASP)

“Blocking Property of Certain Persons

President O-Gon Kwon, Kwon expressed

Associated with the International

Directly engaged in any effort by the

deep regret about the new US

Criminal Court”, which authorises

ICC to investigate, arrest, detain, or

measures, stating they “undermine our

sanctions and visa restrictions against

prosecute any personnel of a

common endeavor to fight impunity and

non-US International Criminal Court

country that is an ally of the US

ensure accountability for mass

(ICC) officials and investigators in

without the consent of that

atrocities” and announced that an

response to an ICC probe into alleged

country’s government

“extraordinary meeting” would be held

war crimes committed by US soldiers
in Afghanistan.

to review the ICC’s commitment to
Materially assisted, sponsored, or

international justice.

provided financial, material, or
President Trump declared a national

technological support for, or goods

The EU High Representative issued a

emergency pursuant to the International

or services to or in support of, either

statement on 16 June in reaction to the

Emergency Economic Powers Act in

of the two above activities, or any

new measures, expressing grave

response to the ICC’s assertions of

person designated as an SDN under

concern and urging the US to reverse its

jurisdiction over personnel of the United

the Executive Order

decision. The statement explains that

States and certain of its allies. Although

the EU “remains committed to

the US signed the 1998 Rome Statute

Acted or purported to act for or on

defending the Court from any outside

that established the ICC, the US

behalf of, directly or indirectly, any

interference aimed at obstructing the

Congress did not ratify the treaty and as

person designated as an SDN under

course of justice and undermining the

such the US has never been a member

the Executive Order, or who is

international system of criminal

of the ICC.

owned or controlled by any such

justice”.

person
The new Executive Order authorises the

White House announcement

US government to designate as

The Executive Order also requires

Specially Designated Nationals (SDN)

that any non-US person determined

any non-US person determined to have:

to meet one or more of the above
criteria, and their immediate family

Directly engaged in any effort by the

members, be banned from entry to

ICC to investigate, arrest, detain, or

the US

Executive Order 13928
US officials remarks to t...

US Uyghur Human Rights Act signed into law
US President Donald Trump signed the

Autonomous Region.

Uyghur Humans Right Policy Act of

ethnic identity and religious beliefs of
Uyghurs and other minorities in China”.

2020 into law on 17 June, which

According to the White House, the law

Designated individuals will be subject to

authorises the President to impose

will hold accountable “perpetrators of

asset freezes and travel restrictions.

sanctions on Chinese officials and

human rights violations and abuses

entities determined to be responsible

such as the systematic use of

for human rights violations against

indoctrination camps, forced labor, and

Uyghur Muslims in the Xinjiang

intrusive surveillance to eradicate the
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White House statement
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US renews North Korea sanctions
US President Donald Trump announced

transaction restrictions on North

North Korean proliferation attempts

in a statement on 17 June the

Koreans and other entities deemed to

continue to pose a threat to US national

continuation for another year of the

be involved in nuclear weapons or

security and run counter to US interests

national emergency with respect to

materiel procurement. In successive

in the region, imperiling US forces and

North Korean concerning the

years, president Barack Obama signed

regional trading partners.

“existence and risk of proliferation of

four executive orders and President

weapons-usable fissile materials on

Trump a fifth, all adding additional

the Korean peninsula”.

sanctions and amendments pursuant to

White House statement

EO 13466.

White House notice to Con...

26 June 2008, implements sanctions in

In a statement to the US Speaker of the

Executive Order 13466

the form of asset freezes and

House, President Trump noted that

Executive Order (EO) 13466, signed on

US renews Belarus sanctions for another year
US President Donald Trump announced

Powers Act (IEEPA), which imposed

members of the Government of Belarus

on 11 June the renewal for one year of

asset freezes on a number of

and other persons continue to pose an

the national emergency with respect to

individuals deemed to be involved in

extraordinary threat to US national

Belarus.

undermining Belarus’s democratic

security and foreign policy.

processes or institutions following
The Belarusian sanctions were declared

undemocratic elections in March 2006.

White House notice

Order (EO) 13405, pursuant to the

According to the US President’s notice

White House statement to ...

International Emergency Economic

the actions and policies of certain

on 16 June 2006, through Executive

US continues national emergency with respect
to the Western Balkans for another year
US President Donald Trump announced

Republic of North Macedonia and

extraordinary threat to the national

on 24 June the continuation of the

elsewhere in the region as well as what

security and foreign policy of the United

national emergency with respect to the

he termed the continued obstruction of

States”.

Western Balkans pursuant to Executive

the Dayton Peace Accords and UN

Order (EO) 13219 for another year.

resolutions pertaining to Kosovo.

White House notice

Trump stated that violence and
Trump cited the continuation of

obstruction in the Western Balkans “are

assistance, support, and sponsorship of

hostile to United States interests and

extremist violence impacting the

continue to pose an unusual and
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White House statement to ...
Executive Order 13219
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UK to introduce new police powers to tackle
hostile state activity following Skripal attack
serious crime. The new powers also
aim to enable the authorities to disrupt
terrorist offences and serious crime
more rapidly.
The codes of practice and the
government’s guidance provide
direction to police officers on the
procedural exercise of the seizure and
retention powers, clarify timeframes
related to these powers and introduce
additional safeguards.
Annex C to the draft Schedule 3 code
The UK Home Office announced on 8

draft guidance on the biometric

June that it has laid before Parliament

retention provisions under the

a draft code of practice on hostile state

Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 and

activity port examination powers under

the post-consultation report on the two

Schedule 3 to the Counter-Terrorism

codes of practice.

and Border Security Act 2019 and a
revised code of practice for the

In response to the 2018 nerve agent

counter-terrorism port examination

attack in Salisbury against Sergei

powers under Schedule 7 of the

Skripal and subject to Parliament’s

Terrorism Act 2000.

approval, the new provisions seek to

provides further information about the
types of hostile state activities covered,
including espionage, sabotage,
assassination and subversion.
UK government press relea...
UK government factsheet
Responses to Home Office ...

strengthen existing powers on
In addition, the government published

preventing or detecting an act of

UK government lays Sanctions (EU Exit)
(Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2020
before Parliament
The UK government laid before

The draft legislation makes corrections

According to the government, the

Parliament the Sanctions (EU Exit)

and amendments to various UK

regulations will be considered by

(Miscellaneous Amendments)

sanctions regulations, namely the

Parliament once the objection period

Regulations 2020 on 15 June, a new

regimes concerning the Democratic

ends on 24 July.

statutory instrument intended to

People’s Republic of Korea, Congo,

ensure existing sanctions remain in

South Sudan, Iran (Nuclear), ISIL

place following the UK’s withdrawal

(Da’esh) and Al-Qaida and

from the EU.

counter-terrorism.
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Sanctions (EU Exit) (Misc...
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UK cyber sanctions regulations published
The UK government published the

“integrity, prosperity or security of the

activities. The legislation will also

Cyber (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

United Kingdom” or other countries and

compel relevant firms to inform the

Regulations 2020 on 18 June, which

threatens economic loss or commercial

Treasury of any known illicit cyber

will come into force on the day that the

disruption, granting the Secretary of

activity involving clients or partners.

UK withdraws from the European

State the power to designate relevant

Union. The current date of withdrawal

individuals involved in cybercrime.

The regulations also contain powers for

is set for 31 December 2020. The new

Financial activity that assists or aids

the sharing of information with the EU

regulations will replace “with

malicious cyber actors will also be

and UN, and regulatory bodies and

substantially the same effect, the EU

worthy of designation under the

governments outside of the UK.

sanctions regime concerning cyber

regulations.

activity that is currently in force”.

UK government statement
The legislation further restricts any

The new regulations, which will revoke

individuals from financially engaging

the Cyber-Attacks (Asset-Freezing)

with or abetting in any way individuals

Regulations 2019, intend to prevent any

whom they know to be operating with

cyber activity that undermines the

malicious intent through cyber

The Cyber (Sanctions) (EU...
Explanatory Memorandum

UK government lays Somalia (Sanctions) (EU
Exit) Regulations 2020 before Parliament
The UK government laid the Somalia

government will be able to designate

The regulations provide for certain

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020

individual involved in terrorism,

exceptions to the sanctions regime, in

before Parliament on 29 June,

breaches of international humanitarian

particular in relation to financial

pursuant to the Sanctions and Money

law or the commission of serious

sanctions and activities done for the

Laundering Act 2018, to give effect to

human rights violations or abuses in

purpose of national security or the

the UK’s obligations under the UN

Somalia, and other acts that threaten

prevention of serious crime.

Security Council resolutions in relation

Somalia’s peace, security or stability, or

to Somalia after the UK exits the EU.

that undermine its federal government.

The regulations are expected to take

Designated persons will be subject to

effect on 31 December at 11 pm, when

The regulations will replace the current

financial sanctions, UK entry bans and

the UK is expected to leave the EU.

EU Somalia sanctions regime with the

trade restrictions, in respect of military

UK framework, aimed at promoting

goods and military technology,

respect for human rights in Somalia.

charcoal, and improvised explosive

Based on the new legislation, the UK

devices components.
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CONSULTATIONS

IOSCO consults on AI and machine learning for
market intermediaries and asset managers
The International Organization of

transactions against sanctions or other

the algorithms to validate the results of

Securities Commissions (IOSCO)

lists, to detect possible money

an AI and ML technique on a

launched on 25 June a consultation on

laundering, terrorist financing and other

continuous basis; (3) increase

its proposed guidance on ‘The use of

financial crimes. In addition to this, the

knowledge and develop adequate skills,

artificial intelligence (AI) and machine

guidance provides details on how AI

expertise and experience with AI and

learning (ML) by market intermediaries

and ML has been used by regulators to

ML within firms; (4) monitor third party

and asset managers’, which aims to

aid the supervision of firms, particularly

providers’ performance and conduct

assist IOSCO members on regulating

in relation to combatting financial crime

oversight; (5) ensure an adequate level

and supervising the use of AI and ML.

and preventing conduct violations.

of disclosure; and (6) have appropriate
controls in place to ensure sufficient

The guidance includes details on the

The proposed guidance describes six

use of AI and ML by market

measures that reflect expected

quality to prevent bias.

intermediaries for client identification

standards of conduct by market

The deadline for comments is 26

and monitoring, such as automating

intermediaries and asset managers

October 2020.

client onboarding, fraud detection,

using AI and ML, including requiring

money laundering and cyber-attack

firms to: (1) have a documented internal

monitoring. ML can also be used for

governance framework, with clear lines

screening and monitoring clients and

of accountability; (2) test and monitor

IOSCO press release
IOSCO report

EBA consults on de-risking and its impact on
access to financial services
The European Banking Authority (EBA)
issued a call for input on 15 June to
understand the scale and drivers of
‘de-risking’ at EU level and its impact
on customers.
The goal of the consultation is to help
the EBA ascertain why financial
institutions choose to de-risk, or refrain
from offering services to certain

The feedback will
inform the EBA’s
next opinion on the
risks of money
laundering and
terrorist financing

entities or sectors, instead of managing
the risks.

The feedback received will inform the
EBA’s next opinion on the risks of

71

money laundering and terrorist
financing affecting the EU’s financial
sector due to be published in Q1 2021.
The call for input is open until 11
September.
EBA press release
Comment submission site
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FATF consults on amendments regarding
proliferation financing
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

The proposed amendments seek to

through designating an authority to

launched during its 24 June virtual

oblige financial institutions (FIs) and

coordinate risk assessment actions.

plenary a public consultation on

designated non-financial businesses or

proposed amendments to

professions (DNFBP) to identify,

The consultation is open until 31

Recommendation 1 and the

assess, and understand the risk of

August and responses will be

accompanying Interpretive Note

breaches, non-implementation and

discussed in FATF’s next plenary

requiring jurisdictions and the private

evasion of targeted financial sanctions

meeting in October.

sector to assess the risk of potential

related to proliferation financing

violations of targeted financial

referred to in Recommendation 7.

sanctions (TFS) related to proliferation

Under the amendment, countries should

financing.

take “commensurate action” to ensure

FATF announcement
FATF recommendations

the mitigation of these risks, including

US FINRA publishes white paper on the use of AI
in the securities sector
bribery, tax evasion, insider trading,

academics, technology vendors and

market manipulation and other illicit

service providers.

behaviour. Various market participants

The US Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) released on 10 June
a white paper on artificial intelligence
(AI) in the securities industry, which
includes an overview of broker dealers’
use of AI applications for customer
identification and the prevention of
financial crime.
FINRA notes that AI-based tools are
being developed to detect potential
money laundering, terrorist financing,

72

mentioned that AI technologies, such

FINRA highlights that each firm should

as machine learning (ML), natural

conduct its own due diligence and legal

language processing (NLP) and

analysis when exploring AI tools to

biometrics, help to make their

understand the risks and the impact on

compliance programmes more

its regulatory obligations. In addition,

effective and accurate and to conduct

firms should be aware that the use of AI

more detailed analysis of customer

applications does not relieve them of

transactions.

their obligations to comply with
securities laws.

In addition, AI tools are starting to be
incorporated in broker dealers’

FINRA invites comments to its white

cybersecurity programmes to predict

paper, including areas where changes

cyberattacks, detect threats in real-time

to existing FINRA rules may be

and respond to them at a lower cost.

expected to support the adoption of AI
applications, before 31 August.

The paper summarises the findings of
FINRA’s two-year review of AI’s impact

FINRA white paper

on the securities sector, which gathered
views from market participants,
including broker dealer firms,

FINRA blog post
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French ACPR consults on the governance of AI
in the financial sector
The French Prudential Supervision and

focused on developing principles for

into business processes; (3) security

Resolution Authority (ACPR) launched

the implementation of AI in anti-money

and outsourcing and initial validation

on 15 June a public consultation on the

laundering and counter terrorism

process; and (4) the audit of AI-based

governance of artificial intelligence

financing (AML/CFT) processes,

systems in finance.

(AI) algorithms in the financial sector,

internal risk modelling, and customer

aimed at correlating AI governance

protection.

principles and techniques with the
regulation of the financial sector.

The consultation is open until 4
September.

The ACPR is seeking feedback and
comments on best practices from

The consultation builds on the ACPR’s

financial actors and other concerned

2018 report on AI challenges faced by

parties regarding several areas

the financial sector and meetings and

presented in the discussion document,

technical workshops held between

such as: (1) the evaluation of AI

March 2019 and May 2020, that

algorithms and tools; (2) the integration

ACPR press release
Discussion document
Consultation questionnair...

SRA launches consultation on 2020-21 business
plan, which includes increased AML monitoring
Expand AML visits in order to visit

Report directly to the Office of

all high-risk firms on a three-year

Professional Body Anti-Money

rolling basis, along with visiting a

Laundering Supervisors (OPBAS)

sample of lower risk firms

and the UK Treasury, and through
the SRA Board, on its AML work

Every month it will call in and
analyse a sample of firms’ AML

The SRA currently spends around 2.5

policies, procedures and controls, or

percent of its overall budget on AML

their risk assessments

activities, which is anticipated to rise to
3 percent of its budget in 2020/21.

Undertake a thematic review into
The UK’s Solicitors Regulation
Authority (SRA) launched on 8 June a
public consultation on its 2020-21
business plan, which includes a
proposal to increase its monitoring of
anti-money laundering (AML)
arrangements of the solicitors and
firms it regulates.
The SRA’s draft business plan states
that it will:
73

tax advice

The consultation is open until 26
August.

Publish review findings, as well as
other guidance to help firms get it

SRA press release

right, including its work to support
the implementation of the Sixth

Consultation paper

Money Laundering Directive
Draft business plan
Begin reviewing its own
methodology to risk rate firms and
target AML oversight
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UK FCA consults on changes to sourcebook for
professional body AML supervisors
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

and 46 of the Money Laundering,

amendments to the MLRs, applications

(FCA) published on 5 June its quarterly

Terrorist Financing and Transfer of

should include ‘sufficient information’ to

consultation paper (CP) on

Funds (Information on the Payer)

enable a PBS to determine whether the

amendments to the FCA’s Handbook,

Regulations (MLRs) 2017, seeking to

person concerned has been convicted

which includes a proposed addendum

prevent persons convicted of various

of a relevant offence, including

to the Office for Professional Body

offences from holding a function as a

evidence of UK residency within the

Anti-Money Laundering Supervision

BOOM/SP.

previous five years.

approval process for a person to be a

The FCA requires professional body

Comments to CP 20/7 concerning the

beneficial owner, officer or manager

supervisors (PBS) to take the

proposed OPBAS-related changes to

(BOOM) of a relevant firm or a relevant

‘necessary measures’ to ensure

chapter 4 of the FCA’s Handbook must

sole practitioner (SP).

compliance and proposes that the

be received by 31 July.

(OPBAS) Sourcebook regarding the

criminality status of a BOOM/SP is
Through the proposed amendments,

constantly monitored to ensure

the FCA aims to bring the OPBAS

convicted persons are removed from

Sourcebook in line with Regulations 26

office. According to recent

FCA notice
FCA quarterly consultatio...

UK Gambling Commission consults on “VIPs"
been consistently met by licensees,

Commission is to implement

resulting in multiple cases in which

mandatory safeguards.

harm was caused by gambling and
criminal proceeds were used to

The draft industry guidance on high

gamble.

value customers explains the
anti-money laundering (AML),

The UK Gambling Commission issued a
consultation on 19 June seeking
comments from all relevant parties on
the regulatory challenges for licensed
gambling operators posed by high
value customers or VIPs. The
Gambling Commission’s announcement
notes that the regulatory challenges
specific to these customers have not

74

Specifically, the Commission identified

know-your-customer (KYC) and

two major challenges regarding VIP

enhanced due diligence requirements,

customers, namely that high value

as well the need to carry out

customers are at greater risk of

relationship management procedures

gambling-related harm, and that

and guidance on the use of incentives

regulatory compliance can run counter

to gamble.

to profit making interests of licensees,
creating a conflict of interest.

The consultation is open until 14
August.

While a working group of industry
professionals proposed voluntary

Gambling Commission consu...

measurements in April that could be
taken by operators themselves, the
current consideration by the

Draft industry guidance
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LITIGATION AND CASE LAW

ECJ upholds sanctions on Russian banks VTB
Bank and Vnesheconombank
The European Court of Justice (ECJ)

EU capital markets in response to

they were majority state-owned credit

dismissed on 25 June two appeals

Russia's annexation of Crimea in 2014.

institutions established in Russia.

filed by Russian banks VTB Bank and
Vnesheconombank against September

The ECJ stated that the reasons given

2018 judgments of the EU General

for including the appellants’ names on

Court upholding sanctions imposed

the list of entities to which restrictive

against some Russian banks access to

measures apply were clear because

ECJ ruling on VTB Bank
ECJ ruling on Vnesheconom...

ECJ sends decision back to lower court on the
immunity of former OLAF president
The European Court of Justice (ECJ)

businessman Silvio Zammit who

obstacles in the proper functioning of

referred a 2018 verdict back to the

allegedly asked for €60 million in bribes

the EU and finds that the plaintiff had

General Court on 18 June to annul a

from Swedish Match and European

not submitted any clear evidence as to

previous decision by the European

Smokeless Tobacco Council to

why his immunity should have been

Commission (EC) on lifting the

influence the then EU health

maintained in 2016.

immunity of a former European

commissioner John Dalli to lift a ban on

Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) president,

snus, a smokeless tobacco product.

accused by the Belgian authorities of
violating national wiretapping law.

However, the Court acknowledges that
the EC violated Kessler’s right to be

Kessler challenged the EC’s decision at

heard by not granting him the possibility

the General Court, which ruled in 2018

to defend himself before deciding to lift

According to media sources, the former

that the EC violated his right to be heard

his immunity.

OLAF president is Giovanni Kessler,

and his independence as OLAF

whose immunity was partially lifted by

president.

ECJ judgment

request by the Belgian authorities. The

In its recent judgment, the ECJ

General Court judgment (2...

probe was linked to a corruption

emphasises that EU privileges and

investigation involving Maltese

immunities are intended to avoid

the EC on 2 March 2016 following a
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OLAF press release (19 Oc...
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UK court grants arbitration award to Alstom’s
China agent due to inconclusive bribery evidence
The High Court of Justice of England

substantiates that “the sums Alstom

Practices Act (FCPA) offences and paid

and Wales upheld on 18 June an

paid to ABL financed and remunerated

$772 million in criminal penalties. In

arbitration award against French

the bribery of public officials”. While the

2019, Alstom was ordered in the UK to

transport company Alstom brought by

Swiss arbitration tribunal considered

pay a further $21 million after being

a Hong Kong-based company,

that Alstom did not have the necessary

found guilty of bribery.

Alexander Brothers Ltd (ABL), which

evidence to prove any act of corruption,

helped Alstom win $1.1 billion worth of

the French court of appeal said that it

In October 2019, ABL obtained an

rail network contracts in China

could not rule on whether bribery had

enforcement order against Alstom in

between 2003 and 2012.

actually occurred “due to the concealed

the UK, which was upheld in the 18

nature of acts of bribery”.

June ruling.

ABL has been pursuing Alstom for $6.8
million in punitive and compensatory

Alstom conducted audits of its

damages in Switzerland, France and the

consultancy contracts with agents in

UK. In May 2019, the French appeals

2012 and 2013, one of which found

court dismissed the Swiss tribunal’s

accounting errors and deficiencies

ruling that Alstom should pay ABL,

among documentation. In 2014, Alstom

emphasising that evidence

pleaded guilty to US Foreign Corrupt

UK court ruling
French appeal court rulin...
Alstom guilty plea (22 De...

UK National Crime Agency denied permission to
appeal Kazakh UWO dismissal
The UK Court of Appeal’s Civil Division

should be heard”. In addition, despite

Lady Justice Carr confirmed that the

ruled on 17 June that the National

UWOs being a new power which might

initial order’s conclusion that the facts

Crime Agency (NCA) is not allowed to

benefit from additional judicial

did not give rise to the “irresistible

challenge the High Court decision

interpretation, Lady Justice Carr

inference” that the property was derived

dismissing three unexplained wealth

reasoned that the matter would be

from crime.

orders (UWOs) in relation to London

better addressed in an appeal with a

properties worth £80 million, allegedly

real prospect of success.

purchased with criminal proceeds by

The UK High Court Queen's Bench
Division ruled on 8 April that the NCA’s

the daughter and grandson of the

The order indicates that all statutory

case was “flawed” and that it had

former president of Kazakhstan

tests for the income and serious crime

“failed to carry out a fair-minded

Nursultan Nazarbayev.

requirements in the original High Court

evaluation” already provided by the

decision were correctly applied, no

ultimate beneficial owners and the

The Court of Appeal order mentions

material errors were made and that

respondents.

that “the appeal has no real prospect of

there is no basis for the appellate court

success and there is no other

to interfere with the initial findings.

compelling reason why an appeal
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High Court order (8 April...
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EY allowed to appeal $11m damages award to
whistleblower in Dubai gold audit case
The UK High Court ruled on 5 June that

is not infallible, the case is subject to

The court criticised EY for its treatment

EY, formerly known as Ernst & Young,

appeal and the defendants have as

of Rihan, which in the judge’s view took

is allowed to appeal the 17 April verdict

much right of free speech as anyone

the case “outside the norm” and was

which saw the company ordered to pay

else”, but warned that the reward may

“not done just to protect Kaloti”. Justice

$10.8 million in damages to former

be altered during appeal proceedings or

Kerr added that EY’s attack on the

United Arab Emirates partner Amjad

may rise due to increased interest on

claimant’s integrity was “unfair”,

Rihan, who blew the whistle regarding

costs.

“unjustified” and “vindictive”.

allegations that the firm covered up
evidence of money laundering during

In addition, the ruling discusses other

its 2013 assurance audit of Dubai gold

consequential issues related to the

refiner Kaloti Jewellery International.

main verdict, such as the damage

High Court ruling
High Court ruling (17 Apr...

amount interest and tax, interim
UK Justice Kerr argued that “the court

payments.

US Supreme Court sets limits to SEC powers to
obtain disgorgement in securities fraud cases
The US Supreme Court ruled on 22

be used for the construction of a cancer

In 2017, the Supreme Court held that a

June that the Securities and Exchange

treatment centre. Liu and Wang were

disgorgement order in a SEC

Commission (SEC) may ask courts to

ordered to pay $27 million, representing

enforcement action constitutes a

recover disgorgement of illegal

the full amount they asked had raised

“penalty” and needs to observe a

proceeds resulting from securities

from investors, which they claimed

five-year statute of limitations for “an

fraud in civil proceedings, but only

failed to account for their legitimate

action, suit or proceeding for the

provided that the money is returned to

business expenses.

enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or

defrauded investors and that the

forfeiture.” According to media sources,

amount does not exceed the offender’s

The Supreme Court argued that some

the SEC typically obtains over $1 billion

net profits after legitimate expenses

expenses from the fraudulent scheme

in disgorgement awards every year.

are deducted.

were used for lease payments and
cancer treatment equipment and

The Supreme Court opinion was issued

ordered the case to go back to the US

in a 2016 case against Charles Liu and

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

his wife Xin Lisa Wang, who were found

for reconsideration and to examine

to have misappropriated millions of

whether legitimate expenses could be

dollars from foreign investors under the

included “in a profits-based remedy” in

EB-5 Immigrant Investor Programme

a manner consistent with the “equitable

and falsely stated that the money would

relief” principles.
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Supreme Court opinion
Supreme Court opinion in ...
SEC complaint (26 May 201...
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Israeli NGO petitions Supreme Court to probe
Netanyahu over submarine graft case
Prominent anti-corruption NGO

additional submarines and corvettes

controlled by his American cousin,

Movement for Quality Government in

from ThyssenKrupp. A fourth and

Nathan Milikowsky, which had yielded

Israel (MQG) submitted an appeal to

separate deal occurred in 2014 relating

him returns of over 700 percent, directly

the Israeli High Court of Justice on 15

to the Egyptian purchase of two

links Netanyahu to Case 3000.

June, requesting that Prime Minister

submarines from the same company,

Benjamin Netanyahu is investigated

which was allegedly supported by

Moreover, the MQG claims that

over the submarine graft probe,

Netanyahu despite objection from

Netanyahu was in severe conflict of

otherwise known as Case 3000.

then-defence minister Moshe Ya’alon. In

interest by holding shares in Seadrift

February 2017, the Israeli state attorney

Coke, which supplied steel to

The investigation into Case 3000, which

initiated a probe into Netanyahu’s

Thysenkrupp when the deals took

is considered by some to be the biggest

associates linked to the various deals,

place. According to Tomer Naor, MQG’s

suspected graft scandal in the country’s

and in December 2019, decided to

legal representative, the NGO has

history, has looked into several close

prosecute, subject to hearing, nine

gathered testimonies from dozens of

associates of Netanyahu, but not

associates of Netanyahu, on various

individuals who said that their claims

Netanyahu himself, on suspicion that

offences including bribery and money

were not properly handled during the

they received illicit funds as part of the

laundering.

Case 3000 investigations. In addition to

multi-billion-shekel state purchase of

calling for the investigation to be

naval vessels and submarines in 2012

In a press conference held on 16 June,

reopened, MQG has also asked the

from German shipbuilder

Dr Eliad Shraga, Chairman of MQG, and

court to order a State Commission of

ThyssenKrupp.

Shahar Ginosar, an Israeli journalist,

Inquiry into the claims.

discussed their appeal to the High
In addition, in two other deals in 2016,

Court. According to the appeal, the

which eventually fell through, the Israeli

shares held by Netanyahu himself in

government pushed to purchase

Seadrift Coke, a US steel company

Appeal (in Hebrew)

New Zealand regulator files proceedings against
CLSA Premium over AML/CFT breaches
The Financial Markets Authority (FMA)

diligence and enhanced customer due

CLSA Premium issued a press release

of New Zealand announced on 23 June

diligence, terminate business

on 24 June stating that the alleged acts

that it has filed civil proceedings at the

relationships, report suspicious

identified by FMA were committed

High Court of Auckland against Hong

transactions and keep records in

under the previous management of the

Kong-based CLSA Premium Limited’s

accordance with the regulations.

company and that its licence in New

subsidiary in New Zealand (formerly

Zealand and the wider company

known as KVB Kunlun New Zealand

The FMA claims that the breaches

operations are not impacted by the

Limited) for alleged breaches of the

represent the subsidiary’s general

proceedings.

AML/CFT regulations.

approach to compliance between April
2015 and November 2018 and that the

According to the FMA, CLSA Premium

estimated value of the transactions at

on numerous occasions failed to

issue amounts to nearly NZ$50 million

conduct sufficient customer due

(over £26 million).
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Former French government officials jailed over
‘Karachi affair’ arms deal kickbacks
The Tribunal Correctional de Paris

money was raised from sales of

Agence France-Press, the Lebanese

convicted three former French

merchandise and gifts from party

businessmen Ziad Takieddine and

government officials and three others

members.

Abdul Rahman El-Assir refused to

on 15 June on charges relating to

appear at the Paris court and warrants

kickbacks from arms deals involving

Bazire was given a three-year prison

have been issued for their arrest.

Pakistan and Saudi Arabia in 1994. The

sentence and fined €300,000. Renaud

convictions are part of a long-running

Donnedieu de Vabres, a former adviser

French investigators began examining

scandal known as the ‘Karachi affair’,

to then-defence minister François

the allegations in 2008, and Balladur

which involved illicit campaign

Léotard was given a three-year

and Léotard are both scheduled to face

financing.

sentence and fined €120,000. Thierry

trial in the coming months. According

Gaubert, a former aide to then budget

to Le Monde, the court handed down

The court ruled that Nicolas Bazire, the

minister Nicolas Sarkozy, and

severe sentences as the crimes were

campaign manager of former French

Dominique Castellan, a former head of

considered to be a grave affront to

prime minister Edouard Balladur, was

the international division of French

confidence in public life.

well aware that F10.25 million (€1.6

naval defence contractor DCN (since

million) used for Balladur’s 1995

renamed Naval Group), were both

re-election campaign had come from

sentenced to two years in prison. All

Franco-Lebanese arms broker Ziad

four have announced their intention to

Takieddine. Balladur claimed that the

appeal the judgements. According to

Le Monde article
AFP article

French ex-PM François Fillon sentenced to
prison over corruption scandal
Former French prime minister François

François Fillon has also been banned

Joulard were accused of embezzling

Fillon was sentenced on 29 June to five

from public office for 10 years and

public funds, abuse of social goods,

years in prison for embezzlement of

ordered to pay a fine of €375,000. In

concealment and false wealth

public funds, of which three are

addition, the three defendants were

statements to the High Authority for the

suspended, in the so-called ‘Penelope

asked to pay €1 million back to the

Transparency of Public Life. Fillon was

Gate’ scandal, according to Associated

National Assembly, equal to the amount

prime minister between 2007 and 2012

Press. The verdict has been appealed.

that was allegedly used to pay for

and a candidate in the 2017 presidential

Penelope Fillon’s fictitious work as a

race, which was won by Emmanuel

Penelope Fillon, his wife, and Fillon’s

parliamentary assistant between 1998

Macron after the corruption allegations

former National Assembly deputy Marc

and 2013.

against Fillon were made public.

Joulard were given three-year
suspended sentences for complicity to

During the trial which opened in

embezzle and conceal public funds.

February in Paris, Fillon, his wife and
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Swiss Attorney General reportedly investigating
Glencore over DRC corruption
Reuters reported on 19 June that the

the UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO),

levelled at the relationship between

Swiss Office of the Attorney General

which was confirmed in a 5 December

Glencore-owned mines and Israeli

(OAG) has launched a probe into

statement by the SFO. On 11 July 2018,

businessman Dan Gertler, who was

allegations that Baar-based Glencore

Glencore announced in a press release

sanctioned by the US in 2017, along

plc failed to put in place a framework

that it had received a subpoena from

with 14 of his entities in 2018. A

to prevent corruption involving its

the US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Treasury Department statement dated

cobalt and cobalt mining operations in

related to the Foreign Corrupt Practices

21 December 2017 alleges that

the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Act (FCPA) and pertaining to its

“between 2010 and 2012 alone, the

(DRC). According to Reuters, Glencore

operations in the DRC, as well as in

DRC reportedly lost over $1.36 billion in

told media outlets that it was

Nigeria and Venezuela. Glencore

revenues from the under-pricing of

cooperating with the investigation,

Chairman Tony Hayward said at the

mining assets that were sold to

which the OAG reportedly stated stems

time that the commodity trader and

offshore companies linked to Gertler”.

from a 2017 complaint into the bribery

mining corporation “takes ethics and

of foreign public officials.

compliance seriously” and would

Reuters article

cooperate with the DOJ, whose
Glencore is also the subject of an

investigation also remains ongoing.

SFO statement (December 2...

Reuters also mentioned the scrunity

Glencore press release (J...

ongoing investigation, into allegations
of bribery involving foreign officials, by

Latvian police searches related to ABLV Bank
According to Latvian television, on 13

after the publication of a report by the

eight people have been detained,

June, State Police carried out a

US Financial Crimes Enforcement

including bank employees. The

large-scale search of 46 addresses

Network (FinCEN), over the bank’s

detainees were released within 10 days.

related to ABLV Bank in Riga. Police

alleged involvement in international

Major Latvian news outlet LETA

officials confirmed the searches were

money laundering schemes. ABLV Bank

reported that a total of €374.9 million,

part of an ongoing investigation into

was then undergoing liquidation, a

including liquid assets and real estate,

possible money laundering, within the

decision taken by shareholders to

had been seized, citing the police as

framework of a procedure directed by

protect client and creditor interests.

their source.

the Office for the Prevention of
Economic Crimes.

In relation to the searches, State Police

LSM.LV story

confirmed the locations included a
Latvian State Police opened a criminal

credit institution, businesses,

investigation into ABLV Bank in 2018

workplaces, and residences and that
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Italy arrests Siemens and Alstom executives
over Milan subway corruption allegations
Italy’s Guardi di Finanza (GDF)

Among those reportedly arrested

prosecutors allege that €125,000

reportedly arrested 13 individuals on

include executives from Munich-based

(£112,000) was paid or promised as

suspicion of corruption involving

Siemens AG and Saint-Ouen-based

bribes between October 2018 and July

Milan’s subway service, ATM,

Alston SA, officials from ATM, and

2019 to secure eight contracts totaling

according to a Reuters article published

executives from four contracting

€150 million (£135 million).

on 23 June.

companies, including Italian IT service
provider Engineering Informatica. Milan

Reuters article

Venezuelan dealmaker arrested in Cape Verde
Alex Nain Saab Moran, a Colombian

extradition, who has been designated

Venezuela’s Foreign Minister Jorge

national considered to be one of

due to his links to Maduro and was

Arreaza issued a statement on 13 June

Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro’s

indicted by the US authorities in July

on Twitter denouncing Saab’s arrest as

most powerful supporters was arrested

2019 for allegedly bribing Venezuelan

illegal and claiming that no Interpol

in the Cape Verde Islands pursuant to

officials and laundering more than $350

warrant existed at the time of his

an Interpol Red Notice on 12 June,

million to overseas accounts.

detention.

according to Bloomberg, on a warrant
from the US, where he is wanted on

Saab is also suspected of helping the

suspicion of money laundering.

Maduro regime to import petrol from
Iran and export Venezuelan gold to

The US has since sent a request to the

Bloomberg article (14 Jun...
Bloomberg article (29 Jun...

Turkey in violation of the US sanctions.

Republic of Cabo Verde for Saab’s

Venezuela Foreign Ministe...

Uncle of Syrian president convicted of money
laundering in France
French prosecutors sentenced Rifaat

The case against Rifaat Al-Assad began

Al-Assad, the uncle of Syrian President

in 2014, when the legal NGO Sherpa

Bashar Al-Assad, to four years in

filed a complaint stating that the value

Rifaat Al-Assad, who is 82, was

prison on 17 June for acquiring €90

of his property empire far exceeded his

reportedly absent from the hearing for

million of property in France and €29

known income. The trial was the

health reasons. His lawyers announced

million of property in the UK using

second of a member of a ruling family

their intention to appeal the judgement.

money illegally acquired from the

under so-called “ill-gotten gains” (biens

Syrian state between 1996 and 2016.

mal acquis) litigation which seeks to
return the proceeds of corruption to the
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Le Monde article
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Julius Baer reportedly faces AML probe over
former Argentinian client
The Swiss Financial Market

million) from his company between

been found in breach of its AML

Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

2007 and 2016, which was then

obligations and its duty to put in place

reportedly began a new investigation

transferred into several Julius Baer

an appropriate risk management policy

into private bank Julius Baer’s last

accounts.

between 2009 and early 2018 in

autumn over alleged breaches of

connection with alleged corruption by

anti-money laundering (AML) rules in

Bank employees reportedly identified

Venezuelan state-owned oil company

relation to a former Argentinian client,

irregularities in 2016, conducted an

Petróleos de Venezuela S.A (PDVSA)

Swiss daily Neue Zuercher Zeitung

indepth verification of client information

and world football governing body FIFA.

reported on 10 June.

and transactions and closed the
accounts, but the bank failed to inform

According to the media outlet, the

Neue Zuercher Zeitung art...

FINMA about the identified wrongdoing.

bank’s former customer is a well-known

FINMA press release (20 F...

Argentinian entrepreneur who allegedly

In a separate case, FINMA announced

misappropriated CHF 50 million (£42.3

on 20 February that Julius Baer had

Acacia Mining executives settle tax evasion case
Three managers of Tanzania-based

subsidiaries, two employees and a

submitting false tax statements to the

Acacia Mining, currently owned by

former staffer were accused of

Tanzania Revenue Authority in 2008.

Barrick Gold Corporation, entered a

overstating the exported amount of

Additional charges were reportedly

plea agreement for tax evasion,

gold and operating illegally in the

dropped.

through which they have agreed to pay

country. North Mara Exploration and

TZS 1.5 billion (£520,000) in

Bulyanhulu Gold Mines president

Acacia Mining, formerly African Barrick

compensation and an overall financial

Deodatus Mwanyika and

Gold plc, was re-acquired by Barrick

penalty of TZS 4.5 million (£1,560),

co-conspirators Alex Lugendo and Assa

Gold Corporation in September 2019 for

according to a Reuters article published

Mwaipopo were sent to prison in

$1.2 billion, after the company settled a

on 17 June.

October 2018 on 39 counts of money

long-running tax dispute with the

laundering, tax evasion, forgery and

government of Tanzania.

According to prosecutors, the case

corruption. In exchange for their release

started in 2018 when three local

from prison, the defendants admitted to
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Four former executives of ICBC Spain to pay
€22.7m over money laundering case
Four former executives of the

2016 after evidence emerged that the

Chinese OCGs deposited €90 million in

Industrial and Commercial Bank of

bank was being used as a conduit to

illegal proceeds into ICBC accounts or

China’s (ICBC) Spain branch have

launder illicit funds into the EU through

personal accounts, after the money was

agreed to pay €22.7 million to settle a

customs and tax fraud. According to

smuggled into Spain in backpacks. The

money laundering case and have been

the indictment, the representatives of

funds were then transferred back to

given prison sentences of between

ICBC’s Madrid branch allegedly

China in amounts below the €50,000

three and five months, according to a

facilitated the laundering of money

threshold to circumvent anti-money

17 June report by the Organized Crime

from suspected Chinese organised

laundering controls.

and Corruption Reporting Project.

crime groups (OCGs) between 2011
and 2014.

OCCRP article

According to media sources, the

Anticorruption Prosecutor...

The international investigation into
Spain’s ICBC branch was launched in

DRC president’s chief of staff sentenced for
embezzling $48.8m in public funds
The high court of the Democratic

political analyst Israel Mutala as

A murder investigation is currently

Republic of Congo sentenced the

predicting that the ruling will have a

ongoing into the suspicious death of

president’s Chief of Staff Vital

substantial impact on government

the first judge to preside over

Kamerhe to 20 years of hard labor for

accountability, stating that “the

Kamerhe’s trial. Prior to Kamerhe’s trial,

embezzling $48,831,148 in public

management of public funds will never

President Tshisekedi had offered public

funds intended for a public housing

be the same again after this process”.

guarantees that his administration

project, according to a Reuters article
published on 20 June.
The ruling makes Kamerhe, once
considered a possible successor to
President Felix Tshisekedi in 2023, the
most senior DRC politician to be
convicted of embezzlement.
The Financial Times quoted Congolese
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would tackle public sector graft.

Kamerhe is the
most senior DRC
politician to be
convicted of
embezzlement

Kamerhe denies the allegations and his
lawyer reportedly stated that the ruling
will be appealed.
Reuters article
Financial Times article
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Interview: Jens Madsen, the former head of
investigation at Danske Bank

Aperio Intelligence spoke to Jens Madsen, whose career in AML/CFT and financial crime spans 25 years, initially as a financial
supervisor, then head of the Danish Financial Intelligence Unit, before becoming Director General of the State Prosecution
Service for Financial and International Crime. Jens was then appointed Director General of the Intelligence & Security Service
and subsequently Counterterrorism Coordinator for the Danish Government. From 2017-2020, Jens served as the Senior Vice
President and then Head of Investigation at Danske Bank, responsible for the internal investigation into the money laundering
scandal involving the bank's Estonia branch. Most recently, in 2020, Jens has opened his own advisory firm. Jens has a wealth
of international experience, a FATF delegate for 15 years, as well as a member of OLAF's Supervisory Committee.
What do you think of the European Commission's Action Plan for a comprehensive Union policy on preventing money
laundering and terrorism financing, which was published on 7 May?
The Action Plan is almost a no brainer and the action points do not need much explanation; they are self-explanatory and highly
relevant. One action point, however, still needs some clarity, namely the methodology for the designation of AML/CFT high-risk
countries. In my opinion, the methodology is too complex, and it is not clear how the synergies (if there are any) with the FATF
International Co-operation Review Group process would work.
Is there a need for an EU-level AML/CFT supervisor, and if so, should it be the EBA or a new body? What powers/tools would
such a body need to carry out its mandate effectively?
Indeed, there is a need. I'm not a fan of creating too many different institutions so I would rather have the powers sit with the
EBA. It is obvious that cross-jurisdictional powers are required and that those powers need to be able to overturn the
competence of a national supervisor/regulator. Only with such powers will we achieve harmonised standards.
Are the Nordic countries doing enough to adequately recover from and prevent financial crime in future?
Many are doing a lot now, but this was not the situation a few years ago. Some would say that the banks and their managers
were somewhat naive, but the reality is that this nativity came from the entire society. This has been turned around in the past
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few years. The challenge now is to maintain the high level of compliance with lower equity due to Covid-19 and other parameters.
Drawing on your extensive experience in the public sector, how have financial crime typologies evolved in Denmark?
Criminals are moving to where the assets are most easily accessible. This means that we have seen a shift from fraud against
private enterprises to fraud against the public. Examples include the many VAT fraud cases, some cases have also involved
terrorist financiers. Another important example is the dividend tax reclaim fraud scheme.
How does the way that financial crime is being investigated need to evolve going forward?
From the perspective of financial institutions, they need to continue to focus on diligence and compliance and on being more
efficient. In regard to AML this would for example involve defining more comprehensive scenarios and red flags for screening.
Law enforcement institutions generally need to enhance their models of cooperation and conduct parallel financial investigations
in relation to all proceeds generating crimes. It's an old slogan but still valid: Follow the money.
Can you tell us about a landmark anti-financial crime case you have worked on?
For 10 years I was involved in pretty much all the highest profile financial crime cases as the Director General of the Financial and
International Crime Prosecution Service. Of course, I could mention the Danske Bank internal investigation into the money
laundering scandal in Estonia as a peak in terms of the exposure, complexity and scale of the case.
What do you see as an emerging yet insufficiently understood/addressed financial crime risk that will define the 2020s?
I believe it is more correct to single out proceeds generating crimes rather than financial crime. One underestimated area which
is both highly profitable but still a little bit below the radar of both law enforcement agencies and financial institutions are
violations related to intellectual property rights, i.e. patents and trademarks etc.
How important is international cooperation in the fight against financial crime?
International cooperation is important in combatting transnational organised crime. I wish that investigation and prosecutorial
agencies worked even more closely together than they do today. Joint investigation and joint prosecution teams should be
promoted much more than they are currently.
Lots of public/private partnerships have been announced across the Nordics – how valuable are such forums?
In the Nordics we haven't had the final break through quite yet. I think we should learn from the UK's JMLIT model where actual
operational data is exchanged at an intelligence level in a closed environment and under the control of the authorities. A similar
model is being proposed by the Danish Bankers Association and I hope it will be turned into law in the not too distant future.
What is the likely biggest financial crime threat we are facing as the global economy begins its recovery from the pandemic?
My biggest concern is that the pendulum swings back to a profit/equity focus at the expense of being compliant in regard to
financial crime. As profits become pressurised, I fear we will see this shift really quickly. I'm not saying the pendulum will swing
all the way back, but we could quickly see a trend.
What has been the greatest challenge of your career?
Probably to take over as Director General of the Intelligence & Security Service at a time when the organisation needed to be
revamped. Getting the culture right was a decisive factor in achieving our objectives. That I managed to revamp the Intelligence &
Security Service for the better and that I had the support of the staff in doing so, is the greatest success of my career so far.
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